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SUMMARY
Uncertainty is a critical element in computational materials science. From the exper-
imental perspective, the sources of uncertainty include measurement errors caused by in-
strument, operator, and sensing models, as well as the curve fitting in determining the pa-
rameters of constitutive material models. From the computational perspective, the choice
of material models is a source of model-form uncertainty, whereas the parameters used in
these constitutive material models are sources of parameter uncertainty. Both the model-
form and parameter uncertainties can be considered as epistemic uncertainty, which is re-
ducible as the knowledge about the material advances. On the other hand, irreducible or
aleatory uncertainty originates from the random distribution of materials because of the
nature of statistical thermodynamics. Thus, uncertainty quantification (UQ) is an impor-
tant aspect in integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) tools for the credible
predictions of physical quantities of interests. The major challenges of UQ in materials
modeling are the curse of dimensionality and computational complexity.
In this research, efficient UQ methods are developed for both forward uncertainty prop-
agation and prediction in ICME tools and the inverse process of materials design and opti-
mization. A temporal-upscaling stochastic reduced-order model is developed to accelerate
the uncertainty propagation beyond the time-scale limitation in simulations. The proposed
method is demonstrated using kinetic Monte Carlo, molecular dynamics, and phase field
simulations in the microstructural evolution problem. The stochastic collocation method
is applied to study the effects of processing and thermodynamic parameters and efficiently
quantify uncertainty in dendritic growth. It is demonstrated with the solidification process
of Al-4wt%Cu using phase field model. For materials design and optimization under uncer-
tainty, Bayesian optimization is extended to solve large-scale problems. A novel and accel-
erated Bayesian optimization method is proposed to tackle the mixed-integer optimization
under known and unknown constraints, based on computationally expensive high-fidelity
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simulations through the parallel usage of high-performance computing architecture. The
proposed batch parallel Bayesian optimization method is demonstrated using several design




Uncertainty is a critical element in computational materials science, and particularly in
integrated computational materials engineering (ICME) tools. From the experimental per-
spective, the measurement error, as well as the curve fitting in determining parameters for
constitutive material models, are sources of uncertainties. From the computational per-
spective, the choice of constitutive material models is a source for model-form uncertainty,
whereas a source of parameter uncertainty is rooted from the experimental calibration.
Both the model-form and parameter uncertainties described above can be considered as
epistemic uncertainty, which is reducible as the knowledge about the material advances.
On the other hand, there is another source of uncertainty in materials, which is irreducible
and usually referred to as aleatory, originating from the spatial random nature of the ma-
terial. The manifesto of aleatory uncertainty in ICME tools is the necessity of running
ICME tools multiple times with different representative volume elements (RVEs), which is
a realization of the stochastic microstructure. Thus, uncertainty quantification (UQ) is an
important aspect in computational materials science, as ICME tools are typically used as a
forward model to predict the quantities of interests (QoIs). As most of the usage of ICME
tools is for time-dependent and dynamic problems, the UQ in ICME problems naturally
becomes uncertainty propagation (UP) problems, in which the QoIs are random variables
evolving over time.
While ICME tools are forward models because of their predictive capabilities, the
materials design problem is the inverse problem, in which one seeks an optimal process
that is corresponding to optimal material properties. Since uncertainty is an inevitable
element of the ICME tools, the optimization in materials design problems must account
for uncertainty during the optimization procedure. This leads to the optimization under
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uncertainty in the context of computational materials science.
The pressing need for UQ, UP, and optimization under uncertainty in computational ma-
terials science is highly related to the well-known process-structure-property (PSP) chain.
Because ICME tools are widely used to numerically establish the linkage between process-
structure or structure-property, the uncertainty in the ICME tools must be accounted for
in the inputs and must be quantified in the outputs, in order to successfully establish the
linkage. Multiple sources of uncertainty are evolved during this process. The most ap-
parent uncertainty source is the parameter uncertainty, in which one can vary different
parameters to obtain different QoIs. For example, one can vary the processing parameters
and observe the change in microstructure for the process-structure linkage. The second
uncertainty source is the model-form uncertainty, in which different constitutive material
models are used to simulate the QoIs. For instance, in molecular dynamic (MD) simula-
tions, different atomic potential models can be used in the simulation systems. Obviously,
different atomic potentials, which can be considered as the constitutive material models,
yield different QoIs for the same simulation settings. While the model-form and param-
eter uncertainties are epistemic uncertainty, the third source of uncertainty is the inherent
randomness of the microstructure, which is aleatory uncertainty. The material microstruc-
ture is non-deterministic, random, and can be described and represented statistically. The
aleatory uncertainty of microstructure is mainly due to two reasons. First, the microstruc-
ture is usually not homogeneous. It means that different compositions may be obtained at
different locations. Second, because of the limitation of processing techniques, distribu-
tions of microstructures are stochastic and exhibit natural variability. As a result, UQ is
regarded as a useful and necessary tool to be used in concert with ICME tools.
However, UQ in ICME is a difficult problem to solve, because it carries challenges
from both UQ and ICME. On one hand, the technical challenges in the UQ problems are
the curse of high dimensionality and the complexity of the engineering simulations. If s
is the number of sampling points per dimension, and d is the dimensionality of the prob-
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lem, then sd is the number of sampling points in the full tensor grid approach. The num-
ber of sampling points increases exponentially with respect to the dimension, creating the
computational bottleneck for UQ. On the other hand, the ICME bottleneck roots in the
complexity issues of ICME tools, including scarcity of data, input representation, noisy
evaluation, and time-scale limit. The scarcity-of-data problem in computational materials
science is due to two reasons. First, the ICME tools are computationally expensive. Sec-
ond, there is a lack of experimental data to support the development of ICME tools, due to
the time consuming experimental setup and significant effort to obtain the data. One can
argue that with the rapid development of high-performance computing (HPC) systems, the
computational cost to obtain the simulation data has been reduced drastically. However, the
ICME tools are also getting more complex and take more time to obtain simulation results.
The representation of ICME tool inputs also poses another challenge in studying the PSP
linkage problems. For example, it is non-trivial to compare one process with another, in
terms of material properties and performance. However, representing the processes, which
sometimes include time series, thermal history, and different heat treatments, is a careful
procedure. First, the redundancy must be avoided, which could lead to the curse of dimen-
sionality. Second, the uniqueness of the representation must be preserved. The sole usage
of continuous variables as the parameters in ICME tools is thus insufficient. This naturally
leads to the incorporation of discrete and categorical variables in modeling the distinction
between different processes. Thus, UQ problems in ICME context becomes more difficult.
For example, the inverse design problems could potentially lead to a combinatorial or a
mixed-integer problem, which could be NP-hard and becomes computationally intractable.
The noisy ICME simulations also pose another challenge in the UQ context. Generally
speaking, one can link the noise in the ICME tools with the noise in microstructures in
the PSP linkage. The non-deterministic nature of ICME tools in modeling microstructures
requires many simulations to be evaluated, which adds to the computational burden. Fur-
thermore, material models for ICME are also subject to the complex multiscale behaviors
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of materials. The hierarchical time and length scales need to be modeled simultaneously.
Both physics-based and data-driven paradigms can be utilized to solve the UQ problems
in the context of computational materials science. On one hand, physics-based approaches
typically rely on the ICME tools, after the verification and validation processes. UQ meth-
ods, such as Bayesian model average, have been used to capture model-form uncertainty.
Other UQ methods, such as stochastic collocation, sparse grid, polynomial chaos expan-
sion, and Gaussian process regression, can be applied to quantify parameter uncertainty of
the ICME tools. Generally speaking, the parameter uncertainty problems are easier to solve
than model-form uncertainty problems since more methods are available. Data-driven ap-
proaches, on the other hand, rely on the rich data resource to solve the UQ problems. The
data can be obtained either through simulations or experiments. Because of the scarcity
of experimental data, computational data are more accessible to researchers, particularly
with the support of HPC systems. The significant advantage of data-driven approaches
in UQ is the computational efficiency in prediction, in which the surrogate or metamodel
can approximate the underlying ICME tools. Some well-known data-driven approaches,
such as machine learning, are available to construct surrogate models. However, the major
drawback of data-driven approaches is that the accuracy of the prediction is dependent on
the size of the required data for surrogate model construction. High-dimensional problems
need exponentially large datasets to train the surrogate models properly. One of the poten-
tial approaches to deal with the scarcity of data is to combine physics-based and data-driven
methods. Physical knowledge can be injected into the formulation of surrogate models, as
a “gray box” approach, to significantly reduce the training data size, as demonstrated in our
previous work [1]. Hybrid approaches that aggregate both computational and experimental
data through multi-fidelity modeling are also promising to mitigate the scarcity of data.
The experimental data, which is typically scare and relatively more accurate, can serve as
a high-fidelity resource, whereas the computational data can be regarded as a low-fidelity
resource.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of Process-Structure-Property (PSP) linkages.
Figure 1.1 shows an overview of the PSP linkage in materials science. A process can
be any arbitrary manufacturing process, such as conventional casting, milling, drawing, or
even additive manufacturing. It can be originated from the chemical composition space
from the chemistry perspective, where the availability and quantity of elements in the peri-
odic table can serve as the input parameters. This representation spans a vast collection
of materials, including lightweight alloys, superalloys, high-entropy alloys, and shape-
memory alloys. A process can be generally represented by a collection of categorical,
discrete, and continuous process parameters. Each process would result in a collection of
statistically equivalent microstructures, in which the statistical descriptors of the represen-
tative volume element (RVE) are similar. Many examples of microstructural descriptors
are reviewed in [2, 3]. Some common microstructural descriptors include volume fraction,
number of contiguous neighbor grains, cluster’s nearest center distance, the orientation
angle of a cluster’s principal axis, total surface area, number of clusters, the equivalent ra-
dius, compactness, roundness, eccentricity, aspect ratio, rectangularity, and tortuosity. As
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the microstructure sample varies upon the location of the specimen probe, a collection of
statistical descriptors is necessary in describing the microstructure. The variation of these
statistical descriptors constitutes the aleatory uncertainty in materials.
From the obtained microstructures, the structure-property linkage can be computa-
tionally established to predict the property of the microstructure with ICME tools, and
eventually, bridge the gap from processing parameters to property. The materials property
can be yield strength, density, wear resistance, transport coefficients, etc., depending on the
application of the materials. In the materials design problem, one seeks to solve the inverse
problem, in which the following question is posed: What are the processes that correspond
to one or multiple optimal materials properties? The materials design question thus can be
formulated as an optimization problem, which part of this dissertation is dedicated to solve.
There are four paradigms in establishing the PSP linkage of materials, as illustrated in
Figure 1.2 [4]. It is noted that a later paradigm is dependent on the previous ones. The first
paradigm is the experimental approach, where one seeks to map from process to property
using experimental measurements. The experimental approach is regarded as the most reli-
able one, especially with today’s advanced instruments. The second approach is the math-
ematical formulation of physics-based constitutive models that describe the phenomena.
The third approach is a more recent advancement, which concerns with the computational
implementations of ICME tools to build the PSP linkage. The computational model is often
calibrated using experimental data, with constitutive models as kernels, thus is dependent
on both experimental methods and theoretical constitutive models. The fourth paradigm
is the most recent approach, which primarily concerns with using the data from experi-
ments and computations to establish the PSP linkage in a fast and accurate manner. The
fourth paradigm also opens up the possibility for the data-driven constitutive model, where
dimensionality reduction techniques can be applied to model physics-based parameters as
latent variables.
In this dissertation, we considered four problems in UQ, UP, and optimization under
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Figure 1.2: Four paradigms in establishing process-structure-property linkage: experiment,
constitutive modeling, computational simulation, and machine learning approaches, with
the later paradigms dependent on all previous ones.
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uncertainty. The literature reviews are provided in each corresponding chapter with respect
to the problem statement. In Chapter 2, we considered UP problems on fast time-scale and
proposed a stochastic reduced-ordered model (ROM), which is constructed based on the
underlying ICME tools and is capable of escaping the time-scale limit of the ICME tools.
The proposed ROM is then demonstrated using phase field model (PFM), kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) simulation, and molecular dynamics (MD) in modeling the microstructural
evolution.
In Chapter 3, we applied the sparse grid (SG) and polynomial chaos expansion (PCE)
methods to capture the variation of dendritic growth in the Al-4%Cu binary alloy solidifi-
cation process. The dendrite growth is investigated using PFM as a function of processing
and thermodynamic parameters, which correspond to epistemic and aleatory uncertainties,
respectively.
In Chapter 4, we developed a fast Bayesian optimization (BO) method, which solves
a general optimization problem and thus can be applied for any materials design problem.
The method, called pBO-2GP-3B algorithm, aims to solve the optimization problem where
the high-fidelity ICME tool is regarded as a functional evaluator in a HPC environment.
The pBO-2GP-3BO algorithm is an optimization method based on the Gaussian process
framework and quantifies uncertainty during the optimization process. It can significantly
accelerate the optimization procedure using batch parallelization, which simulates concur-
rently a number of simulations, with know and unknown constraints. The novelties of the
method are two-fold. First, the optimization problem, where high-fidelity ICME tools are
used as the functional evaluator, can be efficiently solved through parallelism in the HPC
environment, and multiple simulations are run in parallel. Second, the proposed method
also handles unknown constraints, which must be evaluated through simulations. The pro-
posed pBO-2GP-3BO algorithm is demonstrated using a few synthetic problems and a
high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation to predict wear in centrifugal
slurry pumps.
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In Chapter 5, we developed a mixed-integer BO method to solve for the mixed-integer
constrained optimization problem. The method aims to solve a general constrained opti-
mization problem, in which the constraints are known beforehand, and discrete variables
are involved. The proposed method is demonstrated with using several synthetic examples,
as well as two engineering applications in designing mechanical and auxetic metamaterials
using finite element analysis (FEA).
The technical contribution for the stochastic ROM is a novel ROM formulation that
employs data-driven approach to leverage the time-scale limit of the ICME tools. The
stochastic ROM is successfully demonstrated using PFM, kMC, and MD simulations.
The technical contribution of the large-scale UQ study on PFM is the revealing of the
impact of processing and thermodynamic parameters on the dendrite growth and morphol-
ogy.
The technical contributions in the optimization chapters are two novel BO methods. In
the mixed-integer BO method, we propose a novel BO framework that is based on categor-
ical regression by decomposing a large dataset according to an ordered collection of dis-
crete variable. Then, a Gaussian mixture model is formulated to estimate a posterior means
and variances in the classical GP framework. The proposed mixed-integer BO method
clearly shows a higher performance in optimization problems than genetic algorithms. In
the batch-parallel constrained BO method, we propose another novel BO framework that
efficiently uses the HPC architecture to solve optimization problems in a parallel manner.
Furthermore, this BO framework also handles unpredictable crash or ill-conditioned for-
ward models. The problem is formulated as blind or unknown constraints.
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CHAPTER 2
STOCHASTIC REDUCED-ORDER MODEL FOR TEMPORAL UPSCALING OF
UNCERTAINTY PROPAGATION IN MATERIALS MODELING
Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) models and simulations are among
the most useful toolboxes to develop and study materials. However, time-scale issue and
uncertainty quantification remain two critical problems in applying ICME models at the
multi-scale level. In this chapter, we propose a time-upscaling stochastic reduced-order
model (ROM) to propagate the uncertainty based on the stochastic process of 1D non-linear
Langevin equation with Gaussian noise, which describes the evolution of the probability
distribution function based on the Fokker-Planck equation. The proposed method is demon-
strated with three different ICME models, including kinetic Monte Carlo, phase-field, and
molecular dynamics simulations. Once the drift and diffusion coefficients are calibrated,
the evolutions of the statistical microstructural descriptors are accurately predicted using
the ROM.
2.1 Introduction
Simulating the dynamic behaviors of material systems is one of the most important tasks
for materials modeling. Quantities of interests (QoIs) are mostly related to the evolution of
the systems along time. For instance, at atomistic scale, thermodynamic and mechanical
properties of materials can be predicted by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Prop-
erties related to transport and phase transformation can be estimated from kinetic Monte
Carlo (kMC) simulation. At mesoscale, solidification processes are simulated by phase
field (PF) or cellular automaton models. The evolution of dislocations in crystals can be
simulated with discrete or continuous dislocation dynamics models. Given the model-form
and parameter uncertainty associated with these models, the credibility of simulation pre-
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dictions largely relies on how the uncertainty can be effectively quantified. The major chal-
lenges of uncertainty quantification (UQ) for materials modeling are associated with the
high dimensionality of models and complexity of uncertainty propagation during dynamics
simulations.
Here, the uncertainty propagation problem is considered, where uncertainty associated
with input parameters and initial conditions of material systems evolves along time during
the dynamics simulation. Direct modeling of uncertainty propagation in material systems
suffers from the time-scale issue, because a very short time step (could be as short as fem-
toseconds) is usually needed for each iteration in order to obtain the required fidelities of
material systems and hundreds of thousands of iterations are typical. Regular UQ methods
could add significant overhead costs to these simulations, which themselves already are
computationally expensive to obtain meaningful QoIs.
Several methods have been proposed to propagate uncertainty on a fast time-scale,
including stochastic ROM, Kramers-Moyal expansion and Fokker-Planck equation, and
parallel-in-time methods. The stochastic ROM methods aim to approximate the mod-
els with statistically equivalent QoIs, where the computational cost is significantly re-
duced compared to the physics-based models. The Kramer-Moyal expansion and Fokker-
Planck equation model the uncertainty propagation using a partial differential equation with
second- or higher-order derivative, where the QoIs’ probability density functions (PDFs)
evolve gradually. The parallel-in-time methods pose another parallelism for the numerical
solvers, in which discretization in time-domain can be solved simultaneously, thus mitigat-
ing the impact of the time-scale issue. The literature will be further discussed in Section
5.2.
To alleviate the time-scale issue in propagating uncertainty in materials modeling, in
this chapter, a time-upscaling stochastic ROM is introduced using a stochastic differential
equation to propagate the PDFs of QoIs. The advantages of the proposed ROM is two-fold.
First, the uncertainty of QoI is quantified and propagated based on the forward Fokker-
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Planck equation, which is a partial differential equation, with calibrated parameters. Sec-
ond, since the time scale of the Fokker-Planck equation is independent of that in material
models, the numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained much faster
than the direct simulations of materials. The QoIs can be any microstructural descriptor
of the materials, parameters of the constitutive models, or constraints in the calibration
process.
In this chapter, we approach the time-scale problem for uncertainty propagation by
introducing a stochastic ROM for the QoIs with time upscaling. The parameters of the
stochastic ROM are trained either analytically or numerically. The evolution of a QoI as
time series is divided into two parts. The first part is used to train and calibrate the ROM,
whereas the second part is used to test the ROM performance. The underlying assumption is
that the QoIs can be modeled as stochastic processes, where PDFs of QoIs can evolve with
respect to time. The significant difference between the ROM and the direct propagation
approach is their computational cost, where the former is much lower.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 provides a literature review of
related work. The mathematical foundation of the proposed methodology and the numer-
ical procedure in applying the proposed method is described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4
provides three examples of kMC, PF, and MD simulations. The advantage and possible
improvements of the proposed methods are discussed in Section 3.6. Section 2.6 concludes
the chapter.
2.2 Related work
In this section, literature review on uncertainty propagation and time-upscaling methods is
provided to highlight the state-of-the-art techniques in assessing the evolution of QoI using
UQ methods.
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2.2.1 Stochastic reduced-order models
Grigoriu [5] constructed a stochastic ROM with simple random functions to approximate
an arbitrary random functions, where statistical discrepancy are minimized. Sarkar et al.
[6] applied the method of Grigoriu [5] to quantify uncertainty in a corroding system and
compare against sampling-based approaches. Mignolet and Soize [7] proposed another
stochastic ROM for both model and parameter uncertainty in a stochastic finite element ap-
proach. This nonparametric approach accounts for both model and parameter uncertainty,
compared to only parameter uncertainty in Ghanem and Spanos [8].
2.2.2 Kramers-Moyal expansion and Fokker-Planck equation
The partial differential equation of PDFs based on the Kramers-Moyal expansion models
the evolution of probability distributions. Fokker-Planck equation is a special case of it with
only the first- and second-order spatial derivatives considered. The calibration of the as-
sociated drift and diffusion coefficients from observation is an important topic. Numerical
estimations of the Fokker-Planck drift and diffusion coefficients with high and low sam-
pling rates for time-series data have been studied extensively in the literature (for example,
Pienke et al. [9] [10] [11] [12], Sura and Barsugli [13], Ragwitz et al. [14] [14]), where
the data with low sampling rates are insufficient to estimate the coefficients accurately. Our
proposed method is able to bypass the technical challenges of the sampling rates, since it
solves the inverse problem, in which the coefficients are first parameterized, then optimized
to minimize the difference between the simulated and calibrated PDFs.
2.2.3 Parallel-in-time methods
Time parallelism methods have been introduced to accelerate dynamics simulations [15],
including multiple shootings, domain decomposition and waveform relaxation, multigrid,
and direct time parallel methods. Nievergelt [16] proposed the first shooting type ap-
proach by pure time decomposition. Chartier and Phillipe [17], Saha et al. [18], May-
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day and Turicini [19], and Guillaume [20] further developed and analyzed the method,
often referred to as parareal algorithm in the literature. The iterative domain decomposi-
tion in space-time domains also have received attentions from many researchers, including
Lelarasmee [21], Gander et al. [22] [23]. Multigrid methods is another iterative approach
that is not naturally parallel, but their components can be parallelized in the entire space-
time domain [16]. Notable work includes Hackbusch [24], Lubich and Ostermann [25],
Horton and Vandewalle [26], Emmett and Minion [27], Neumüller [28]. Direct solvers
are the last in the four classes of time parallelism methods. Prior work incudes Miranker
and Liniger [29], Axelson and Verwer [30], Womble [31], Worley [32], Sheen et al. [33],
Maday and Ronquist [34], Christlieb et al. [35], Güttel [36]. Despite their success, the
parallel-in-time methods described above would only scale if the computational resources
are sufficient. Consequently, time acceleration is achieved only if the high-performance
computing infrastructure is available.
2.3 Methodology
In this section, the proposed stochastic ROM method with time upscaling is introduced,
the Kramers-Moyal expansion and the Fokker-Planck equation are introduced, along with
the mathematical formulation, parametrization, calibration, and forward propagation using
ROM.
2.3.1 Kramers-Moyal expansion and Fokker-Planck equation
The Kramers-Moyal expansion for the PDF f(x, t) associated with random variable X can










D(j)(x, t)f(x, t). (2.1)
where n is the number of truncated terms in Kramers-Moyal expansion, D(j)(x, t) is the
Kramers-Moyal expansion coefficient. For the non-Markovian processes, the coefficients
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D(j) depend on the values of the stochastic variable X(t′) at all earlier times for t′ < t. On
the contrary, the coefficients do not depend on the earlier time in Markovian processes.
Theorem 1 (Pawula’s theorem[37]). The Kramers-Moyal expansion may stop either after
the first term or after the second term; if it does not stop after the second term, then it must
contain an infinite number of terms.
















where D(1) and D(2) are the drift and diffusion coefficients, respectively, and both are
spatio-temporal functions.
Suppose the evolution of the random variable X , which is the QoI, can be modeled by
the Fokker-Planck equation. The evolution of mean and variance can be modeled through
the two following theorems.











D(1)(x, t)f(x, t)dx. (2.4)
If the drift coefficient is a temporal function, only i.e. D(1)(x, t) = D(1)(t), then
∂
∂t
E[X] = D(1)(t). (2.5)
Proof. Assume vanishing boundary conditions at an exponential rate of the PDF, i.e. f(x, t) ∝
e−x
2 ⇒ limx→±∞ f(x, t) = 0. Here, we integrate by part and utilize the vanishing bound-
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E[X] = D(1)(t), (2.7)
as
∫∞
−∞ f(x, t)dx = 1.
Theorem 3. Assume that the drift coefficient is a temporal function, i.e. D(1)(x, t) =











D(2)(x, t)f(x, t)dx (2.9)
If the diffusion coefficient is also a temporal function, i.e. D(2)(x, t) = D(2)(t), then
∂
∂t






























































































Observe that if the drift coefficient is a temporal function D(1)(x, t) = D(1)(t), then by
Theorem 2, ∂
∂t

























E[X] + 2D(2)(t). (2.13)










E[X] = 2D(2)(t). (2.14)
Theorem 4 ([38], [11], [12]). Denote the nth central moment as M (n)(x, t), then
∂
∂t
M (n)(x, t) = n!D(n)(x, t) (2.15)
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It is noted that Theorem 4 follows directly from the Taylor series expansion in deriving
Kramers-Moyal expansion.
The one-dimensional (1D) non-linear Langevin equation for stochastic variable X ,
which is the QoI in this chapter, is equivalent to the Fokker-Planck equation. The 1D
non-linear Langevin equation reads [37]
Ẋ = h(X, t) + g(X, t)Γ(t), (2.16)
where the Langevin force Γ(t) is assumed to be a Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and δ correlation function, i.e.
〈Γ(t)〉 = 0, 〈Γ(t)Γ(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′). (2.17)
There are two alternative ways to interprete the drift and diffusion coefficients of the
Fokker-Planck equation. The first is based on Itô calculus and the second is based on
Stratonovich calculus, depending on the existence of spurious or noise-induced drift [37].
For Itô calculus, D(1)(x, t) = h(x, t), whereas for Stratonovich calculus, D(1)(x, t) =
h(x, t) + ∂g(x,t)
∂x
D(2)(x, t). For both Itô and Stratonovich calculus, D(2)(x, t) = g2(x, t). In
the scope of this chapter, Stratonovich calculus is used to interpret the stochastic process
of QoI.
The PDF for a QoI is numerically propagated along time, using Fokker-Planck equa-
tion with calibrated coefficients and initial conditions. There are two important elements
in constructing the stochastic ROM.. First, the Fokker-Planck equation coefficients must
be trained. Second, the initial conditions must be constructed numerically. The forward
Fokker-Planck equation then can be solved using the calibrated coefficients and the initial
conditions, and thus the QoI can be propagated. During the training, the initial PDFs and
evolution of PDFs associated with the QoIs are obtained by running the original materials
simulation models. The Fokker-Planck equation coefficients are calibrated to minimize the
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Kullbeck-Leibler divergence between the PDFs predicted by the Fokker-Planck equations
and the PDFs obtained from direct simulations. After training, the ROMs can be used
to predict the PDFs of QoIs for longer periods of time, independently from the original
material models.
2.3.2 Training Fokker-Planck coefficients
The numerical solution of Fokker-Planck equation can be solved by mainly two ways: finite
element method and finite difference method. Both of them suffer the curse of dimension-
ality in high-dimensional space. However, in the scope of this chapter, only 1D stochastic
process is concerned. This section outlines the numerical procedure to propagate the un-
certainty in PDF of the QoI using ROM.
The training of drift, diffusion, and high-order coefficients for the time-upscaling stochas-
tic ROM can be carried out in at least two ways: analytical and numerical. Based on The-
orem 4 to estimate the coefficients. However, in practice, direct application of Theorem
4 faces challenges from both spatio and temporal dimension. First, the number of QoI
observations is often not sufficient in practice to approximate the central moments well
enough along the spatial dimension. Second, the sampling time is often sparse along time
dimension. As a result, numerical estimations based on derivatives to approximate coeffi-
cients, based on Theorem 4, are often noisy and oscillatory, creating numerical challenges
to construct the ROM model.
The first approach to train coefficients is based on Theorems 2 and 3 analytically. Ob-
serve that the QoI can be noisy in both temporal and spatial dimensions. One approach to
reduce the effect of noise is to exclude the spatial variable x in the coefficients and simplify
the coefficients to temporal function t, i.e. D(n)(x, t) = D(n)(t). Excluding the spatial vari-
able implies that the drift and diffusion coefficients are constant throughout the modeled
spatial domain. The assumption of temporal-function coefficients is supported from the
physics-based perspective. Materials distribution can be stable if a clear trend with respect
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to time is observed and can be anticipated in the future.
This approach has the advantages of robustness subject to noisy QoI observation, be-
cause the central moment is calculated as a time-dependent quantity. Thus the numerical
approximations converge to the central moment in probability by the weak law of large
number [39].
The analytical approach built on Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 states that if the first two
central moments are well constructed, then the drift and diffusion can be approximated by
linear regression of mean and variance with respect to time, respectively.
The second approach to train the coefficients is based on the minimization of a loss
function, after the coefficients are parameterized. The loss function can be defined with
respect to the training PDF from direct simulation and the predicted PDF using Fokker-
Planck equation with parameterized coefficients, for example, polynomial approximations,
and minimize the loss function using an optimization algorithm. Compared to the analytical
approach described previously, this numerical approach allows more flexible approxima-
tion forms of the coefficients.
The loss functions can be described as a distance between the training and predicted
PDFs at a fixed time step, or at multiple time steps, where the predicted PDF with param-
eterized coefficients is compared with the training PDF. Mathematically, the loss functions






















, at t = τj for multiple time steps (τj)nj=1
(2.19)
where d(·, ·) is the distance between two PDFs. Typical distances d(·, ·) could be mathe-
matical distance, or statistical distance, such as lp, LP norms, Kullbeck-Leibler divergence,
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Wasserstein distance, etc.
2.3.3 Regularization for initial condition
Regularizing the empirical initial PDF is a necessary step to solve the forward Fokker-
Planck equation with parameterized coefficients. Without regularization, the forward solu-
tion of Fokker-Planck equation quickly diverges after a few steps.
Here the ridge regression method, which falls under the class of Tikhonov regulariza-
tion, is applied to smoothen out the empirical initial PDF for the forward Fokker-Planck
equation. The Tikhonov regularization method is discussed in details from Sticket [40].
The goal of regularization is to seek for an approximated PDF f̂(x) on a bounded















where λ is the regularization parameter, and d is the order of derivative.
Using the linear algebra formalism, the objective function Q can be expressed as
Q = (M̂f − f)TF−2B(M̂f − f) + λ(Êf)TB̃(Êf), (2.21)
where E is the derivative matrix of any order, M is the mapping matrix, B is the midpoint
rule integration matrix, B̃ is a subset of B, and F = diag(f) is the observation matrix in
diagonal form.
Setting M = F−2B = B̃ = I and solving ∂Q
∂f
= 0, we obtain the simplest form of
smoothing by regularization, as
f̂ = (I + λETE)−1f . (2.22)
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2.3.4 Finite difference Fokker-Planck solver
The numerical solutions of Fokker-Planck equation can be obtained by mainly two meth-
ods: finite element and finite difference. Here, the finite difference scheme is applied. The
training PDFs can be obtained from material simulation models in several ways, such as
polynomial chaos expansion, stochastic collection, Latin hypercube sampling, and Monte
Carlo sampling.
To construct the initial condition of the forward Fokker-Planck equation, attention must
be paid in two aspects. First, the initial PDF is constructed at a time step t = τ0, where
the stable trend can be detected in the QoI behavior. In materials modeling, the prediction
of QoIs is typically unreliable during the first stage of simulations. The length of this
unpredictable stage can be estimated through the analysis of the central moments of QoIs
as time-dependent quantities. To avoid the unstable initial condition, the initial PDF is
constructed after the trend for QoI is clear. Second, the initial PDF must be smoothened by
applying a Tikhonov regularization method. Otherwise, the noise would quickly lead to a
divergent solution of Fokker-Planck equation.
The forward Fokker-Planck equation is described as Equation 2.2, where the initial
condition is f(x, t = τ0). The numerical implementation is developed based on the al-
gorithm and computer code of [41], which calculates derivatives of any degree with any
arbitrary order of accuracy over a uniform grid. Rewritting Equation 2.2 in a linear algebra
formalism, we have









Discretizing in time dimension, Equation 2.23 can be numerically solved explicitly
using the Runge-Kutta method, or implicitly using Crank-Nicolson method [42].
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2.4 Applications and demonstrations
In this section, the proposed ROM is demonstrated using three examples: kMC simulation
in Section 2.4.1, PF simulation in Section 2.4.2, and MD simulation in Section 2.4.3. In the
kMC example, the selected QoI is the grain area. In the PF example, the selected QoI is the
chord-length. Both are used as microstructural descriptors to describe the microstructure.
In the MD example, the selected QoIs are the total mean-displacements and enthalpy of the
simulation cell.
2.4.1 Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation: hybrid Potts-phase field simulation for grain growth
In this example, the hybrid Potts - phase field model from Homer et al. [43] based on
kinetic Monte Carlo SPPARKS framework [44] is used to investigate the evolution of the
grain area during the grain growth. The drift and diffusion coefficients are calibrated using
Theorems 2 and 3. The initial and training PDFs are constructed using the kernel density
estimation method with the normal kernel distribution. The selected bandwidth is optimal
for the normal kernel density [45]. The initial PDF is constructed and regularized using the
Tikhinov regularization as described in Section 2.3.3 to reduce the probability of divergent
Fokker-Planck solution.
Figure 2.1 shows the evolution of microstructure using kMC. Figure 2.2 shows the
evolution of the QoI using Fokker-Planck equation, where the QoI is grain area based
on the kMC simulation results. The calibrated density is the last PDF used to train the
stochastic ROM. The final density denotes the last PDF, obtained from direct simulations,
to evaluate the performance of the trained stochastic ROM. The final density is not used for
training the stochastic ROM.
In Figure 2.2a, the initial PDF of grain area is peaked at the size of approximately 5000
pixel2, corresponding to Figure 2.1a, as the grains are fairly small and uniform. This is
shown by the small variance of the QoI in Figure 2.1a. As the simulation continues, the
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grain grows larger, and the variance of the QoI PDF increases accordingly. Figure 2.1d and
Figure 2.2d present the microstructure and its corresponding QoI’s PDF after the Fokker-
Planck coefficients have been calibrated, respectively. In Figure 2.2d, the testing PDF
and evolved Fokker-Planck PDF after calibration agree very well at the later testing time.
This demonstrates if the Fokker-Planck coefficients are well-trained, a prediction about the
evolution of the microstructural descriptor using the trained ROM can be made with a good
level of accuracy.
(a) 0 mcs (b) 29 mcs
(c) 34 mcs (d) 37 mcs
Figure 2.1: Microstructural evolution of grain growth in kMC simulation.
2.4.2 Phase field simulation: Spinodal decomposition
In this example, the microstructural evolution using PF simulation of Fe-Cr on MOOSE
framework [46] is used to demonstrate the approach. In this example, the QoI is the chord-
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(a) 0 mcs (b) 29 mcs
(c) 34 mcs (d) 37 mcs
Figure 2.2: Evolution of grain area as a function of time shows a good model’s performance
after calibration. (Readers are referred to online version to visualize different colors. Red
curve denotes the initial PDF, magenta curve denotes the training PDF, green curve de-
notes the testing PDF, and the blue curve denotes the evolving Fokker-Planck PDF after
calibration at different time steps.)
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length distribution, which is another statistical microstructural descriptor. The training PDF
and initial PDF are constructed using kernel density estimation method with the normal
kernel distribution. The selected bandwidth is optimal for the normal kernel density [45].
The initial PDF is regularized using the Tikhinov regularization as described in Section
2.3.3 to reduce the probability of divergent Fokker-Planck solution.
Figure 2.3 shows the microstructural evolution of Fe-Cr spinodal decomposition sim-
ulations on 25 nm × 25 nm at 500◦C over a period of 7 days (604800s) in physical time.
The system is modeled using Cahn-Hilliard equation with no external energy sources. The
initial concentration of Cr is randomized on the interval [44.774%, 48.774%] with the ex-
pectation of 46.774%. The coarsening effect is observed, and the clusters slowly expand as
the simulation advances.
The coefficients of the Fokker-Planck equation are calibrated using batch-parallel Bayesian
optimization. Here, the drift and diffusion coefficients are parameterized, and the batch-
parallel Bayesian optimization is applied to minimize the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence be-
tween the training PDF and the simulated Fokker-Planck PDF, as KL(pcalibrated||ppredicted),
where the ppredicted is obtained from solving the forward Fokker-Planck equation with cer-
tain coefficients.
Figure 2.4 presents the evolution of calibrated Fokker-Planck equation to capture the
evolution of QoI. Figure 2.3d shows the comparison between the PDF obtained by cal-
ibrated and trained Fokker-Planck equation and the testing PDF from the ICME model,
which is the PF simulation in this case.
2.4.3 Molecular dynamics simulation: Equilibrium liquid Argon
In this example, MD simulation of liquid Argon at 85K is performed using LAMMPS
framework [47] to assess the QoIs, which is the total mean square displacement and en-
thalpy of the simulation system. The system consists of 4000 atoms, where the inter-
atomic potential is described by Lennard-Jones model with uncertain well-depth ε and
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(a) 1400 steps (b) 1700 steps
(c) 2100 steps (d) 2405 steps
Figure 2.3: Microstructural evolution in PF spinodal decomposition simulation. There are
two phases in this system: the Fe-rich and Cr-rich phases.
well-location σ. Different ε and σ for Argon have been used in the literature, for example,
McGaughey et al. [48], Borgelt et al [49], Dawid et al. [50], Laasonen et al. [51], Re-
ith et al. [52], Griebel et al. [53]. The uncertain ε and σ here is modeled with truncated
normal distribution. The mean, the variance, the support lowerbound, and the support up-
perbound are (0.2383,0.0667,0.2376,0.2390) for ε, (3.4000,0.6670,3.3000,3.5000) for σ,
respectively. The microcanonical ensemble (NVE) is used, where a Langevin thermostat is
also used to coupled with the system. The Langevin thermostat, which has a random noise
generator [54], can be thought of a source for aleatory uncertainty. The QoIs are analyzed
using log files of the simulation, where the sampling time is 50 fs, the time step is 1 fs, and
the total simulation time is 20 ps.
The uncertainty of the QoIs can be considered as a forward UQ problem, where the
uncertainty is captured using PDF. Monte-Carlo sampling is used to assess the a posteriori
distribution of the QoIs. The training PDF and initial PDF are reconstructed using kernel
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(a) 1400 steps (b) 1700 steps
(c) 2100 steps (d) 2405 steps
Figure 2.4: Evolution of chord-length distribution shows a good agreement between the
testing PDF from ICME and the PDF from the trained ROM. (Readers are referred to
online version to visualize different colors. Red curve denotes the initial PDF, magenta
curve denotes the training PDF, green curve denotes the testing PDF, and the blue curve
denotes the evolving PDF after calibration at different time steps.)
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density estimation method with the normal kernel distribution. The selected bandwidth
is optimal for the normal kernel density [45]. The initial PDF for total mean-square dis-
placement is regularized using the Tikhinov regularization as described in Section 2.3.3 to
reduce the probability of divergent Fokker-Planck solution.
Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 show the evolution of the QoIs’ PDFs in different snapshots
at 140, 160, 180, and 200 ps. We note that in Figure 2.6, all the PDFs are fitted to a
normal distribution. The Fokker-Planck coefficients for the total mean-square displacement
are trained by minimizing the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence, whereas the coefficients for
enthalpy are trained using Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. The comparison between the testing
PDF and evolved Fokker-Planck PDF shows a fairly good agreement after the Fokker-
Planck coefficients are calibrated.
2.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we present a time-upscaling stochastic ROM that leverage time-scale is-
sue of ICME models, by approximating the evolution of QoIs using calibrated Fokker-
Planck equation. ICME models are often limited by a particular time-scale since they are
technically integrators, and parallelizing by spatial decomposition are easier compared to
parallel-in-time.
The proposed method is demonstrated by both drift-dominated (as in the cases of MD
and kMC) and diffusion-dominated (as in the case of PF) examples. It is shown that if the
Fokker-Planck equation coefficients are appropriately parameterized, and the calibration
for estimating the coefficients is performed correctly, the proposed method has a predictive
capacity to estimate the QoI distribution in long run, without using the heavy computational
ICME models.
Building ROM for many QoIs, and coupling QoIs require a high-dimensional Fokker-
Planck equation, which will be a topic of future study. We note that the QoIs can also be
used to reconstruct the microstructure obtained by ICME models. For example, statistical
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(a) 140 ps (b) 160 ps
(c) 180 ps (d) 200 ps
Figure 2.5: Evolution of total mean-square displacement in MD simulation. (Readers are
referred to online version to visualize different colors. Red curve denotes the initial PDF,
green curve denotes the training PDF, magenta curve denotes the testing PDF, and the blue
curve denotes the evolving Fokker-Planck PDF after calibration at different time steps.)
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(a) 140 ps (b) 160 ps
(c) 180 ps (d) 200 ps
Figure 2.6: Evolution of enthalpy in MD simulation. (Readers are referred to online ver-
sion to visualize different colors. Red curve denotes the initial PDF, green curve denotes
the training PDF, magenta curve denotes the testing PDF, and the blue curve denotes the
evolving Fokker-Planck PDF after calibration at different time steps.)
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and deterministic microstructural descriptors are discussed in Torquato et al. [55] and
Groeber et al. [3] [56], Chen et al. [2] [57]. It is noted that for computational materials
science, the number of the statistical descriptors tend to dominate that of deterministic, due
to the random nature of materials. The proposed framework in this chapter aims to evolve
any of these statisticatical microstructural descriptors, as QoIs, for a longer time-scale that
is not achievable by ICME models.
Propagating PDF along with time dimension is indeed more approachable, compared
to the methods that propagate the moments and reconstruct the PDF based on the mo-
ments. For example, John et al. [58] reviews the literature for a number of methods and
explains the ill-posed inverse problem. The Kramers-Moyal expansion allows one to prop-
agate higher-order moments in theory, but in practice, estimations of the Kramers-Moyal
coefficients are also more approachable using optimization methods. Furthermore, higher-
order derivative terms make it harder to numerically solve for the forward Kramers-Moyal
expansion. The proposed method is extensible in two directions. The former extension in-
cludes more variables in a high-dimensionality Fokker-Planck equation, whereas the later
extension would capture the QoIs evolution with smaller approximation errors by including
high-order terms for the same QoI. A caveat of the later extension is that with higher-order
derivatives, it is likely that the numerical solution of the forward Kramers-Moyal expan-
sion would diverge at some points, and some numerical treatments are required in order
to obtain a convergent solution. One of those is the Tikhonov regularization method. In
the other hand, one can also apply more complicated integration methods to stabilize and
accelerate the integration in Kramers-Moyal expansion.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we propose a time-upscaling stochastic ROM to leverage the time-scale
issue of ICME models. The ROM coefficients are trained either analytically or numeri-
cally, so that the evolution of QoI can be accurately captured using ROM. The main idea
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of the chapter is to consider the QoI as a random variable, and propagate it using some
stochastic processes. In this case, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck stochastic process is modeled
using 1D generalized Langevin equation. Under the formulation of Stratonovich calculus,
the stochastic variable can be modeled using Fokker-Planck equation.
Three ICME examples are used to demonstrate the time-upscaling stochastic ROM
framework, including kMC, PF, and MD, where the statistical microstructural descriptors
are QoIs. The results show an excellent agreement between the trained ROM and the
ICME prediction, as the proof-of-concept for the accurate prediction capacity of the ROM,
assuming that it is parameterized and calibrated correctly.
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CHAPTER 3
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF
PROCESS-STRUCTURE RELATIONSHIP IN AL-CU SOLIDIFICATION
DENDRITE GROWTH
Phase field method (PFM) is a powerful simulation tool to predict the microstructural evolu-
tion as a function of thermodynamic and processing parameters. Different thermodynamic
and processing parameters lead to different microstructure, and eventually to different ma-
terials properties. Therefore, it is important to explore the effects of these parameters upon
the dendritic growth so that the process-structure relationship can be established. In PFM,
the thermodynamic parameters can be obtained either through computational thermody-
namics method, e.g. CALPHAD, or through ab-initio calculation. Both of these methods
rely on some empirical assumptions, and thus result in uncertainty of the thermodynamic
parameters. Furthermore, not every process can be perfectly controlled, thus the process-
ing parameters are also uncertain. In this chapter, an uncertainty quantification (UQ) study
of process-structure relationship is performed on the PFM to investigate the effects of the
thermodynamic and processing parameters. To mitigate the curse-of-dimensionality and
alleviate the computational burden, a sparse grid (SG) approach is adopted to interpolate
four quantities of interests (QoIs), as a function of both thermodynamic and processing
parameters. Image processing techniques are adopted to carefully examine the dendritic
QoIs. The dendritic morphology is shown to vary significantly with respect to the interface
mobility Mφ, which is a thermodynamic parameter, and the initial temperature T0, which
is a processing parameter. Qualitative and quantitative analyses on the QoIs are performed
to provide computational insights on the dendritic growth.
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3.1 Introduction
Phase field method (PFM) is a powerful simulation tool for studying the evolution of mi-
crostructure. The microstructure evolution, or more specifically the dendritic growth, can
be modeled and captured as time evolves. From the computational materials science per-
spective, particularly for PFM, UQ plays a critical role in modeling materials structure
at mesoscale. The reasons are three-fold. First, there exists spatially an inherent ran-
domness in any representative volume element, which is the manifestation of the aleatory
uncertainty at microscale level in materials science. Second, as PFM often relies on com-
putational thermodynamics methods, such as CALPHAD [59, 60, 61, 62, 63], or ab-initio
calculation for phase equilibria thermodynamic parameters [64, 65, 66, 67], there is another
source of uncertainty involved during the integration process, which is usually referred to
as epistemic uncertainty. For CALPHAD methods, the epistemic uncertainty originates
from the inevitable experimental measurement and the curve fitting errors. For ab-initio
calculations, the epistemic uncertainty is rooted at the approximation of potential energy
landscape. Depending on the level of approximation, i.e. the rung of the so-called ”Ja-
cob’s ladder” of approximation [68], the epistemic uncertainty can vary. Either way, the
epistemic uncertainty is contained within these thermodynamic parameters, which are then
used as inputs for the PFM. Third, any variation in the processing parameters, which are
typically controllable, or thermodynamic parameters, which are uncontrollable, results in a
different microstructure, and thus has a different property.
The microstructure is the key to investigate the process-structure-property relationship,
because the microstructure links between processing parameters and the final materials
properties. To study this chain relationship, PFM provides a computational tool that maps
from the processes to the microstructure. However, the inputs of the PFM include not
only processing parameters, but also the thermodynamic parameters. Thus, it is crucial to
study the microstructural variation with respect to both the processing and thermodynamic
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parameters.
There are some relevant work on the sensitivity analysis of phase field. Xing et al. [69]
investigated the columnar dendritic growth competition with respect to the orientation in
Al-4wt%Cu alloy. Takaki et al. [70] proposed a coupled PF-lattice Boltzmann model to
study the Al-4wt%Cu for dendritic growth with natural convection. Qi et al. [71] studied
the effects of the natural convection and solid motion on dendrite growth of the Al-4wt%Cu
alloy using PFM and computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Liu and Wang [72] proposed a
framework called phase field and thermo lattice Boltzmann model (PF-TLBM) to investi-
gate the effects of cooling rate and latent heat on the dendrite growth of Al-4wt%Cu alloy.
Boukellal et al. [73] investigated the growth of Al-4wt%Cu dendrites, comparing experi-
ments with PFM, and proposed a scaling laws for the QoIs of tip location, tip velocity, and
tip radius of curvature. However, the combined effects of thermodynamic and processing
parameters upon the dendritic morphology are not well studied. More importantly, the un-
certainty of the process-structure relationship for dendritic growth has not been quantified
in the above work.
In this chapter, we study the effects of processing and thermodynamic parameters on
the dendritic area Sd, the dendritic perimeter Pd, the segregation of Cu at solid-liquid inter-
face κ, and the length of primary arm of dendrite Pd for Al-4wt%Cu binary alloy. An image
processing pipeline is utilized and automated to investigate the effects of processing param-
eters, and quantify the variations of the four aforementioned QoIs. The SG method is used
to interpolate these QoIs in high-dimensional input space and to leverage the computational
burden for performing a large number of PFM. The dendritic morphology is presented on
the node of SG, clearly demonstrating the parameters on the dendritic growth. The den-
dritic morphology is shown to vary significantly with respect to the interface mobility Mφ,
which is a thermodynamic parameter, and the initial temperature T0, which is a process-
ing parameter. PCE framework is employed to quantify the QoIs, where the processing
parameters are assumed to be deterministic and controllable, whereas the thermodynamic
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parameters are assumed to be random. The UQ study provides computational insights on
the dendritic growth, cementing the bridge between process-structure relationship for Al-
4wt%Cu binary alloys.
In this chapter, Section 3.2 summarizes the formulation of SG for high-dimensional
interpolation and integration method, and briefly discusses the formulation of PCE frame-
work in a UQ problem. Section 3.3 describes the details about the PFM to study the den-
dritic evolution. Section 3.4 describes the automatic post-processing pipeline, in which
four physical QoIs are extracted and studied as a function of thermodynamic and process-
ing parameters. Section 3.5 analyzes the UQ results for two separate cases. In the first
cases (Section 3.5.1), both the thermodynamic and processing parameters are treated as
deterministic, and the QoIs are then represented as a high-dimensional interpolation quan-
tities. In the second case (Section 3.5.2), the thermodynamic parameters are treated as
random inputs, whereas the processing parameters are treated as deterministic parameters.
Section 3.6 discusses the computational insights from the study, and Section 3.7 concludes
the chapter.
3.2 Uncertainty quantification methodologies
3.2.1 SG high-dimensional interpolation
To mitigate the curse of dimensionality, the SG technique is employed to interpolate the
QoIs on high-dimensional domain with d dimensionality. We follow the formulation of
Barthelmann et al. [74] and Novak and Ritter [75] for the SG interpolation, in which global
Lagrange polynomials are used as basis functions. For the SG method to be accurate, the
interpolating function is typically assumed to be smooth. Accuracy of SG method has been
studied extensively by Bungartz et al. [76] and Nobile et al [77].
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f(xij) · aij, (3.1)
where i ∈ N, aij ∈ C([−1, 1]), where aij is the Lagrange polynomial of degree (mi − 1),
and xij ∈ [−1, 1]. For d > 1 multivariate pointwise interpolation, the full tensor product
formulas is defined as
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The Smolyak formula is then used to construct a linear operator A(q, d) as the linear com-
binations of product formulas, such that the products with a relatively small number of
knots are used, and the linear combination is chosen in such a way that the interpolation
property for univariate cases d = 1 is preserved for multivariate cases d > 1.
For i = 0, U0 = 0 and define
∆i = U i − U i−1 (3.3)
Let d be the dimensionality of the problem, |i| = i1 + · · ·+ id for i ∈ Nd, then Smolyak’s





∆i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗∆id
)
, (3.4)
for integers q ≥ d. Shown by Wasilkowski and Woźniakowski [78], the Smolyak’s algo-









· U i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ U id . (3.5)
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To compute the linear operators A(q, d), the functional evaluations are performed at the





X i1 × · · · × X id
)
, (3.6)
where X i = {xi1, . . . , ximi} ⊂ [−1, 1] is the sets of nodes used by the linear operator U
i.
Root and extrema of Chebyshev polynomials are commonly used during the SG in-
terpolation process. In this example, Chebyshev extremas are utilized according to the
Clenshaw-Curtis rule [79] for the SG interpolation process as
xij = − cos
π(j − 1)
mi − 1
, j = 1, . . . ,mi, (3.7)
where xi1 = 0 if mi = 1, and mi = 2
i−1 + 1 for i > 1. This choice leads to a nested sets
of point, Xi ⊂ Xi+1, and consequently, H(q, d) ⊂ H(q + 1, d), i.e. the lower-level grids
are subsets of the higher-level grids. Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.1b show two examples of 2D
and 3D SG, respectively, where the Clenshaw-Curtis nodes are used to construct the SG.
(a) q = 6, Clenshaw-Curtis nodes; d = 2;
number of nodes per main dimension: 65;
total number of nodes: 321
(b) q = 6, Clenshaw-Curtis nodes; d = 3;
number of nodes per main dimension: 321;
total number of nodes: 1073;
Figure 3.1: Example of SG in 2D (a) and 3D (b) for high dimensional interpolation.
3.2.2 Stochastic collocation for random input parameters
Polynomial chaos expansion (PCE) method is one of the most widely used UQ methods to
quantify uncertainty in a system with random input parameters. In particular, generalized
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polynomial chaos (gPC) expansion [80, 81] is an advanced and efficient tool, compared to
other sampling methods. We adopt the notation from Xiu and Karniadakis [80] to briefly
introduce the formulation of gPC. The gPC method seeks to represent the QoI, denoted as
u(θ), as a general second-order process with finite variance, according to Askey scheme




















+ · · · ,
(3.8)
where In(ζi1 , · · · , ζin) denotes the Wiener-Askey polynomial chaos of order n in terms of






where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the function In(ζi1 , · · · , ζin) and Φj(ζ).
In practice, the number of terms in Equation 3.9 are truncated after a finite term P ,
where P + 1 = (p+d)!
p!d!
, where p is the order of PCE, and d is the dimensionality of the





The PCE coefficients ûj is calculated by the Galerkin projection of the Equation 3.10 onto






The PCE coefficients can be obtained in multiple ways, by evaluating the high-dimensional
integrals in the numerators and denominators of Equation 3.11. For high-dimensional prob-
lem, the computational cost to evaluate the integrals becomes prohibitive. Stochastic collo-
cation method mitigates the curse-of-dimensionality on the evaluation of integrals through
SG [83, 84, 85, 86, 77].
3.3 Phase field simulation
Multi-phase multi-component field is a generic formulation for phase transition of alloys.
In this work, multi-phase field method described in [87] is adopted. The essential compo-





(fGB + fCH)dV (3.12)
is defined with an interfacial free energy density fGB and a chemical free energy density
fCH in a domain Ω.
A continuous variable named phased field φ indicates the fraction of solid phase in
the simulation domain during the solidification process, and the fraction of liquid phase is











where σ∗(n) is the anisotropic interfacial energy stiffness, η is the interfacial width, n =
∇φ
|∇φ| is the local normal direction of the interface. The anisotropic interfacial energy stiff-
ness is defined as
σ∗ = σ +
∂2σ
∂θ2
= σ∗0[1− 3ε∗ + 4ε∗(n4x + n4y)], (3.14)





indicates the orientation, σ∗0 is the prefactor
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of interfacial energy stiffness, and ε∗ is the anisotropy strength of interfacial energy stiff-
ness, which models the difference between the primary and secondary growth directions of
dendrites.
The chemical free energy is the combination of bulk free energies of individual phases
as
fCH = h(φ)fs(Cs) + h(1− φ)flCl + µ[C − (φsCs + φlCl)], (3.15)
where Cs and Cl are the compositions of solutions as weight percent (wt%) in solid and
liquid phases respectively, which is the amount of solute dissolved in a specific amount of
solution. C is the overall composition of a solution in the simulation domain. fs(Cs) and
fl(Cl) are the chemical bulk free energy densities of solid and liquid phases respectively.
µ is the generalized chemical potential of solute introduced as a Lagrange multiplier to












provides the coefficients associated with solid and liquid bulk energies.



















where Mφ is the coefficient of interface mobility, and the driving force is given by
∆G = ∆S(Tm − T −mlCl), (3.18)
where ∆S = −1 · 106J ·K−1 is the entropy difference between the solid and liquid phase,
Tm is the melting temperature of a pure substance, T is the temperature field, and ml is
slope of liquidus. For simplification, the interface mobility is assumed to be constant in
this work.
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The evolution of composition variable is modeled by
Ċ = ∇ · [Dl(1− φ)∇Cl] +∇ · jat, (3.19)
where k = Cs
Cl
is the local partition coefficient and Dl is the diffusion coefficient of liquid.









which is to eliminate the unphysical solute trapping during the interface diffusion pro-
cess by removing the anomalous chemical potential jump [88, 89] so that simulations can
be done more efficiently with the simulated interface width larger than the physical one.
Equation 3.17 and Equation 3.19 are the main equations to solve during PFM.
The open-source PFM toolkit OpenPhase [90] is used to simulate the two dimensional
(2D) dendritic growth of binary alloy Al-4wt%Cu. Table 1 shows the physical properties
of Al-4wt%Cu alloy. In all simulation runs, the grid spacing is ∆x = 1µm, the time
step is ∆t = 2 · 10−5s, and the simulation period is 0.12 s. The length and width of the
simulated domain are Lx = 300µm and Ly = 300µm in x- (< 1, 0, 0 >) and y-directions
(< 0, 1, 0 >), respectively. The initial diameter of the seed is D = 10µm, and the width
of interface is η = 5µm. The initial position of the seed is at the center of the simulation
box. The initial concentration of Cu is C0 = 4wt% for the liquid melt. For phase field φ
and concentration C, zero Neumann conditions are set at all boundaries.
Table 3.1 lists the physical parameters of the Al-4wt%Cu alloy concerned in the study.
The dendritic growth of Al-4wt%Cu is investigated through a parametric study of PFM,
where the input parameters are varied, and the QoIs are investigated using an automatic
post-processing pipeline. Table 3.2 describe the range of input parameters and their physi-
cal meaning in the PFM study.
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Table 3.1: The physical properties of Al-4wt%Cu alloy.
Symbol Physical meaning Value Unit
Tm Melting point of pure Al 933.6 K
ρ Density of liquid 2700 kg/m3
ml Slope of liquidus -2.6 K/wt%
k Partition coefficient 0.14
Dl Diffusivity of liquid 3.0 · 10−9 m2/s
σ∗0 Prefactor of interfacial energy stiffness 0.24 J/m
2
ε∗ Interfacial energy stiffness anisotropy 0.35
Mφ Interface mobility 4 · 10−9 m4/(J· s)
Table 3.2: Input parameters and its according range.
Symbol Physical meaning Lower bound Upper bound Unit
∂T
∂t
Cooling rate -20 -10 K/s
T0 Initial temperature 915 920 K
σ∗0 Prefactor of interfacial energy stiffness 0.22 0.26 J/m
2
ε∗ Interface anisotropy 0.30 0.40
Mφ Interface mobility 3 · 10−9 5 · 10−9 m4/(J· s)
3.4 Simulation procedure
Figure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b show an example of dendritic growth at different snapshot in
the 2D PFM. The primary and secondary dendritic arms are observed in the PFM. The
input parameters listed in Table 3.2 have direct impact on the geometry and shape of the
dendritic growth. Thus, an automatic post-processing pipeline is devised to extract the QoIs
that describe the dendrite.
A level-7 SG for 5-dimensional space is constructed based on Clenshaw-Curtis rule
[79], where the nested Chebyshev nodes are chosen. Tasmanian package [91, 92, 93, 94] is
used to construct and evaluate for high-dimensional interpolation. The construction of SG
results in 19313 nodes, which corresponds to different set of inputs for the PFM. At each
node, a PFM is performed, and the QoIs are collected once the simulation is finished. The
process is automated using Bash/Shell and Python scripts. The mappings from the process-
ing space to microstructure space and its descriptors (QoIs) are known to be smooth, as no
singularity is expected for the PFM, and the dendrite is expected to evolve continuously as
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(a) An example of dendritic growth at
timestep 3000.
(b) An example of dendritic growth at
timestep 6000.
Figure 3.2: Dendritic growth of binary alloy Al-4wt%Cu at different snapshots.
time advances.
3.4.1 Quantities of interests
In this section, the QoIs in this UQ study are described in details. In this work, four QoIs are
considered: (1) the perimeter of dendrite Ld, (2) the area of dendrite Sd, (3) the segregation
of Cu at solid-liquid interface κ, and (4) the length of primary arm of dendrite Pd.
Dendritic perimeter
Figure 3.3a and Figure 3.3b present the contour of the dendrite in Al-4wt%Cu binary alloy
at different snapshots. The contours are plotted as red wrapping around the solid dendrite.
The perimeter of the dendrite, denoted as Ld, is the first QoI. To compute the perimeter
of the dendrite, the phase field composition is extracted after a number of timesteps. Read-
ers are referred to the online manuscript for the color version of the figures. A threshold is
imposed based on the phase field composition to convert the dendrite to gray scale image.
Then, the contours are retrieved from the binary image using Suzuki algorithm [95]. The
contour extraction is implemented based on the OpenCV open source code [96].
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(a) Dendrite contour at timestep 3000. (b) Dendrite contour at timestep 6000.
Figure 3.3: Perimeter computation of the dendrite in Figure 3.2 via finding contour in
image processing at different snapshots. Readers are referred to the online manuscript for
color version. Red lines indicate the contours, whereas black region corresponds Cu-rich
region, and white region corresponds to Al-rich region.
Dendritic area
The area of the dendrite, denoted as Sd, is the second QoI in this study. The computation of
dendritic area is performed in a similar approach with the dendritic perimeter, in which a
phase field contour is extracted based on the phase field composition function, as in Figure
3.3. After a non-self-intersecting contour of dendrite is extracted, the dendritic area is
computed as the contour area through Green formula. The computation of dendritic area
occurs after a fixed number of time steps, based on the frequency of phase field composition
outputs of the PFM, and is implemented using the OpenCV package, similarly with the
dendritic perimeter computation.
Cu segregation







where Cil and C
i
s are the composition of liquid and solid phase at the interface, respectively.
The computation of Cu segregation quantity occurs after a fixed number of timesteps, based
on the phase field composition outputs of the PFM. It has been shown that high Cu segrega-
tion indicator κ promotes Al2Cu θ intermetallic phase [97] on the grain boundary or inside
the grain. Al2Cu θ phase is associated with higher mechanical strength of the materials.
Thus, κ serves as an implicit link between structure and property relationship.
Dendritic primary arm length
The dendritic primary arm length, denoted as Pd, is the fourth QoI. Based on the extracted
spatial phase field composition of the PFM, the dendritic primary arm length is computed
based on the location of the pixel in binary image, in which Cu-rich phase switches to
Al-rich phase, along < 1, 0, 0 > and < 0, 1, 0 > crystallographic directions.
3.5 Numerical Results
In Section 3.5.1, the QoIs are explored as a function of input parameters, where both pro-
cessing and thermodynamic parameters in Table 3.2 are treated as deterministic variables.
The SG method is then employed to expand the QoIs as a high-dimensional interpolation
of the input parameters.
In Section 3.5.2, we interpret the physical meaning of the PFM input parameters as fol-
lows. The processing parameters, T0 and ∂T∂t , are treated as deterministic variables, whereas
the thermodynamic parameters, σ∗0 , ε
∗, and Mφ, are treated as random parameters, which
are uniform distributed between the lower and upper bounds in Table 3.2. On one hand, in
the context of mechanical engineering and manufacturing, the manufacturing conditions are
often controlled very tight, and thus it is physically plausible to control and manipulate the
manufacturing conditions, as needed. On the other hand, the thermodynamic parameters,
which are often obtained through experiments or other ICME methods, such as CALPHAD
[59, 60], ab-initio [68], the obtained parameters are not exact and prone to uncertainty in
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other ICME tools.
3.5.1 SG: Interpolation with deterministic input parameters
Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.6 shows dendritic morphology variation on SG nodes, as a function
of processing parameters and thermodynamic parameters, respectively. Low cooling rate
and low initial temperature both appear to promote the growth of the dendrite secondary
arms. The initial temperature seems to have a bigger impact on the secondary arm length
than the cooling rate, as at T0 = 915K, the secondary arms grow more densely, compared
to those at T0 = 920K. To be representative, the dendrite at each node is fixed at a nominal
thermodynamic parameters. However, at each node, there is also another collection of
dendritic morphology, where other thermodynamic parameters vary.
Figure 3.5 shows the contour map of four different QoIs as a function of processing
parameters, where the dendritic morphology on SG is shown in Figure 3.4. The dendritic
morphology changes dramatically with respect to the initial temperature. The low initial
temperature promotes the dendritic growth in all aspects, particularly the dendrite sec-
ondary arm growth. The secondary arm counts, as well as the dendritic area and parameter
are monotonic in the chosen bound of the initial temperature [915, 920]K. The cooling
rate also has an effect on the dendritic growth. However, quantitatively, the dendritic mor-
phology does not change significantly with respect to the cooling rate in the chosen bound
[-20,-10] K/s, as shown in Figure 3.4. Qualitatively, higher cooling rate promotes dendritic
growth, as manifested by the dendritic area and dendritic perimeter, as shown in Figure
3.5. However, the initial temperature appears to play a major role in promoting dendritic
growth, as well as morphing the dendrite. Dendrites with more secondary arms have larger
area and perimeter.
Cu segregation κ is a monotonic function of processing parameters, including cooling
rate ∂T
∂t
and the initial temperature T0, in the range of study, as shown in Figure 3.5c.
Particularly, the Cu segregation κ increases with respect to a faster cooling rate and lower
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Figure 3.4: Representative dendritic morphology on SG as a function of process parame-
ters, i.e. cooling rate and initial temperature. The thermodynamic parameters are fixed at
ε∗ = 0.35, σ∗0 = 0.24,Mφ = 4 · 10−9, respectively.
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initial temperature. The initial temperature T0 has a dominant effect on the Cu segregation
κ for the range used in this chapter. The primary arm length Pd, as shown in Figure 3.5d is
a highly nonlinear function of the processing parameters, but appears to be correlate with
initial temperature as well. Lower initial temperature T0 tends to weakly associate with
higher primary dendritic arm length Pd.
(a) dendritic area (µm)2 as a function of pro-
cessing parameters. Other thermodynamic
parameters are fixed at ε∗ = 0.35, σ∗0 =
0.24,Mφ = 4 · 10−9, respectively.
(b) dendritic perimeter (µm) as a func-
tion of processing parameters. Other ther-
modynamic parameters are fixed at ε∗ =
0.35, σ∗0 = 0.24,Mφ = 4 · 10−9, respec-
tively.
(c) Cu segregation as a function of process-
ing parameters. Other thermodynamic pa-
rameters are fixed at ε∗ = 0.35, σ∗0 =
0.24,Mφ = 4 · 10−9, respectively.
(d) dendritic primary arm length (µm) as
a function of processing parameters. Other
thermodynamic parameters are fixed at ε∗ =
0.35, σ∗0 = 0.24,Mφ = 4 · 10−9, respec-
tively.
Figure 3.5: Dendrite QoIs as a function of processing parameters.
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Figure 3.6 shows the dendritic morphology variation with respect to the thermodynamic
parameters, i.e. interface anisotropy ε∗ and interface mobility Mφ. The dendritic morphol-
ogy varies significantly with respect to the interface mobilityMφ. Higher interface mobility
Mφ promotes the growth of dendrite secondary arms, and consequently, the dendritic area
and the dendritic perimeter. It is noted that there is a small difference in Figure 3.6 and Fig-
ure 3.4 at the center of the dendrites. Particularly, the center of the dendrites in Figure 3.4
is more developed than the center of the dendrites in Figure 3.6. The center of the dendrites
is appeared to impact the dendritic area and dendritic perimeter. If the center of the den-
drites is well-developed, with substantial center secondary arm growth, then the dendritic
perimeter and dendritic area increase. If the center of the dendrites is under-developed,
then the dendritic area and dendritic perimeter decrease.
It is observed that the dendritic area Sd and the dendritic perimeter Pd significantly
increase when the interface mobility Mφ increases. This is because a higher interface mo-
bility results in a higher growth speed of dendrite. When the initial temperature is low
(915K), the dendritic area and perimeter are positively correlated with the interfacial en-
ergy stiffness. When the initial temperature is high (920K), which means the undercooling
is low, the change of interfacial energy stiffness has a trivial effect on the dendritic area and
perimeter. The interface anisotropy ε∗ does not change the dendritic area Sd and the den-
dritic perimeter Pd much. Quantitatively, the interface anisotropic ε∗ parameter does not
have a significant impact on the dendritic morphology. Qualitatively, as shown in Figure
3.7, the dendritic area and dendritic perimeter is a strong function of the interface mobility
Mφ. A small increasing Mφ substantially promotes the dendritic growth.
As illustrated in Figure 3.7c, the Cu segregation κ generally increases as the inter-
face mobility Mφ increases. The relationship between κ and Mφ is not strictly monotonic
and noisy. However, comparing between Figure 3.7c and Figure 3.5c, the processing pa-
rameters have a stronger effect on the magnitude of Cu segregation than the thermody-
namic parameters. The variation bound for κ in Figure 3.5c is [10.60,15,40], compared to
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[12.74,13.28] in Figure 3.5c.
The dendritic primary arm length Pd is shown to be a nonlinear function of thermody-
namic parameters, as in Figure 3.7d. However, the variation is fairly mild, as most of the
dendrites achieve roughly the same tip location with different thermodynamic parameters.
There is a weak positive correlation between the interface mobility Mφ and the dendritic
primary arm length Pd.
Figure 3.6: dendritic morphology at different parameters on SG, where other parameters
are fixed at ∂T
∂t
= −15K/s, T0 = 917.5, and σ∗0 = 0.24.
To further investigate the effect of all parameters, including processing and thermody-
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(a) dendritic area (µm)2 as a function of
thermodynamic parameters. Other thermo-
dynamic parameters are fixed at ∂T∂t =
−15K/s, T0 = 917.5, and σ∗0 = 0.24.
(b) dendritic perimeter (µm) as a function
of thermodynamic parameters. Other ther-
modynamic parameters are fixed at ∂T∂t =
−15K/s, T0 = 917.5, and σ∗0 = 0.24.
(c) Cu segregation as a function of thermo-
dynamic parameters. Other thermodynamic
parameters are fixed at ∂T∂t = −15K/s, T0 =
917.5, and σ∗0 = 0.24.
(d) dendritic primary arm length (µm) as
a function of thermodynamic parameters.
Other thermodynamic parameters are fixed at
∂T
∂t = −15K/s, T0 = 917.5, and σ
∗
0 = 0.24.
Figure 3.7: Dendrite QoIs as a function of thermodynamic parameters.
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namic parameters on the dendrite, 3D contours of all QoIs, i.e. the dendritic area, dendritic
perimeter, Cu segregation, and dendritic primary arm length, are plotted in Figure 3.8, Fig-
ure 3.9, Figure 3.10, and Figure 3.11, respectively. The processing parameters are further
divided into subplot of each figure, where the cooling rate ∂T
∂t
and the initial temperature T0
are fixed at four corners of the SG, corresponding to the lower and upper bounds of each
parameters. The QoIs are then plotted as a function of three thermodynamic properties, i.e.
prefactor of interfacial energy stiffness σ∗0 , interface anisotropy ε
∗, and interface mobility
Mφ, using 3D contour plots. Readers are referred to the online version of color plots.
Figure 3.8 shows the dendritic area variation of processing and thermodynamic pa-
rameters. Initial temperature T0 plays a major role in dendritic growth, as slightly lower
temperature significantly accelerate dendritic area. An increase in interface mobility Mφ
corresponds to an increase in dendritic area. Figure 3.9 shows the dendritic perimeter vari-
ations as a function of input parameters. The dendritic area and dendritic perimeter are
highly correlated, as shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. Figure 3.10 plots the Cu seg-
regation κ, showing a mild variation with respect to thermodynamic parameters. Namely,
lower interface anisotropy ε∗ and higher interface mobility Mφ generally result in higher
κ. However, as shown previously in Figure 3.5c, the Cu segregation κ is more sensitive
to the initial temperature T0, compared to other thermodynamic parameters. It has been
shown that high κ promotes θ phase Al2C on the grain boundary or inside the grain, con-
sequently resulting in a higher mechanical strength of material. Figure 3.11 presents the
dendritic primary arm length, showing a mild dependence on the initial temperature T0 and
the interface mobility Mφ, as in Figure 3.5d and Figure 3.7d, respectively.
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(a) dendritic area as a function of thermody-
namic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and ini-
tial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
915K, respectively.
(b) dendritic area as a function of thermody-
namic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and ini-
tial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
915K, respectively.
(c) dendritic area as a function of thermody-
namic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and ini-
tial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
920K, respectively.
(d) dendritic area as a function of thermody-
namic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and ini-
tial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
920K, respectively.
Figure 3.8: 3D contours of dendritic area as a function of thermodynamic parameters,
where processing parameters are varied.
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(a) dendritic perimeter as a function of ther-
modynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
915K, respectively.
(b) dendritic perimeter as a function of ther-
modynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
915K, respectively.
(c) dendritic perimeter as a function of ther-
modynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
920K, respectively.
(d) dendritic perimeter as a function of ther-
modynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
920K, respectively.
Figure 3.9: 3D contours of dendrite parameter as a function of thermodynamic parameters,
where processing parameters are varied.
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(a) Cu segregation as a function of thermo-
dynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
915K, respectively.
(b) Cu segregation as a function of thermo-
dynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
915K, respectively.
(c) Cu segregation as a function of thermo-
dynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -10K/s and
920K, respectively.
(d) Cu segregation as a function of thermo-
dynamic parameters. Cooling rate ∂T∂t and
initial temperature T0 are fixed at -20K/s and
920K, respectively.
Figure 3.10: 3D contours of Cu segregation as a function of thermodynamic parameters,
where processing parameters are varied.
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(a) dendritic primary arm length as a func-
tion of thermodynamic parameters. Cooling
rate ∂T∂t and initial temperature T0 are fixed
at -10K/s and 915K, respectively.
(b) dendritic primary arm length as a func-
tion of thermodynamic parameters. Cooling
rate ∂T∂t and initial temperature T0 are fixed
at -20K/s and 915K, respectively.
(c) dendritic primary arm length as a func-
tion of thermodynamic parameters. Cooling
rate ∂T∂t and initial temperature T0 are fixed
at -10K/s and 920K, respectively.
(d) dendritic primary arm length as a func-
tion of thermodynamic parameters. Cooling
rate ∂T∂t and initial temperature T0 are fixed
at -20K/s and 920K, respectively.
Figure 3.11: 3D contours of dendritic primary arm length as a function of thermodynamic
parameters, where processing parameters are varied.
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3.5.2 Stochastic collocation: random thermodynamic and deterministic processing parameters
In this section, a UQ analysis is conducted using stochastic collocation method, which in-
tegrates SG and PCE, to study the distribution of the QoIs. The processing parameters, T0
and ∂T
∂t
, are set to be deterministic with physical meaning that those variables are control-
lable in practice. The thermodynamic parameters, σ∗0 , ε
∗, and Mφ, however, are assumed
to be random, due to the assumptions that these parameters are often calibrated by other
ICME tools, such as CALPHAD and ab-initio calculations. The thermodynamic parame-
ters are assumed to be uniformly distributed between the lower and upper bounds according
to Table 3.2.
UQToolKit [98, 99] is utilized to calculate PCE coefficients, which are obtained by
Galerkin projection in theory. Orthogonal Legendre polynomials of sixth order are used
in constructing the PDF of the QoIs, where the thermodynamic parameters are random. A
2-dimensional SG is constructed for processing parameters. A PDF is constructed at each
node of the SG. The mean and standard deviation is then calculated for each node. The
mean and standard deviation of the QoIs’ PDFs are then reconstructed on 2-dimensional
processing space using SG formulation.
Figures 3.12a, 3.12b, 3.12c, and 3.12d show the PDF of the dendritic area, dendritic
perimeter, Cu segregation, and the dendritic arm length, respectively, where the thermody-
namic parameters in Table 3.2, namely σ∗0 , ε
∗, and Mφ are considered as random variables,
which are uniformly distributed between the lower and upper bounds. Several observations
are made. First, the dendritic area and perimeter are highly correlated. Second, as shown
in Figure 3.12a and Figure 3.12b, the initial temperature T0 is the dominant factor for the
dendritic growth in terms of size, that decreasing the initial temperature T0 correspond-
ing to larger dendrite size. The cooling rate ∂T
∂t
also affects the dendrite size, but is a less
dominant factor. The same observation can be made for the Cu segregation κ, as shown in
Figure 3.12c. It is also observed that the standard deviation of the Cu segregation κ only
changes mildly, with different processing parameters, as opposed to substantial changes in
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the standard deviations of dendritic area and dendritic perimeter. The dendritic primary arm
length is more unpredictable, as shown in Figure 3.12d, where the mean deviates slightly
around 100µm. The observations are completely consistent with the previous observation
in Section 3.5.1.
(a) PDF of dendritic area (µm2). (b) PDF of dendritic perimeter (µm).
(c) PDF of Cu segregation.
(d) PDF of dendritic primary arm length
(µm).
Figure 3.12: Probability density function of QoIs at different processing parameters, where
the thermodynamic parameters are distributed uniformly between the lower and upper
bounds in Table 3.2.
Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the prediction map of the mean and standard de-
viation, respectively. The predicted mean is fairly similar, but more noisy compared to
the prediction shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.14 indicates that there is a weak correlation
between the statistical standard deviation and the statistical mean for the first three QoIs,
namely the dendritic area, the dendritic perimeter, and the Cu segregation. The dendritic
primary arm length appears to be a nonlinear function, and weakly depends on the initial
temperature.
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(a) Mean of dendritic area (µm2). (b) Mean of dendritic perimeter (µm).
(c) Mean of Cu segregation.
(d) Mean of dendritic primary arm length
(µm).
Figure 3.13: Statistical mean of the QoIs, where PDFs are shown in Figure 3.12.
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(a) Pdf std of dendritic area (µm2). (b) Pdf std of dendritic perimeter (µm).
(c) Pdf std of Cu segregation.
(d) Pdf std of dendritic primary arm length
(µm).




In this UQ study, we investigate the dendrite properties with respect to thermodynamic
and processing parameters. While processing parameters can be controlled, the thermody-
namic parameters are materials properties and cannot be controlled, but can be quantified
with certain experimental errors. Different thermodynamic parameters result in different
dendritic morphology and properties.
The variation of dendrite properties with respect to the thermodynamic parameters can
be used as a guide for thermodynamic parameters calibration, both qualitatively and quan-
titatively. Quantitative analysis includes matching experimental and simulated dendritic
morphology, rough estimation of dendrite size with respect to solidification time. While
dendrite shape can be qualitatively measured, shape description can also be extracted via
other image processing techniques. Skeletonization with medial axis method [100] is an-
other example. Figure 3.15 presents the qualitative shape analysis based on skeleltonization
technique. The extracted skeleton contains shape information, which can be used for shape
matching. From the experimental perspective in materials science, one of the main chal-
lenges in shape matching is the inherent randomness of the surface or volume element. The
randomness, which is typically referred to as aleatory uncertainty, which in turn, requires
the shape analysis to be quantified and modeled as random variables, such as random shape
descriptors.
The processing parameters are typically controlled during the manufacturing process,
where sensors can be embedded and controllers are activated. However, the controlling
process is not always flawless, as unforeseeable problems can be encountered, which leads
to imperfect control conditions. Furthermore, even if the controlling conditions are perfect,
the processing high-dimensional space needs to be fully explored, in order to understand
the property variation with changes in process. Thus, a link of process-structure-property is
demonstrated. For example, the Cu segregation κ is investigated as a function of process-
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(a) Dendrite skeleton at timestep 3000. (b) Dendrite skeleton at timestep 6000.
Figure 3.15: Skeletonization of the dendrite in Figure 3.2 at different snapshots.
ing parameters. The Cu segregation indicator κ, as shown in Figure 3.5c, increases with
lower initial temperature and higher cooling rate. It is also known that high κ is also asso-
ciated with higher mechanical strength, which is a mechanical property, as θ phase Al2Cu
is promoted. Thus, exploring the microstructure variation with respect to the processing
parameters plays an important role in devising an optimal process, which corresponds to
an optimal property.
3.7 Summary
In this chapter, a UQ study to investigate the process-structure relationship in Al-4wt%Cu is
conducted on PFM using SG to mitigate the effect of dimensionality. Five input parameters
are included, where two of them are processing parameters, and the other three are ther-
modynamic parameters. Image processing techniques are utilized to analyze the dendritic
morphology qualitatively. The UQ study is conducted based on SG with high-dimensional
interpolation framework. 19313 PFM simulations are performed with different input pa-
rameters, where the bounds are chosen a priori. It is noted that the summary is drawn
within the bound of processing and thermodynamic parameters. The count of secondary
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arm does not necessarily correlate with the dendritic area and dendritic perimeter. The den-
dritic area is shown to correlate with the dendritic perimeter, i.e. dendrite with larger area
also has a longer perimeter. The UQ study aims to establish the structure-property rela-
tionship in term of dendritic morphology in high-dimensional input space, which includes
both thermodynamic and processing parameters. The UQ study also explores the varia-
tion of dendrite properties, in which thermodynamic parameters plays a major role. The
computational insights aid the thermodynamic parameters calibration and help researchers
to understand the variation of dendrite structure with respect to uncertain thermodynamic
parameters, which cannot be controlled. Both processing and thermodynamic parameters




OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY: MIXED-INTEGER BAYESIAN
OPTIMIZATION
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a global optimization method that has the potential for de-
sign optimization. However, in classical BO algorithm, the variables are considered as
continuous. In real-world engineering problems, both continuous and discrete variables
are present. In this work, an efficient approach to incorporate discrete variables to BO is
proposed. In the proposed constrained mixed-integer BO method, the sample set is decom-
posed into smaller clusters during sequential sampling, where each cluster corresponds to
a unique ordered set of discrete variables, and a Gaussian process regression (GP) meta-
model is constructed for each cluster. The model prediction is formed as the Gaussian
mixture model, where the weights are computed based on the pair-wise Wasserstein dis-
tance between clusters, and gradually converge to an independent GP as the optimization
process advances. The definition of neighborhood can be flexibly and manually defined
to account for independence between clusters, such as in the case of categorical variables.
Theoretical results are provided in concert with two numerical and engineering examples,
and two examples for metamaterial developments, including one fractal and one auxetic
metamaterials, where the effective properties depends on both the geometry and the bulk
material properties.
4.1 Introduction
Designing materials is to identify structures at micro- and nano-scales to achieve the de-
sirable properties. The major process of design is to establish structure-property relation-
ships, based on which design optimization can be performed. Simulation tools at multiple
scales (from atomistic to continuum) have been developed to accelerate this process. Nev-
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ertheless, the major technical challenges of efficiency and accuracy still exist. The first
one is searching in high-dimensional design space to find the global optimum of material
compositions and structural configurations. The second one is the uncertainty associated
with the high-dimensional structure-property relationships, which are usually constructed
as surrogate models or metamodels. Particularly, aleatory uncertainty can be linked to
natural randomness of materials (e.g. grain sizes and grain shapes in polycrystalline mate-
rials). Epistemic uncertainty is mainly due to approximations and numerical treatments in
surrogates and simulation models. Methods of searching globally for optimal and robust
solutions are needed.
BO is a metamodel-based methodology to seek for the global optimal solution under
uncertainty in the search space with sequential sampling. Compared to other bio-inspired
global optimization algorithms, such as ant colony systems, particle swarm, and genetic al-
gorithm (GA), it has the advantage of maintaining the global search history by constructing
a metamodel to approximate the objective function. Typically the metamodel is based on
the GP method, and actively updated as more samples are collected. However, in current
formulation of GP, input variables are restricted to be continuous. In real-world engineer-
ing problems, input design variables and parameters can be categorical or discrete. For
example, binary variables can be used to enable or disable a design feature. The number
of features has integer values. Therefore extending BO method to accommodate discrete
variables is an important topic for solving real-world problems.
Another major issue that prohibits the BO and GP framework is its lack of scalability
in searching the high-dimensional space when the number of input variables is large. The
required number of sample points grows exponentially asO(sd) with respect to the dimen-
sion of search space d, where s is the number of sampling point for each dimension. The
phenomenon is referred to as the curse-of-dimensionality in literature. As a result, the size
of the covariance matrix in GP also grows exponentially with respect to the dimensionality,
creating the computational bottleneck in computing the inverse of the covariance matrix.
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In this paper, a new BO method is proposed for constrained mixed-integer optimization
problems to incorporate discrete design variables into the BO algorithm. In the proposed
method, the large dataset of samples is decomposed into smaller clusters, where each clus-
ter corresponds to a unique combination of discrete variable values, which is referred to
as a discrete tuple. A GP is then constructed within each cluster. During the search and
metamodel update processes, the mean and variance predictions are formulated as a Gaus-
sian mixture model, where the weighted average predictions are combined from those of
neighboring clusters, based on the pair-wise distance between the main and the neighboring
clusters. The neighborhood of each cluster is constructed only once during the initializa-
tion.
Because of the decomposition approach, the number of sampling points to construct
each cluster is significantly reduced compared to the whole dataset, and the GP thus is
faster to construct for each cluster. This approach, however, leads to an undesirable effect
of sparsity within each GP cluster. As a result, the posterior variance might be slightly over-
estimated. To circumvent the sparsity effect of the decomposition approach, a weighted av-
erage scheme is adapted to ”borrow” the sampling points from neighboring clusters, where
the discrete tuples of the neighbors slightly differ from the discrete tuple of the original
cluster. The definition of neighborhood is completely controlled by users, and neighbors
can be added or removed accordingly. The unique advantage of the proposed method is that
the optimization problem of both continuous and discrete variables and the acceleration of
GP for high-dimensional problems are solved simultaneously. Theoretical results are pro-
vided and discussed in concert with computational metamaterials design applications.
In the remainder of the paper, Section 4.2 provides a literature review for BO method-
ology, its extension, such as constrained and mix-integer optimization problems, and its
applications. Section 4.3 describes the proposed constrained mixed-integer BO algorithm
using Gaussian mixture model, including theoretical analysis of algorithmic complexity
as well as lower and upper bounds of the predictions. The methodology is demonstrated
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with applications in computational design of metamaterials. Metamaterials are an emerging
class of engineered materials that exhibit interesting and desirable macroscopic properties,
which can be tailored, because of their engineered geometric structures rather than the
material composition. In Section 4.4, the proposed method is verified using an analytical
function that is modified based on a discrete version of Rastrigin function, an engineering
example of welded beam design, where the discrete variables encode the material selection
and design configuration of the beam. In the first engineering example of Section 4.5.1, we
focus on designing high-strength and low-weight fractal metamaterials, where the effec-
tive material properties, such as effective Young’s modulus is obtained using finite element
method (FEM). In the second engineering example of Section 4.5.2, the method is demon-
strated using an auxetic metamaterials for polymers, where the effective negative Poisson’s
ratio is optimized. Section 4.6 includes the discussion of the limitations in the proposed
approach, and Section 4.7 concludes the paper, respectively.
4.2 Related work
Here, we conduct a literature review on related BO work and its design applications. In
Section 4.2.1, the widely used acquisition functions for BO are introduced. The constrained
optimization problem in BO is reviewed in section 5.2.2. In Section 4.2.3, the mixed-
integer optimization problem in BO and its relate work is discussed. In Section 4.2.4, the
applications of GP in design optimization is provided.
4.2.1 Acquisition function
BO is a metamodel-based optimization framework that uses GP as the metamodel. The
major difference between BO and GP based optimization is the sampling strategy to con-
struct the metamodel. The significant extension of BO is the implementation of a so-called
acquisition function that dictates the location of the next sampling design site. This acquisi-
tion function reconciles the trade-off between exploration (navigating to the most uncertain
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region) and exploitation (driving the solution to the optimum) in the optimization process.
Given the objective function y = f(x), the acquisition function a(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)
depends on previousN observations or samples {xi, yi}Ni=1 and GP hyperparameters θ, and
must be defined to strike a balance between exploration and exploitation. In exploration, the
acquisition function a would lead to the next sampling point in an unknown region where
the posterior variance σ2(x) is large. In exploitation, the acquisition function a would
result in the next sampling point where posterior mean µ(x) is large for a maximization
problem (or small for minimization). There are mainly three types of acquisition functions:
probability of improvement (PI), expected improvement (EI), and upper confidence bound
(UCB). They are defined as follows.
Let xbest = arg maxxif(xi) be the best sample achieved so far during sequential sam-
pling for a maximization problem, φ(·) and Φ(·) be the probability density function and
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution respectively. The PI
acquisition function [101] is defined as
aPI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = Φ(γ(x)), (4.1)
where
γ(x) =
µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)− f(xbest)
σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)
, (4.2)
indicates the deviation away from the best sample. The EI acquisition function [102][103]
is mathematically expressed as
aEI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) · (γ(x)Φ(γ(x)) + φ(γ(x)) (4.3)
Recently, Srinivas et al. [104][105] proposed a new form of UCB acquisition function,
aUCB(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) + κσ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ), (4.4)
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where κ is a hyperparameter describing the exploitation-exploration balance.
4.2.2 Constrained BO
Constrained BO is a natural and important extension of the classical BO method. Con-
strained optimization problems based on engineering model and simulation can be classi-
fied as two types: known and unknown constraints. The known constraints, or a priori con-
straints, are the ones known before the simulation, and thus can be evaluated independently
without running simulations. On the other hand, the unknown constraints are the ones that
are unpredictable without running the simulation, and thus can be only incorporated once
the simulation is over, e.g. no solution because of numerical divergence. Generally speak-
ing, the unknown constraints are more difficult to assess because it involves handling the
classification problem, satisfied or violated, with respect to the optimization problem.
Digabel and Wild [106] summarized and provided a systematic classification and tax-
onomy for constrained optimization problem. Gardner et al. [107] proposed a penalized
acquisition function approach to limit the searching space for the next sampling location.
Gelbart et al. [108] suggested an entropy search criterion to search for the next sampling
point under the formulation of the EI acquisition function. Hernández-Lobato et al. [109]
[110] introduced a predictive entropy search and predictive entropy search with constraints,
respectively, which maximizes the expected information gained with respect to the global
maximum. Rehman and Langelaar [111] modeled constraints as a simple model and incor-
porated probability of feasibility measure to alternate the EI acquisition function.
4.2.3 Mixed-integer Bayesian optimization
The BO extension to mixed-integer problems is rather limited, partly because mixed-integer
problems carry difficulties from both discrete and continuous optimization problems. An-
other approach is that the discrete optimization can be converted to continuous optimiza-
tion, using simple rounding operation. The approach is not mathematically rigorous, but is
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still widely accepted in practice. Here we review several contributions in term of method-
ology to incorporate discrete variables.
Davis and Ierapetritou [112] combined a branch-and-bound approach with BO method
to solve the mixed-integer optimization problems. Müller et al. [113, 114, 115] intro-
duced three algorithms, which are Surrogate Optimization-Mixed Integer [113], Surrogate
Optimization-Integer [114], and Mixed-Integer Surrogate Optimization [115], which differ
in the perturbation sampling strategies and utilize GP as the surrogate model, to solve for
the mixed-integer nonlinear problems. Hemker et al. [116] compared the performance of a
GA, the implicit filtering algorithm, and a branch-and-bound approach formulated on BO
algorithm to solve for a set of constrained mix-integer problems in groundwater manage-
ment.
For mixed-integer extension for GP, van Stein et al. [117] proposed a distributed krig-
ing approach, where the dataset is decomposed for continuous variables using k-mean algo-
rithm, and the optimal weights are computed based on the inverse posterior variance of each
cluster. Gramacy et al. [118] [119] [120] developed a treed GP that is naturally extensible
to handle discrete variables. In the case of discrete variables, the GP is one-hot encoded by
the binary combination of the discrete variables. Storlie et al. [121] developed the Adap-
tive COmponent Selection Shrinkage Operato method (ACOSSO), originated from Lin and
Zhang [122] [123], which uses the smoothing spline ANOVA decomposition to decompose
the total variance to multivariate functions. Qian et al. [124] [125] approached the mixed-
integer problem from the covariance kernel of GP, proposing the exchange correlation, the
multiplicative correlation, and the unrestricted correlation functions to handle discrete vari-
able that is reminiscent of categorical regression. Swiler et al. [126] compared three above
methods and concluded that GP with special correlation kernel [124] [125] performs most
consistently among the test functions.
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4.2.4 GP-based design optimization
GP, also known as kriging, has been widely applied in constructing surrogates or metamod-
els for design optimization. Simpson et al. [127], Queipo et al. [128], Martins and Lambe
[129], Sóbester et al. [130], and Viana et al. [131] provided comprehensive reviews on
the use of kriging and other surrogate models for multi-disciplinary design optimization.
More recently, Li et al. [132] proposed a kriging metamodel assisted multi-objective GA
to solve multi-objective optimization problems. Jang et al. [133] used dynamic kriging to
solve a design optimization in fluid-solid interaction. Zhang et al. [134] also used kriging
to approximate the pump performance and optimize two objective functions with respect
to four design variables. Kim et al. [135] optimized and verified a fluid dynamic bearings
simulation using kriging approach. Kim et al. [136] applied multi-fidelity kriging and op-
timized film-cooling hole arrangement. Liu et al. [137] employed surrogate-based parallel
optimization method to reduce the computational time for a computational fluid dynamics
problem with six design variables. Song et al. [138] used a gradient-enhanced hierarchical
kriging to optimize drag on airfoils at a specified angle of attack. Zhou et al. [139][140]
developed a multi-fidelity kriging scheme to approximate the lift coefficient as a function
of Mach number and angle of attack in airfoils with computational fluid dynamics analysis.
In the above work, design variables are all continuous. Compared to these GP-based
optimization, BO formulation provides a more generic and robust searching procedure.
4.3 Proposed mixed-integer Bayesian optimization
The proposed mixed-integer BO based on distributed GP provides an efficient searching
method for large scale design problems, where design variables can be either continuous or
discrete. The discrete variables include both categorical and integer variables, regardless
of the existence of order relations. Let x = (x(d),x(c)) be the design variables, where
x(d) ∈ D are discrete variables in n-dimensional space D and x(c) ∈ Rm−n are continuous
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variables in (m − n)-dimensional space Rm−n. Together, they form a vector of design
variables in the m-dimensional space X . Let f(x) be the objective function. The design
optimization problem solves the maximization problem
x∗ = arg maxx∈Xf(x), (4.5)
subject to some inequality constraints
gi(x) ≤ 0, i = 1, · · · , ic (4.6)
where ic is the number of inequality constraints.
Here the notation for the rest of the paper is as follows. µl(x) is used to denote the
posterior mean of the lth-cluster at the query pointx. µ̂ is the prediction formed by Gaussian
mixture model of all the clusters. µ̄l is the mean of the lth-cluster.
In the proposed mixed-integer BO, the large dataset of observations is decomposed
into smaller local clusters, where each cluster is used to construct a local GP. Because
the large dataset has been decomposed and the number of data points has reduced, the
prediction within each clusters is not as accurate, and can be improved by ”borrowing” from
neighboring dataset under a weighted average scheme. The large dataset with continuous
and discrete variables can be decomposed to finitely many clusters, according to the tuple
of discrete variables. In each cluster, the data points share the same discrete variable values.
The classical GP approach is then applied to the dataset in each cluster to construct a GP
model.
Because of the decomposition scheme, the number of data points within each cluster is
reduced, compared to the number of data points of the whole dataset. This leads to a sparser
dataset within a cluster, and the posterior variance is enlarged. To improve the prediction,
the datasets from neighboring clusters are initially ”borrowed” to improve the prediction
on the tuple of continuous variables x(c) ∈ Rm−n, where the ”borrowed” data points are
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gradually eliminated as the optimization process converges via the weight computation al-
gorithm. On the other hand, the sparsity induced by the decomposition scheme reduces the
cost of computing the inverse of the covariance matrix. In this weighted average scheme,
the weights are computed and penalized based on the pair-wise Wasserstein distance be-
tween clusters, as well as the posterior variance of the cluster to obtain a more accurate
predictions to aid in the convergence of the optimization process.
4.3.1 Gaussian process
We follow the notation introduced by Shahriari et al. [141] to briefly introduce GP formu-
lation for continuous variables. GP(µ0, k) is a nonparametric model that is characterized by
its prior mean µ0 : X 7→ R and its covariance kernel k : X × X 7→ R. Define fi = f(xi)
and y1:N as the unknown function values and noisy observations, respectively. In the GP
formulation, it is assumed that the f = f1:N are jointly Gaussian and y = y1:N are nor-
mally distributed given f , then the prior distribution induced by the GP can be described
as
f |X ∼ N (m,K), y|f , σ2 ∼ N (f , σ2I), (4.7)
where the elements of mean vector and covariance matrix are described by mi := µ0(xi)
and Ki,j := k(xi,xj).
Equation 4.7 describes the prior distribution induced by the GP, where X is the sam-
pling location, and f is the objective function. In the GP formulation, y is the noise-
corrupted stochastic output of f(x) with the variance of σ2, at the sampling location X .
The objective function f is assumed to be a multivariate normal distribution function f
with meanm(x) and covarianceK(x).
Let N be the number of sampling locations, and DN = {xi, yi}Ni=1 be the set of ob-
servations. The covariance kernel k is a choice of modeling the correlation between input
locations xi. Covariance functions where length-scale parameters can be inferred through
maximum likelihood function is known as automatic relevance determination kernels. One
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of the most widely used kernels in this kernel family is the squared-exponential kernel,









where r2 = (x − x′)Γ(x − x′), where Γ is a diagonal matrix of (m − n) squared length
scale θi.
The posterior Gaussian for the sequential BO is characterized by the mean
µN+1(x) = µ0(x) + k(x)
T (K + σ2I)−1(y −m), (4.9)
and the variance
σ2N+1(x) = k(x,x)− k(x)T (K + σ2I)−1k(x), (4.10)
where k(x) is the vector of covariance terms between x and x1:N .
4.3.2 Clustering and enumeration algorithm
Assuming that the discrete variables are independent of each other, a clustering and enu-
meration algorithm is devised to automatically decompose the large dataset to smaller clus-
ters based on the discrete tuple and tag a cluster with a unique index from the enumeration
scheme. For the case when some discrete variables are dependent on others, the neighbor-
hood can be manually changed to reflect the knowledge. The set of discrete variables for
each cluster are represented as a discrete tuple where each element is a positive integer.
For an integer variable where order relation exists, the discrete variable can simply be
represented as a positive integer, e.g. 1 ≤ 2. For a categorical variable where order relation
does not exist, such as type of cross section (square or circular), colors (red or blue), type of
materials (aluminum or copper), configuration settings, positive integers can still be used.
The choice of using tuple of positive integers as a general representation does not affect the
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clustering and enumeration scheme, but would affect the construction of neighborhood for
each clusters, depending on the nature of discrete variables.
Suppose that the input x = (x(d),x(c)) = (x1, · · · , xn, xn+1, · · · , xm) includes n dis-
crete andm−n continuous variables. If pi is denoted as the total number of possible values
for discrete variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the number of clusters is L =
∏n
i=1 pi. Due to the
complexity of possible combinations, each cluster is assigned a unique index in such a way
that the map between their discrete variables and cluster index is one-to-one. The index
is calculated based on the total ordering of tuples. Without loss of generality, assume that
each discrete variable xi is bounded by 1 ≤ xi ≤ pi, i.e. xi ∈ {1, · · · , pi} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Then the relation of lexicographical order, denoted as ≺, can be defined for a pair of tuples
on the set of all tuples as
(a1, · · · , an) ≺ (b1, · · · , bn), (4.11)
if and only if ∃k : 1 ≤ k ≤ n : (∀j : 1 ≤ j < k : ai = bi) and ak < bk, and 1 ≤ ai, bi ≤ pi
for all i. With the definition of lexicographical order ≺, the cluster index l for the tuple







pj + an. (4.12)
Because the index of cluster is uniquely defined based on the tuple of discrete variables,
the tuple describing the set of discrete variables can be reconstructed using the index of the
cluster, with the quotient and remainder algorithm recursively shown in Algorithm 1. It
describes how to construct the set of discrete variables from the cluster index l.
Even though the description of the Algorithm 1 is somewhat complicated, its implemen-
tation can be adopted from MATLAB function ind2sub(). The Equation 4.12, which is a
reverse version of Algorithm 1, is also implemented using sub2ind() MATLAB function.
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Algorithm 1 Reconstruct the tuple of discrete variables (x1, · · · , xn) from cluster index l.
Input: cluster index l, tuple (p1, · · · , pn).
Output: tuple (a1, · · · , an) of discrete variables
1: for i← 1, n do
2: if i 6= n then
3: Find quotient q, remainder r: q
∏n
j=i+1 pj + r = l
4: Set l← r
5: Assign discrete variable: ai ← q + 1
6: else
7: Assign discrete variable: an ← r
8: end if
9: Exception if ai = 0
10: end for
11: for i← n,−1, 1 do
12: if ai = 0 then
13: ai ← pi
14: ai−1 ← ai−1 − 1
15: end if
16: end for
4.3.3 Construction of neighborhood
Consider a cluster with index l, with the tuple of discrete variables (a1, · · · , an), the neigh-
bors of the l-th cluster B(l) is the collection of clusters that share most of similarity with the
original cluster. Intuitively, the neighborhood is constructed based on the belief of whether
there exists a relationship between two clusters.
For example, for integer variables, the discrete tuples of the neighboring clusters may
differ in one or a few different integer variables compared to that of the original cluster. In
the same manner, for categorical variables, the discrete tuples of the neighboring clusters
may differ in one or a few categorical variables compared to that of the original cluster.
Based on this description, a possible choice to define the neighborhood B(l) of the l-th
cluster can be mathematically expressed as
B(l) = {(a∗1, · · · , a∗n)






is some metric on a discrete topological space D, and dth is a user-
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defined threshold. The metric d(·, ·) can be any lp-norm, for example, Manhattan distance
(l1-norm), or a counting metric of how many discrete (integer and categorical) variables are
different between two tuples. It is noted that the metric d(·, ·) does not have to strictly obey






= 0, it likely means that all the clusters are considered to be
completely independent of each other. The construction of neighborhood only occurs once
during the initialization.
Furthermore, we emphasize that the neighboring list can be manually changed to reflect
the physics-based knowledge from the users, or manually constructed to reflect the depen-
dency of the discrete variables. In the case of categorical variables where independence is
usually observed, one can simply remove the neighboring cluster from the corresponding
categorical variable, as the neighborhood can be manually changed during the initialization
phase of the optimization process.
It is recommended to define the neighborhood carefully, as the neighborhood definition
has an impact on both convergence rate, and whether the optimization would be trapped
at local optimum. The safest setting is to assign dth = 0, which assumes clusters are
completely independent of each other.
4.3.4 Weights computation
The weight of each cluster’s prediction is determined by the Wasserstein distance between
the Gaussian posterior of the main cluster with that of the neighboring clusters. Combined
together, they form a Gaussian mixture model to predict a response at a query point x.
Consider a query point x in the l-th cluster, which has the continuous tuple x(c) =
(xn+1, · · · , xm). Denote the neighborhood of the l-th cluster as B(l) = {l∗}, where the
cardinality of |B(l)| = k, i.e. there are k neighbors in the l-th cluster neighborhood. Each
of the neighboring cluster l∗ can form its own prediction N (µl∗ , σ2l∗) from the continuous
tuple, including N (µl, σ2l ) for l-th cluster. However, the prediction must be adjusted by
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accounting for the bias, i.e. Biasl∗ [µl∗ ] = E[µl∗ − µl] = µ̄l∗ − µ̄l, which is the difference
between the mean of two clusters, and the variance σ2l∗ .
The weight wl∗ associated with the prediction from the l∗ cluster should be larger for
smaller bias (µ̄l∗ − µ̄l) and smaller posterior variance σ2l∗ . The necessity of bias correction
is explained later in Theorem 8. Wasserstein distance between two univariate Gaussian
N (µl∗ , σ2l∗) and N (µl, σ2l ) is provided by Givens et al. [142] as
W2
(
N (µl∗ , σ2l∗),N (µl, σ2l )
)
= ‖µl − µl∗‖2 +
∥∥∥∥√σ2l −√σ2l∗∥∥∥∥2 (4.14)
Here we propose a deterministic way to compute the numerical weights based on the
pair-wise Wasserstein distance, which eventually converges to an independent GP as the
optimization process advances. It is easy to see that the W2-distance of the l-th cluster’s
prediction to itself is zero, as W2 is a distance. The weights are computed according to an





N (µl∗ , σ2l∗),N (µl, σ2l )
)]−1
. (4.15)
In Equation 4.15, wl∗ are computed based on two factors, the W2-distance, and the σ2l
prediction of the l-th cluster. As the optimization process advances, the posterior variance
approaches zero, i.e. σ2l → 0, and the weight scheme converges to a single GP prediction
of the corresponding l-th cluster.
4.3.5 Prediction using weighted average of k-nearest neighboring clusters
We model the prediction of a query point using a Gaussian mixture distribution, where
the weights are computed on the statistical Wasserstein distance. To predict an unknown
query point x = (xd,xc) = (x1, · · · , xn, xn+1, · · · , xm), we first find the cluster in which
x belongs to, and its neighboring clusters. Assume that x belongs to the l-th cluster, and
there are k-neighboring clusters.
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The principle for weight computation is as follows. As the bias increases, the con-
tributed weight of the prediction wl∗ from the l∗-th cluster to l-th cluster is reduced to a
smaller value. Also, as the bias, i.e. the pair-wise distance between clusters increases, the
contributed weights also decreases. The weight vector are normalized at every step, and
eventually converges to a single GP prediction with the weight vector of [0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0],
where the 1 is located as the l-th cluster.
Since x is located within the l-th cluster, the weight from the l-th cluster is the highest,
i.e. as l∗ = l, then µl∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗ = µl, which is the GP prediction for the l-th cluster. The




wl∗ (µl∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗) , (4.16)
where the sum is taken over the list of neighboring cluster from the main cluster lth. µ̄l
and µ̄l∗ denote the mean of the l-th and l∗-th clusters, respectively. w∗ denotes the weight
corresponding to the l∗-th cluster, computed once the discrete tuple x(d) of the query point








where σ2l∗ denotes the posterior variance associated with the continuous tuple x
(c) of the
query point x = (x(d),x(c)).
The prediction scheme for mean µ̂(x) and variance σ̂2(x) for an arbitrary location x
using Gaussian mixture model can be summarized in Algorithm 2.
4.3.6 Constrained acquisition function in mixed-integer Bayesian optimization
The acquisition function is adopted from Gardner et al. [107] for inequality constraints,
and further extended to accomodate discrete and continuous variables to solve for the con-
strained mixed-integer optimization problems.
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Algorithm 2 Prediction using weighted average GP from nearest neighboring clusters.
Input: location x = (x1, · · · , xn, xn+1, · · · , xm), mean output of each cluster µ̄(·)
Output: Gaussian mixture posterior mean µ̂ and posterior variance σ2
1: Find cluster index l corresponding to x(d) = (x1, · · · , xn) . locate the l-th cluster
2: Construct a neighborhood B(·) for each cluster . query x in all neighboring clusters
3: for l∗ ∈ B(l) do
4: Compute GP posterior of the l∗-th cluster: µ̂l∗ , σ2l∗
5: end for




















l∗ . Gaussian mixture posterior variance
10: Update the average mean of the l-th cluster µ̄l




1 if ∀1 ≤ i ≤ ic : gi(x) ≤ 0,
0 if ∃1 ≤ i ≤ ic : 0 ≤ gi(x).
(4.18)
The constrained acquisition function can be considered as the product of the classical ac-
quisition function. As a result, the acquisition function is assigned to have zero value for
infeasible region. The penalized approach can be implemented directly into the auxiliary
optimizer, which is used to maximize the acquisition function in BO.
In distributed GP, an input xnext = (x1, · · · , xn, xn+1, · · · , xm) is comprised of both
discrete and continuous variables. For each cluster corresponding to a unique set of discrete
tuple (x1, · · · , xn), a distinct next sampling point associated with each cluster is located by
maximizing the acquisition function on the tuple of continuous variables (xn+1, · · · , xm)
for each iteration, in the same manner as classical BO. These next sampling points are
retained within the respective clusters. However, only the sampling point whose acquisition
function achieves the maximal value among all clusters is chosen, and a new sampling
point within that cluster is located and updated for the corresponding cluster. The sampling
procedure repeats over again until the optimization criterion is met. In other words, the
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next sampling point is chosen as
xnext = arg maxl∗arg max(xn,xn+1,··· ,xm) al∗(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) · I(x), (4.19)
where the l∗-th cluster corresponds to the tuple of discrete variables (x1, · · · , xn), and I(x)
is the constraint indicator function.
Equation 4.19, which describes the searching procedure for next sampling point by
maximizing the penalized acquisition function, is explained as follows. Two loops are con-
structed to search for the global sampling point. In the inner loop which searches for the
local sampling point within each cluster, the penalized acquisition function is the objec-
tive function. Maximizing this penalized acquisition function using an auxiliary optimizer
yields the local sampling point for each cluster. In the outer loop, the cluster with max-
imized acquisition function value is determined. The discrete tuple corresponding to the
cluster index, which contains the sampling point with maximum value for the acquisition
function, is reconstructed using Algorithm 1. In other words, the sampling location x is de-
composed to two part: the inner loop searches for the continuous tuple, whereas the outer
loop yields the discrete tuple. Theoretically, once the functional evaluation is over, only
the cluster that contains the last sampling location needs to be updated. Practically, all the
clusters need to update their corresponding sampling locations xnext after certain number
of iterations, in order to avoid trapping in local optimum.
The tuple of continuous variables is found by maximizing the acquisition function,
whereas the tuple of discrete variables is assigned according to the cluster index. For the EI
and PI acquisition functions, xbest is modified to be the best point achieved so far among all
clusters. For the UCB acquisition function, no modification is needed, assuming the hyper-
parameter κ is uniform for all clusters. We note that the balance between exploration and
exploitation is preserved locally within each cluster, and thus is also presevered globally
for all the clusters.
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4.3.7 Theoretical bounds and algorithmic complexity
Here we provide the theoretical lower and upper bounds for predictions and algorithm
complexity under the formulation of Gaussian mixture model in Theorem 1 and Theorem
2. Theorem 3 proves that under the formulation of the proposed method, then the largest
weight is associated with the main cluster. Theorem 8 explains the necessity of translation
in mean prediction so that the expected value of the mean is the same with the expected
mean in the main cluster.
Theorem 5. The Gaussian mixture posterior mean µ̂ =
∑




(µ̂l∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗) ≤ µ̂ ≤ max
l∗
(µ̂l∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗) (4.20)
Proof. The proof for the posterior mean is straightforward, noting that wl∗ ≥ 0,∀l∗ and∑
wl∗ = 1.











2 ≤ σ̂2 ≤ max
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σ2l∗ (4.21)
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(4.22)








, where ρ(·) is a convex function. Substitute w2l∗ → ai, σl∗ → xi, and ρ(x) = x2










































l∗ wl∗ = 1. We obtain the left-hand side of the inequality.
Theorem 7. The largest weight is associated with the l-th cluster.





N (µl∗ , σ2l∗),N (µl, σ2l )
)]−1
, (4.24)
it is easy to see that the Wasserstein distance between a cluster with itself is zero. Thus, the
right-hand side is always less than σ2l , i.e.
σ2l +W2
(
N (µl∗ , σ2l∗),N (µl, σ2l )
)
≥ σ2l . (4.25)
Inversing the last inequality completes the proof. The equality occurs when l∗ = l.
Theorem 8. The expectation of the posterior mean µ̂ =
∑
l∗∈B(l)wl∗ (µl∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗) is µ̄l,
i.e. E[µ̂] = µ̄l.
Proof. Take the expectation of Equation 4.9 for any l-th cluster over the continuous do-
main, and note that E[y −m] = 0, the mean of the posterior is recovered to the mean of
the cluster, i.e.
E[µl(x)] = µ0(x) = µ̄l(x). (4.26)
The Equation 4.26 holds for any l-th under the GP formulation. In similar manner, take the




l∗∈B(l) wl∗E [µl∗ + µ̄l − µ̄l∗ ]
=
∑
l∗∈B(l) wl∗ [E[µl∗ ] + E[µ̄l]− E[µ̄l∗ ]]
=
∑







The second equality is formed by distributing the expectation operator under linear com-
bination rule. The third equality follows by Equation 4.26 as described above. The fourth
equality is formed by cancelling two identical terms µ̄l∗ .
A major problem of GP is its scalability, which originates from the computation of the
inverse of correlation matrices. The dataset decomposition has a favorable computational
aspect in which the scalability is alleviated. Here we analyze the algorithmic complexity
based on the assumption that the size of each cluster is roughly equal. Denote the number
of data points for the whole dataset as N , and the number of clusters as k. The computa-
tional cost for each operation, such as the inverse computation of correlation matrix, the
memory cost to store the correlation matrix, and the operation counts in predicting mean
and covariance, are listed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Algorithmic complexity of the decomposition approach
classical BO proposed BO






















The decomposition approach clearly has a computational advantage to alleviate the
scalability problem in GP, even though it is not completely eliminated.
4.4 Analytical examples
4.4.1 An analytical example of discrete Rastrigin function
In this section, the proposed method is applied on the discrete version of the Rastrigin func-
tion, which is an analytical function for testing different optimization methods. To evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposed mixed-integer BO method, the optimization performance
is compared against GA optimization performance, where the settings for GA are varied to
avoid the poor choice of parameters. The MATLAB implementation of the GA is called
using ga() command. The settings for the GA is as follows. To verify the robustness of
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the proposed method, three GA settings are chosen. In the first setting, the population size
parameter, the elite count parameter are set to 50, 3, respectively. In the second setting, the
population size parameter, the elite count parameter are set to 150, 10, respectively. In the
third setting, the population size parameter, the elite count parameter are set to 1500, 10,
respectively. Other parameters are left to default value.
Problem statement
The DACE toolbox [143] for classical GPR is extended to include the proposed distributed
GPR and Bayesian optimization. In this section, the hybrid Bayesian optimization is
demonstrated to find the global minimum on a tiled version of Rastrigin function on 25
clusters, where each cluster corresponds to two discrete variables. The input x = (i, j, x, y)
is thus comprised of four variables, in which the first two are discrete, and the last two are
continuous, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The original two-dimensional Rastrigin function is
f(x, y) = 20 + [x2 − 10 cos (2πx) + y2 − 10 cos (2πy)], where −5.12 ≤ x, y ≤ 5.12. The
tiled Rastrigin function is constructed based on a tiled domain of Rastrigin function, where
each domain is characterized by a discrete tuple (i, j), and the continuous domain is trans-
lated to −0.75 ≤ xtiled, ytiled ≤ 0.75 for all clusters. Figure 4.1 illustrates the construction
of tiled Rastrigin function, and its relationship with the original Rastrigin function. The
relationship between the tiled and original Rastrigin can simply be described by an affine
function,
xorig = −3.50 + 1.75(i− 1) + xtiled; yorig = −3.50 + 1.75(j − 1) + ytiled, (4.28)
where −0.75 ≤ xtiled, ytiled ≤ 0.75.
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Figure 4.1: Tiled Rastrigin function comprising of 25 clusters, where each cluster corre-
spond to a square of dimension 1.50 × 1.50 and a tuple (i, j). The cluster index is denoted
within the square bracket [·], whereas the tuple is within the parenthesis (·, ·) in each square.
Numerical results
In this example, to find the minimum of Rastrigin function, we flip the sign of tiled Ras-
trigin and used the UCB acquisition function to locate the maximum of the negative tiled
Rastrigin function. The covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [144]
method is employed to find the next sampling point within each cluster by locating the
point with the maximum acquisition function. The parameters are set as follows: κ = 5,
dpenalty = 10
−4, Nshuffle = 15, where Nshuffle is the number of steps which CMA-ES is re-
activated with different initial position to search for the next sampling point on each local
GPR in order to avoid trapping in the local minima. To construct the initial GPR response
surface, 5 random data points are sampled from each cluster.
Because the global minimum of the original Rastrigin function is at (x = 0, y = 0) with
the functional evaluation f(0, 0) = 0, the hybrid Bayesian optimizer on the tiled Rastrigin
function is expected to converge to cluster 13, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The neighbor
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list of cluster 13 includes cluster 8, 12, 13, 14, and 18. Figure 4.2 plots and compares
the numerical performance between the proposed mixed integer BO and the GA with three
different settings.
Figure 4.2 presents the performance of the proposed method (solid line) with five differ-
ent settings, and the GA method (dash line) with three different settings. For the proposed
mixed integer BO, the threshold distance dth is changed. The proposed mixed integer BO
performs best with small dth parameter, which measures the dissimilarity between discrete
tuples.
Figure 4.2: Performance comparison between the GA and the proposed mixed-integer BO
for the tiled Rastrigin function.
4.4.2 Discrete sphere function
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed mixed-integer BO method in high-dimensional
space, a high-dimensional sphere function is modified to leverage the difficulty. The mod-






Figure 4.3: Welded beam design problem [148].
4.4.3 Welded beam design problem
To demonstrate the application and verify the proposed method, an analytical engineer-
ing model for welded beam design is adapted from Deb and Goyal [145], Gandomi and
Yang [146], Rao [147], Datta and Figueira [148], as shown in Figure 4.3, with some slight
modifications.
Problem statement
The low-carbon steel (C-1010) beam is welded to a rigid base to support a designated load
F . The thickness of the weld h, the length of the welded joint l, the width of the beam t
and the thickness of the beam b are the design continuous variables. Two different weld-
ing configurations can be used, four-sided welding and two-side welding [145]. The bulk
material of the beam can be steel, cast iron, aluminum, or brass, which is associated with
different material properties. The stress, deflection, and buckling conditions are derived
from Ravindran et al. [149], where the constant parameters are as follows. L = 14inch,
δmax = 0.25 inch, and F = 6, 000lb. The input x is comprised of (w,m, h, l, t, b), where w
and m are discrete variables, and h, l, t, b are continuous variables. We note that h, t, b are
commonly considered as discrete variables in multiples of 0.0625 in, as well as continuous
variables, bounded between lower and upper bounds.
Under this formulation, the objective function is to minimize
f(w,m, h, l, t, b) = (1 + C1)(wt+ l)h
2 + C2tb(L+ l) (4.30)
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subject to the five inequality constraints:
shear stress(τ) : g1 = 0.577σd − τ(x) ≥ 0 (4.31a)
bending stress in the beam(σ) : g2 = σd − σ(x) ≥ 0 (4.31b)
buckling load on the bar(Pc) : g3 = b− h ≥ 0 (4.31c)
deflection of the beam : g4 = Pc(x)− F ≥ 0 (4.31d)
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(4.32d)
where w is the binary variable to model the type of weld, w = 0 is used for two-sided
welding andw = 1 is used for four-sided welding. C1(m),C2(m), σd(m),E(m),G(m) are
material-dependent parameters [145][146] listed in Table 4.2. The lower and upper bounds
of the problem are 0.0625 ≤ h ≤ 2, 0.1 ≤ l ≤ 10, 2.0 ≤ t ≤ 20.0, and 0.0625 ≤ b ≤ 2.0
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Table 4.2: Material-dependent parameters and constants in the welded beam design prob-
lem.
Constants Description steel cast iron aluminum brass
C1 cost per volume of the welded material ($/in3) 0.1047 0.0489 0.5235 0.5584
C2 cost per volume of the bar stock ($/in3) 0.0481 0.0224 0.2405 0.2566
σd design normal stress of the bar material (psi) 30 · 103 8 · 103 5 · 103 8 · 103
E Young’s modulus of bar stock (psi) 30 · 106 14 · 106 10 · 106 16 · 106
G shear modulus of bar stock (psi) 12 · 106 6 · 106 4 · 106 6 · 106
[148].
Numerical results
Here, the input vector is encoded as x = (w,m, h, l, t, b), where w ∈ {0, 1}, where
w = 0 and w = 1 correspond to the two-sided and four-sided welding, respectively;
m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} corresponds to steel, cast iron, aluminum, and brass, respectively.
In this simulation, there are 8 clusters, because there are 2 choices for w and 4 choices
for m. The neighborhood B(·) is considered as universal, i.e. the neighborhood for each
cluster includes every clusters, such that they are all aware of others. The bounds for hyper-
parameters θ for the GP in each cluster are set as follows. θ = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1). θ =
(20.0, 20.0, 20.0, 20.0). Every 4 iterations, the sampling point location in each clusters is
recomputed again to avoid trapping in local minima. CMA-ES [144] is used as an auxilliary
optimizer for maximizing the acquisition function. There are 2 random sampling points
in each cluster to initialize the GP construction. The EI acquisition function is used to
formulate the acquisition function.
Figure 4.4 shows the convergence plot of the cost function in the welded beam design,
where the circle, cross, triangle, and square corresponds to steel, cast iron, aluminum,
brass, respectively. The optimal cost value f(x) evolves at the iteration 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and
132, with the value of 20.1995, 5.0605, 3.7949, 3.2436, 1.7420, 1.6297, respectively, with
the last one being four-sided welded. Compared to Datta and Figureira [148], where the
objective is f(x) = 1.9553, our obtained result is smaller f(x) = 1.6297, as expected,
because in the formulation h, t, and b are continuous variables, in contrast with Datta and
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Figureira [148], h, t, b as discrete variables. Furthermore, the convergence occurs relatively
fast, as the optimization algorithm exploits the most promising cluster by maximizing the
acquisition function. This behavior can be explained by the fact that in this welded beam
design example, different materials have significantly different cost objective functional
value, which aids the optimization convergence.
Figure 4.4: Convergence plot of the cost function in the welded beam design, with all
clusters are neighbors, showing different combinatorial of discrete and categorical variables
are attempted.
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare its nu-
merical with GA. Two versions of the proposed method are used. In the first version, every
cluster are considered as independent, leaving no neighbor in the neighborhood, whereas
in the second version, all the clusters are considered as neighbors.
The performance comparison is presented in Figure 4.5, showing that both variants
of the mixed-integer BO clearly outperforms the GA in the welded beam design prob-
lem. The solution obtained from the GA is [0, 1, 0.24920115, 5.30060037, 7.12520087,
0.25345267], where the objective function is evaluated at 2.04016262. On the other hand,
from the first variant (none is neighbors) of the proposed method, the solution obtained
is [1, 1, 0.16934934, 5.61720010, 4.90884889, 0.27985016], where the objective function
is evaluated at 1.68206763. From the second variant (all are neighbors) of the proposed
method, the solution obtained is [1, 1, 0.16934934, 5.61720010, 4.90884889, 0.27985016],
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where the objective function is evaluated at 1.66457625. The convergence plot of these two
variants are very similar to each other. The asymptotical value using the second variant is
slightly better than that using the first variant, even though it is hard to conclude which
variant performs better. However, we note that as the optimization process advances, the
prediction converges to a single GP prediction, and thus asymptotically both variants are
similar later on. The proposed mixed integer method clearly outperforms the GA in all
settings.
Figure 4.5: Performance comparison between the GA and the proposed mixed-integer BO
for the welded beam design.
4.4.4 Pressure vessel design problem
Here, we applied the proposed mixed-integer BO method to solve the pressure vessel de-
sign optimization problem. We followed Cagina et al. [150] for the problem formulation.
The objective of this problem is to minimize the cost of a storage tank with 3·103 psi in-
ternal pressure, where the minimum volume is 750 ft3. The shell is made by joining two
hemispheres and forming the longitudinal cylinder with another weld. The design variables
are illustrated in Figure 4.7 listed as follows. x1 is the thickness of the hemisphere. x2 is
the shell thickness. x3 is the inner radius of the hemisphere. x4 is the length of the cylinder.
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Figure 4.6: Pressure vessel design optimization problem [150].
The objective function that accounts for the cost is







where the imposed constraints are
g1(x) = −x1 + 0.0193x3 ≤ 0, g2(x) = −x2 + 0.009541x3 ≤ 0, (4.34a)
g3(x) = −πx23x24 −
4
3
x33 + 1296000 ≤ 0, g4(x) = x4 − 240 ≤ 0, (4.34b)
and 0.00625 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 0.61875, 10.0 ≤ x3, x4 ≤ 200.0. All variables are considered as
continuous in this example.
Figure 4.7 shows the performance comparison between the proposed mixed-integer BO
and the GA with various settings in terms of number of functional evaluations. Again, the
BO clearly shows its advantage in term of convergence speed for continuous variables. The
optimal input is [0.193114320, 0.0954997100, 10, 76.2478356], where the corresponding
objective functional value is 125.02822748.
4.4.5 Speed reducer design problem
Figure 4.8 shows the design optimization problem of a speed reducer [150]. Seven design
variables are described as follows. x1 is the face width. x2 is the module of teeth. x3
is the number of teeth on pinion. x4 is the length of the first shaft between bearings. x5
is the length of the second shaft between bearings. x6 is the diameter of the first shaft.
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison between the GA and the proposed mixed-integer BO
for the pressure vessel design.
x7 is the diameter of the second shaft. x3 is the discrete variable, where the rest of the
variables are considered continuous. The problem is 7-dimensional, in which 1 discrete
and 6 continuous input space is concerned. With the formulation of the problem, there
are 12 local GPs corresponding to 12 discrete values of x3. In iteration 148, the mixed-
Figure 4.8: Speed reducer design optimization problem [150] from NASA.
integer BO converges to the global minimum of f(x∗) = 2996.29614837, where x∗ =
[3.50000447, 0.7, 17, 7.30566156, 7.8, 3.35022572, 5.28668406]. The result is comparable
with Cagina et al. [150], where particle swarm optimization is employed, yielding the
optimal f(x∗) = 2996.348165, where x∗ = 3.5, 0.7, 17, 7.3, 7.8, 3.350214, 5.286683].
To evaluate the effect of initial samples, the mixed-integer BO is performed with dif-
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ferent number of initial samples. Figure 4.9 shows the convergence plot of the GA and
the mixed-integer BO, each with various settings. In terms of the number of functional
evaluations, the mixed-integer BO clearly shows the advantages with faster convergence,
compared to the GA. The effect of initial samples is also shown in Figure 4.9. It is ob-
served that the proposed mixed-integer BO converges relatively fast after the initial sam-
pling stage. Thus, it may not be necessary to over sample in the initial sampling stage. The
balance between exploration and exploitation is well-tuned by the acquisition function,
which is GP-UCB [105] in this case.
Figure 4.9: Performance comparison between the GA and the proposed mixed-integer BO
with different initial samples for the speed reducer design.
4.4.6 High-dimensional discrete sphere function
To evaluate the performance of the proposed mixed-integer BO on high-dimensional space,
a discrete sphere function with 5-dimensional discrete variables and 50-dimensional and
100-dimensional continuous variables, resulting in (50+5)D and (100+5)D analytical func-
tions are used to benchmark. The discrete sphere function is described mathematically as











where 1 ≤ xi ≤ 2, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are integer variables and −5.12 ≤ xj ≤ 5.12, n +
1 ≤ j ≤ m, are m − n continuous variables. Again, GA is used to compare against the
proposed mixed-integer BO method. The global optimal of this function is f(x∗) = 0,
where x∗ = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0].
Figure 4.10 shows the convergence plot of the proposed mixed-integer BO with dif-
ferent number of initial samples and GA with different settings for the (100+5)D discrete
spherical function, where 5 variables are discrete and 100 variables are continuous. As
seen in Figure 4.10, the proposed mixed-integer BO quickly identifies the discrete tuple
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) that correspond minimal response, with respect to the discrete tuple. The rest
of the convergence plot focus on the optimization of the continuous variables.
Figure 4.10: Performance comparison between the GA and the proposed mixed-integer BO
with different initial samples for (100+5)D discrete spherical function.
4.5 Engineering examples: Metamaterials
In this section, we demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method by examples of a
new class of materials, so-called metamaterials, in which properties can be tailored depend-
ing on the geometric design of the structures. In Section 4.5.1, a mechanical metamaterial
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is considered, where the objective is to design a low-weight and high-strength unit cell. In
Section 4.5.2, an auxetic metamaterial unit cell is considered. The proposed BO method is
applied to minimize the negative Poisson’s ratio.
4.5.1 An example of designing high-strength low-weight fractal metamaterials
Motivated by the recent experimental work of Meza et al. [151] in designing high-strength
and low-weight metamaterials at nano-scale for ceramic systems, which shows the effec-
tive mechanical strength can be enhanced by hierarchical structure, we demonstrate the
proposed methodology in searching for high-strength and low-weight metamaterials for
multiple classes of materials. Particularly, our metamaterials are constructed with fractal
geometry. Fractal geometry has the special property of self-similarity at different length
scales. A parametric design and optimization approach for fractal metamaterials is demon-
strated here. In this example, the goal is to maximize the effective strength of the structure.
The effective strength is defined as the ratio between the effective Young modulus and the
volume of material with the assumption of homogenized material for the bulk properties.
The material selection, including Ashby chart, is formulated as an inequality constraint to
limit the searching space of materials.
Parametric design of fractal truss structures
Mathematically, fractals can be constructed iteratively using the so-called iterated function
systems (IFSs). An IFS is a finite set of contraction mappings {fi}Ni=1 on a complete metric
space X [152]. Starting from an initial set P0, the fractal can be constructed iteratively
as Pk+1 = ∪Ni=1fi(Pk). Geometrically, the IFSs fi can be expressed in terms of rotation,
translation, scaling, and other set topological operations, such as complement, union or
intersect.
In this example, the fractal truss structures are constructed from the 2D profiles shown
in Figure 4.11a. They are based on the square shape, even though in principle they can be
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constructed from any arbitrary polygon such as triangle and hexagon. Figure 4.11a presents
the first three levels of IFS construction. The IFSs are inspired by the projection of Keple-
rian 3D fractals onto its corresponding 2D plane. Here, the IFS operators include the trans-
lation matrix T = diag {±d/2,±d/2, 1} and the scaling matrix S = diag {1/2, 1/2, 1}.
The rotation is not considered. Physically, the first four IFSs simply scale the design of
previous fractal level by 1/2, and translate them to the northwest, northeast, southwest, and
southeast, respectively. The fifth IFS scales the design of previous fractal level by one half,
and deletes other features that overlaps within the region.
(a) Iterated function systems of truss designs on unit square.
(b) Truss options on
fractal level 0 unit
square.
Figure 4.11: Truss design paramaters on the unit square.
Figure 4.11b illustrates the square basis with three design options: (1) diagonal truss,
(2) inner square truss, and (3) perpendicular truss. The diagonal truss option enables edges
connecting nodes 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 and nodes 0, 6, 12, 18, 24. The inner square truss option
enables edges connecting nodes 2, 6, 10, 15, 22, 18, 14, 8. The perpendicular truss option
enables edges connecting nodes 2, 7, 12, 17, 22 and nodes 10, 11, 12, 13, 14. In the example
of Figure 4.11a, only the inner square truss option is enabled. In the construction process,
the options are enabled by setting the truss control parameters to 0 or 1, respectively. The
fundamental adjacency matrix of fractal level 0 is built to indicate whether a pair of nodes
are connected. With the design of level 0 unit cell, the IFSs are applied recursively to
create the more complicated geometry at the desired level. Once the profile is constructed,
additional offset operations are applied to generate thickness of the 2D truss elements, then
extrusion depth for a full 3D structure. Figure 4.12a shows a complete 2D fractal face.
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(a) 2D fractal face (b) The unit cube
Figure 4.12: Design of fractal unit cube. (a) The 2D fractal profile with a fractal level of 2
and only inner square truss option enabled. (b) The unit cube is composed of six identical
fractal faces, and each face is designed by truss options, thickness, and extrusion depth
With the square face defined, a complete 3D fractal unit cell is built with six of the faces,
as shown in Figure 4.12b.
Constitutive material model and the finite element analysis
A general anisotropic material has 21 independent elastic constants to describe the stress-
strain (σ-ε) relationship. To simplify the materials constitutive model, we assume isotropic
and linear elastic materials behavior at small strain regime, where σ-ε relationship for bulk











where i, j can be either x, y, or z, and δij is the Kronecker delta of i and j. The material
properties E and ν, as well as materials ρ, are taken as inputs to describe the linear elastic
regime in the FEM simulation to obtain stress.
In simulations, we are concerned with an uniaxial compression. Therefore, to simplify
the terminology, we refer to the component of effective stiffness tensor in the loading direc-
tion as effective Young’s modulus. It is noteworthy that the effective stiffness tensor of the
designed fractal truss structure is not the same with the bulk material stiffness tensor. Two
displacement boundary conditions are imposed on the unit cube. One is the fixed boundary
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condition for both translation and rotation, and the other is the constant displacement on the
opposite side of the cube. The stress is obtained by taking the maximum nodal stress in the
active direction. The effective Young’s modulus is calculated as the ratio of the maximal
nodal stress σ33 at the designated engineering strain ε = 0.01. The quadratic tetrahedral
element (C3D10 in ABAQUS) is utilized for the FEM simulation. The total number of
elements is between 5,000 and 10,000. The exact number varies with respect to the finite
element simulation. The size of the cube is around 1mm (10−3m).
The dimension of the design space is 9, in which 4 discrete variables and 5 continu-
ous variables are combined to create an input x = (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8, x9). The
discrete variables include fractal level, the diagonal, inner square, and perpendicular truss
options. The fractal level x1 is an integer of either 0, 1, or 2, whereas each of the truss
options x2, x3, x4 is a binary variable from design space, taking value of 0 or 1. The contin-
uous variables include thickness x5 = t of the truss, the extrusion depth x6 = et of the unit
face, the materials bulk density x7 = ρ, bulk elastic Young’s modulus x8 = E, and bulk
Poisson’s ratio x9 = ν. Three constraints are imposed as follows. Thickness and extru-
sion depth are limited to a constant that is related to the fractal level to preserve the fractal
geometry of the structure. The higher the fractal level is, the smaller is the constant. Sim-
ilarly, the material bulk density, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratio are bounded within
a physical limit, where values are taken from Table 3.1 of Bower [153] for woods, copper,
tungsten carbide, silica glass, and alloys.
As a result, the imposed constraints are
T ≤ x5 ≤ T , x6 ≥ T , (4.37a)
x5 ≤ 7 · x6, x6 ≤ 7 · x5, (4.37b)
where T = 10−6 is the threshold for manufacturability T is the threshold for the truss
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We expect the simulations to converge on the high-strength and low-density type of
materials. However, Ashby chart indicates a high correlation between compressive strength
and density among all types of materials. To circumvent this problem, another constraint is





x8/x7 ≤ 104.25 m/s.
Simulation and results
Figure 4.13 shows an example of von Mises stress during the uniaxial compression of the
architected metamaterial cell, as described in Section 4.5.1. In the simulation settings and
its post-process, only σzz is concerned.
Figure 4.13: An example of von Mises stress of the structure under loading condition.
The lower bounds of continuous variables (x5, x6, x7, x8, x9) are (2 ·10−6, 2 ·10−6, 0.4 ·
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Figure 4.14: Convergence plot of the objective function, which is the ratio between the
effective Young’s modulus and the weight of the cell, i.e. Eeff/m.
10+3, 9 · 10+9, 0.16). The lower bounds of x7, x8, x9 correspond to the density of wood,
bulk Young’s modulus of wood, and Poisson’s ratio of silica glass, respectively. The upper
bounds of continuous variables (x5, x6, x7, x8, x9) are (0.5 ·10−3, 0.5 ·10−3, 8.9 ·10+3, 650 ·
10+9, 0.35). The upper bounds of x7, x8, x9 correspond to the density of copper, bulk
Young’s modulus of tungsten carbide, and Poisson’s ratio of a general alloy, respectively.
To initialize the optimization process, two random inputs are sampled to construct the
GP model for each cluster. The number of clusters in this example is 2×2×2×3 = 24. The
EI acquisition is used to locate the next sampling location x. The CMA-ES [144] is used
as an auxiliary optimizer to maximize the penalized acquisition function. The optimization
process is carried out for 170 iterations, as shown in Figure 4.14. At iteration 0, 1, 2, 11,
14, 26, 148, better objective function values of 1.9723, 2.7827, 10.4725, 12.1207, 22.1071,
23.3766, 36.8316 ·106GPa/kg, are identified, respectively. The relatively fast convergence
plot demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed BO method for the mix-integer opti-
mization problems. Due to the expensive computational cost of the FEM simulation, the
number of iterations is limited to 200.
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4.5.2 Design optimization of fractal auxetic metamaterials
In the second example, we study the auxetic metamaterial with application in flexible and
stretchable devices. Inspired by the experimental work of Cho et al. [154] in designing
auxetic metamaterials using fractal cut, and its subsequent numerical and experimental
work by Tang et al. [155] in developing shape-programmable materials, we use auxetic
metamaterials to demonstrate the proposed BO methodology. The goal of this example is
to minimize the effective Poisson’s ratio, which is negative and evaluated through a FEM
simulation.
Parametric design of auxetic metamaterials
Figure 4.15: Cut motif α and β in designing auxetic metamaterials by fractal cuts.
Here, a parametric design of the unit cell, where the fractal level is fixed at 2, is devised.
The cut motif α and β for one level of the auxetic cell is shown in Figure 4.15. Basically,
this cut motif controls the free rotational hinges of the architected structure, such that the
deformation energy dissipates through rotational motion, rather than translational motion.
The principle of cut design is based on the connectivity of the rotating units, where the
connectivity depends on the cut patterns, which in turn determine the maximum stretch-
ability of the designed specimen. For further details about the fractal cut and its rotating
mechanisms, readers are referred to the work of Cho et al. [154] and Tang et al. [155]. To
create a fractal cut, a simple IFS is imposed on the cut to create subsequent level, with the
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scaling ratio of 1/2, and is then translated to four corners.
To tailor the negative Poisson’s ratio, the shape of the cut is modeled as splines, where
the coordinates of the control points are considered as inputs. The choice of α and β cut
is formulated using discrete variables. The dimension of this problem is 18, in which 2
discrete and 16 continuous variables are used. The parametric input x includes x1, x2 as
discrete variables, which takes value of either 1 (α-motif) or 2 (β-motif) for level 1 and
level 2 cuts, respectively. The next 4 continuous variables x3, x4, x5, x6 is used to describe
the shape of the large center cut of level 1. The next 4 continuous variables x7, x8, x9, x10 is
used to describe the shape of two small side cuts of level 1. In the same manner, the next 8
continuous variables are used to model the large center cut and two small side cuts of level
2. Figure 4.16 shows an example of the parametric design implementation of the designed
auxetic metamaterials in the ABAQUS environment. The solid dots present the control
points of the cut. (Color is available on the electronic version. The blue solid dots denote
the level 1 control points, whereas the red solid dots denote the level 2 control points.)
Figure 4.16: An implemented example of auxetic metamaterials by fractal cuts. The solid
dots present the control points of the cut. (Color is available on the electronic version. Blue
dots correspond to level 1, whereas red dots correspond to level 2.)
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Constitutive material model and the finite element analysis
The study of Tang et al. [155] has demonstrated that the effective Poisson’s ratio νeff is
indeed a function of strain ε. In this work, we assume that the base material is natural
rubber reinforced by carbon-black. Mooney-Rivlin constitutive model is used to describe
the hyperelastic material behavior, where the suitable energy function W is expressed as
W = C10(I1 − 3) + C01(I2 − 3) +
1
D1
(J − 1)2, (4.39)
where J is the elastic volume ratio, I1, I2, I3 are the three invariants of Green deformation











and I1 = I1J−2/3, I2 = I2J−4/3. The materials parameter is adopted from Shahzad et al.
[156], where C10 = 0.3339MPa, C01 = −3.37 · 10−4, and D1 = 1.5828 · 10−3.
The initial size of the square is 20 cm × 20 cm, and the thickness of the specimen is
1mm. The specimen is then deformed in a uniaxial tension configuration in y-direction,
where the displacement is fixed at 10 cm in one direction. The configuration for the
simulation is plane-strain configuration, where displacement in the extrusion direction (z-
direction) is fixed as zero.
In the deformed configuration, we extract the displacement in x-direction to infer the
engineering transverse strain, and compute the effective Poisson’s ratio as the ratio between
transverse and longitudinal engineering strain.
The element used in this FEM simulation is the eight-node brick element (C3D8R,
C3D6, and C3D4). The FEM is developed using ABAQUS environment. The number of
elements for each simulation is approximately 5,000.
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In this example, several constraints are imposed on the design variables, which are
x5 ≤ 0.010− t, x8 ≤ x4 − t, x16 ≤ x12 − t (4.41a)
0 ≤ x6 ≤ x8, 0 ≤ x7 ≤ x5, x4 ≤ x2 ≤ 0.010, 0 ≤ x3 ≤ x1 (4.41b)
where t = 0.0015 m is the smallest thickness of the specimen. Two other constraints
include the implementation of convexity for the large center cut of level 1 and level 2.
Figure 4.17 presents an example of deformed configuration after the simulation converges.
Figure 4.17: An example of uniaxial tension simulation of plane-strain configuration in
designing auxetic metamaterials using fractal cut.
Simulation and results
The lower bounds of the continuous variables are (0.25; 3.5; 0.50; 1.75; 8.0; 0.25; 4.0;
0.50; 0.25; 3.5; 0.50; 1.75; 4.0; 0.25; 3.0; 0.50)·10−3. The upper bounds of the continuous
variables are (2.00; 6.5; 1.75; 3.00; 9.5; 1.50; 8.0; 1.75; 2.00; 6.5; 1.75; 3.00; 5.5; 1.50;
4.0; 1.75)·10−3.
Two random initial sampling points are created within each cluster. Because the fractal
level is fixed at 2, where each fractal level corresponds to one cut motif α or β, 4 clusters
are created during the initialization. The initial hyper-parameters θi for all i is set at 0.2.
The lower and upper bounds for the hyper-parameters θi for all i are (0.01, 20).
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Figure 4.18: Convergence plot of the objective function, which is the effective Poisson’s
ratio νeff. Better objective function values are found at the iteration 0, 4, 24, 26, 30, 45, 63,
66, 69, 78, 81, 84, 513, 582, 647, sequentially.
The optimization process is carried out for 790 iterations. Figure 4.18 shows the con-
vergence plot of the optimization process, where the best objective function value νeff are
found in iteration 0, 4, 24, 26, 30, 45, 63, 66, 69, 78, 81, 84, 513, 582, 647, with the
value of -0.6603, -0.6605, -0.6628, -0.6628, -0.6902, -0.6941, -0.7143, -0.7410, -0.7517, -
0.7576, -0.7627, -0.7784, -0.7785, -0.7802, -0.7804, respectively. The proposed BO shows
relatively fast convergence for mid-level dimensionality d = 16, thus demonstrating the
effectiveness in tackling mix-integer nonlinear optimization problems.
4.6 Discussion
One of the advantages of the proposed BO algorithm is its extension to incorporate dis-
crete variables for nonlinear mixed-integer optimization problems. The discrete variables
include both categorical and integer variables, thus can be applied with or without the no-
tion of order. The neighborhood of each cluster is built once during the initialization of the
process, and can be customized to adapt to specific user-defined requirements. Addition-
ally, because the neighborhood can be modified and/or defined manually, the independence
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between clusters can be achieved by removing the corresponding clusters. Such indepen-
dence is quite common in the case of categorical variables. However, the optimization
performance of the proposed method does not depend on the enumeration of the clusters.
We emphasize that if the cluster is ceased to exist, then it can be manually removed, and
the cluster indices can be reenumerated manually by a slight modification of Equation 4.12
and Algorithm 1.
The weight computation scheme is devised in such a way that asymptotically, the
weight prediction converges to a single GP prediction, by imposing a weight vector which
has 0 everywhere, except for a single 1 that corresponds to the corresponding cluster. It is
recommended to choose the neighbors carefully. One way to do so is to set a small thresh-
old discrete distance dth, which measures the dissimilarity between clusters based on the
discrete tuples, e.g. dth ≤ 1, and manually remove clusters that are known to be indepen-
dent beforehand at the end of initialization. The safest setting is dth = 0, which assumes
clusters are completely independent of each other. This setting has some negative effect on
the convergence rate, but would eventually reach down to the global optimal solution, and
would not be trapped at local optimum.
Here the scalability problem of GP is alleviated, but not completely eliminated. It is
noted that the decomposition and weighted average approach has been adopted [157, 158,
159, 160, 117, 1] for continuous variables. The decomposition method for continuous
variables is typically referred to as local GP. This approach is promising in tackling the
scalability problem. Particularly, in one of our previous studies [1], we have shown that the
local GP is one-order computationally cheaper, compared to the classical GP, while main-
taining a good approximation error. Nevertheless, further research is required to develop
an efficient and robust decomposition scheme for both discrete and continuous variables.
One of the limitations is the scalability with respect to discrete variables. Because of
the decomposition scheme, the number of the clusters are the combinatorial possibilities,
i.e. the product of the number of choices for each discrete variable, and thus advocating
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the sparsity problem in each cluster. To mitigate the undesirable sparsity effect, a Gaussian
mixture model that combines all the predictions from neighboring clusters is used to ex-
ploit some useful information from the neighborhood. However, significant improvement
must be made for the proposed BO algorithm to solve the constrained mixed-integer opti-
mization. As mentioned previously, the mixed-integer optimization problem, in general, is
difficult, because it combines the difficulties for both discrete and continuous optimization.
Particularly, some discrete optimization problems are NP-complete, such as the traveling
salesman problem, knapsack problem, and graph coloring problem, to name a few. An
interesting candidate to model the weights as stochastic variables, so that the metaheuristic
methodologies can be applied [161].
The clustering and enumeration algorithm described in Algorithm 1 assumes the inde-
pendence of discrete variables. The Algorithm 1 does not work if the discrete variables
are dependent. However, in the case that discrete variables are dependent on each other,
manual neighborhood definition of clusters can be introduced manually, and the proposed
BO algorithm is functional with the demonstrated efficiency. However, the users must de-
clare the neighborhood of each clusters manually. Strictly speaking, the computational
efficiency of the proposed algorithm only depends on the number of clusters, but not the
number of discrete variables. If all discrete variables are completely independent of each
other, as demonstrated in the two above examples, then the number of clusters is equal to
the product of the number of choices for each discrete variable, i.e. L =
∏
pi.
Another practical limitation for the proposed BO algorithm for engineering model and
simulation is its sequential nature of sampling and search. The main reason is that simu-
lation usually contains much details, and thus demands a considerable amount of compu-
tational time. In practice, for high-fidelity and dedicated simulations, one should resort to
multi-fidelity or batch-parallel BO for further improvement.
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4.7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a new BO algorithm to solve the nonlinear constrained mixed-
integer design optimization problems. In this algorithm, the large dataset is decomposed
according to the discrete tuples, in which each discrete tuple corresponds to a unique GP
model. The prediction for mean and variance is formulated as a Gaussian mixture model,
in which the weights are computed based on the pair-wise Wasserstein distance between
clusters. Constraints, which are formulated as a set of inequalities, are included during
the optimization process. Theoretical bounds and algorithmic complexity are provided to
prove the computational efficiency compared to the classical GP.
The proposed algorithm is demonstrated with two fractal metamaterials design exam-
ples, where the mechanical properties are tailored by the hierarchically designed architect.
In the first example, the algorithm is used to search for the fractal metamaterial with high-
strength and low-density properties, where material selection is considered. In the second
example, the algorithm is utilized to design an auxetic metamaterial for flexible and stretch-
able devices, where the effective Poisson’s ratio is chosen as the objective function. For
both computational material design examples, constraints are imposed to limit the design
space. The proposed algorithm shows a promising performance in solving engineering
problems, where high-dimensionality is often an issue.
While several limitations exist, such as scalability for discrete and continuous variables,
further research extensions can be made to improve the current methodology, including
metaheuristic methodologies for stochastic combinatorial optimization.
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CHAPTER 5
OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY: BATCH-PARALLEL AND
CONSTRAINED BAYESIAN OPTIMIZATION
In this chapter, we present a constrained batch-parallel Bayesian optimization (BO) frame-
work, termed pBO-2GP-3B, to accelerate the optimization process for high-dimensional
and computationally expensive problems, with known and unknown constraints. Two
Gaussian processes (GPs) are simultaneously constructed: one models the objective func-
tion, whereas the other models the unknown constraints. The known constraint is penalized
directly into the acquisition function. For every iteration, three batches are built in sequen-
tial order: the first two are the acquisition hallucination and the exploration batches for the
objective GP, respectively, and the third one is the exploration batch for the classification
GP. The pBO-2GP-3B optimization framework is demonstrated with three synthetic exam-
ples (2D and 6D), as well as a 33D multi-phase solid-liquid computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model for the design optimization of a centrifugal slurry pump impeller.
5.1 Introduction
BO is a surrogate-based black-box optimization technique that models and updates the
response surfaces sequentially as the optimization process advances. It has proven to be
successful in many different applications including machine learning [162] and design op-
timization [163] [164]. Several notable advantages of BO, compared to other optimization
techniques, include derivative-free, active learning, uncertainty quantification, and math-
ematically robustness in high-dimensional continuous design space. Yet, the application
of classical BO in engineering simulation-based optimization problems is often limited by
several factors. First, the computational cost of the traditional BO is expensive, where each
functional evaluation is a single simulation, which can take hours to finish. Combined with
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the sequential sampling approach in the classical BO, the turnaround time significantly
increases. Second, the successful rate of the simulations can be well estimated, but occa-
sionally the simulation will crash due to some unforeseeable factors, e.g. mesh problems,
solver issues, or an ill-conditioned matrix. This is a common behavior in developing com-
plex simulations. Therefore, improving these two aspects of simulation-based optimization
problems is critical to the optimization problem of complex engineering simulations.
In order to solve optimization problems with complex engineering simulations, in con-
cert with the growth of high-performance computing (HPC) infrastructure, the classical BO
has been extended toward different possible directions: batch parallelization, constrained,
multi-objective, multi-fidelity, hybrid, and distributed optimization. Batch parallelization
for BO is the implementation of selecting a batch, where several concurrent functional eval-
uations can be performed simultaneously in order to obtain the optimal solution in the short-
est wall-clock time. Constrained BO includes constraints in the classical BO formulation.
The constraints can be conceptually divided into two main categories: known constraints,
where the constraints are imposed beforehand and can be evaluated without running the
functional evaluator, and unknown constraints, where the constraints are unknown a priori,
and only known once the functional evaluator is invoked. For example, in engineering ap-
plications, the known constraints can be thought of as a collection of inequality constraints,
where physics-based knowledge is injected to form a set of inequalities upon the design
variables. The unknown constraints, on the other hand, can be established once the func-
tional evaluator or the modeling simulation fails to obtain a convergent solution. Progress
on improving BO is elaborated in Section 5.2.
With the introduction of the known and unknown constraints, the design space is natu-
rally divided into two regions: feasible and infeasible. The feasible region includes inputs
which do not violate any constraints, whereas the infeasible region includes inputs which
violate any of these constraints. In order to search for a feasible and optimal input, one
needs to predict whether the input is feasible, before attempting to evaluate the functional
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value. As a result, the binary classification for feasibility is needed to make such a predic-
tion. Here we propose a novel algorithm pBO-2GP-3B to batch parallelize the classical BO
for the general constrained BO problem and demonstrate its applications to complex mod-
eling and simulation methods, such as multi-phase CFD. The known constraint is penalized
directly in the acquisition function of the classical BO, whereas the unknown constraints
are learned through a classification GP. A novel acquisition function formulation is de-
vised and generalized to incorporate the known and unknown constraints, as well as the
trade-off between exploitation and exploration in the classical BO. It is noteworthy that
the new acquisition function is applicable for any choice of commonly used acquisition
functions, such as probability of improvement, expected improvement, upper-confidence
bound. The novel methodology is demonstrated with three synthetic two-dimensional and
six-dimensional examples (2D and 6D) and an engineering CFD (33D) example.
5.2 Related work
The BO formulation can be briefly summarized as follows. Given the unknown objective
function y = f(x), we wish to find the optimal solution that maximizes the objective func-
tion xopt = arg maxf(x). Instead of directly optimizing this unknown black-box function,
the GP model is constructed as a response surface. For the classical BO method, the next
sample is sequentially chosen to maximize the acquisition function, which can be com-
puted numerically based on the constructed GP response surface. The acquisition function
dictates the location of the next sampling design site by reconciling the trade-off between
exploration (navigating to the most uncertain region) and exploitation (driving the solution
to the best-so-far) in the optimization process. While recently there have been significant
advances in devising other acquisition functions, the most popular acquisition functions are
probability of improvement (PI) [165], expected improvement (EI) [102] [101] [166], and
upper-confidence bound (UCB) [104, 105].
Brochu et al. [167], Shahriari et al. [141], and Jones et al. [168] provide comprehensive
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and critical reviews of the classical sequential BO method, including a different acquisition
function, as well as its applications. One of the significant drawbacks for the classical BO is
the computational bottleneck in optimizing the maximum likelihood function as the number
of observations N increases. Estimating hyper-parameters θ of the objective GP involves
optimization of the likelihood and computation of the inverse of the covariance matrix,
resulting in O(N3) algorithmic complexity. In section 5.2.1, several common acquisition
functions in BO are reviewed. In section 5.2.2, the relevant work on constrained BO and
its incorporation to classical BO is presented. In section 5.2.3, the related work on batch
parallel BO is summarized and discussed.
5.2.1 Acquisition function
In the classical BO, a GP model is constructed and updated sequentially as the optimization
process advances. Consider a dataset {xi, yi}Ni=1, where N is the number of observations,
xi is the input, and yi is the actual observation in the classical BO settings. Denote µ(x),
σ2(x), and θ(x) as the posterior mean, the posterior variance, and the hyper-parameters of
the GP model, respectively. In practice, the hyper-parameters θ are found by maximiz-
ing the log likelihood estimation (MLE) at every iteration over a plausible range between
lower and upper bounds of θ. Let xbest = arg maxxif(xi) be the best sample achieved
so far during sequential sampling for a maximization problem, and φ(·) and Φ(·) be the
probability density function and cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution respectively.
The acquisition function for probability of improvement (PI) [165] is defined as
aPI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = Φ(γ(x)), (5.1)
where
γ(x) =
µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)− f(xbest)
σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ)
, (5.2)
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indicates the deviation away from the best sample. The acquisition function for expected
improvement (EI) scheme [102] [101] [166] [169] is defined as
aEI(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = σ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) · (γ(x)Φ(γ(x)) + φ(γ(x)) (5.3)
The acquisition function for the upper-confidence bounds (UCB) scheme [104, 105] is
defined as
aUCB(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) = µ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ) + κσ(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ), (5.4)
where κ is a hyper-parameter describing the acquisition exploitation-exploration balance.
Other forms of acquisition functions include predictive entropy search GP-PES [170]
that has been extended to constraint BO [109] and multi-objective BO [171], entropy-
search GP-ES [172], and estimation strategy GP-EST [173].
5.2.2 Constrained BO
Constrained BO is a important and natural extension of classical BO. Digabel and Wild
[106] summarized and provided a systematic classification taxonomy, QRAK, for derivative-
free simulation-based black-box optimization problems. For known constraints, the con-
straints can be realized by either multi-fidelity approach, where the constraint evaluator is
considered as a low-fidelity functional evaluator [140], or is penalized directly within the
acquisition function [107] inside the sequential sampling search loop for the next query
point. Schonlau et al. [174] introduced a generalized EI acquisition function that balances
global-local search by incorporating an exponential power with a known constraint penal-
ization scheme. Parr et al. [175] reviewed and compared different constraint handling
schemes using synthetic and real-world engineering applications. Picheny et al. [176]
proposed an augmented Lagrangian scheme to convert a constrained problem to an uncon-
strained optimization problem, handling both equality and inequality constraints.
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However, the problem is more challenging if the constraints are unknown. Several
methods have been proposed to incorporate the probability of constraint violation into the
acquisition function. Basudhar et al. [177] utilized support vector machines to calculate
the feasible probability which is later incorporated in the EI acquisition function. Sacher
et al. [178] extended the method of Basudhar et al. [177] by combining classification
probability from the least squares support vector machine with the EI acquisition function
and proposed another sampling strategy to locate the next sampling point in a sequential
manner. Gelbart et al. [108] proposed an entropy search criterion and used the expected
improvement acquisition to search for the next sampling location. Hernández-Lobato et
al. [109] suggested an alternative mathematical form of acquisition function, to maximize
the expected reduction in the differential entropy of the posterior. Gramacy and Lee [179]
introduced an integrated expected conditional improvement and increased the number of
hyper-parameters to accommodate the class labels. Lee et al. [180] proposed to couple the
random forest classifier and maximize the expected constrained improvement, where the
new acquisition function is the product of old acquisition function and the predicted prob-
ability of the random forest classifier. The main difference between our work and other
work, such as Basudhar et al. [177], Sacher et al. [178], and Lee et al. [180], is two-
fold. First, our proposed method is batch parallel, whereas other methods are sequential.
Second, our proposed acquisition function in Equation 5.7 is generalized and applicable
for any probabilistic binary classifier, for example, kNN [181], AdaBoost [182], Random-
Forest [183], support vector machine [184] (SVM), least squares support vector machine
(LSSVM) [185], and GP.
5.2.3 Batch parallel BO
Typically, to accelerate the optimization process, there are mainly two approaches: ac-
celerating using multiple processor parallel implementation for one simulation, or batch
parallelization where each core handles one simulation. One essential observation is that
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according to Amdahl’s law, the former approach is prone to diminishing returns, where
the modeling simulation cannot be accelerated after a certain threshold. Thus the later
approach, batch parallel BO is more cost-effective and appealing toward computationally
expensive engineering models and simulations.
The core idea of batch parallel BO is simply based on the concept of active learning, in
which the optimization history is used to reconstruct the response surface and approximate
the objective function statistically. Therefore, it is possible to perform multiple functional
evaluations at the same time for a single batch, and update the history once the batch is
finished. To search for the new points with unknown objective functions, one can rely on
the Gaussian probability prediction of the outputs and condition the acquisition function on
this Gaussian distribution. For example, Snoek et al. [169] proposed an integrated acquisi-
tion function based on Monte Carlo sampling, called GP-EI-MCMC, to construct a parallel
batch, which is conditioned on the Gaussian probability of the observation. Ginsbourger et
al. [186] [187] [188], Roustant et al. [189] suggested a multi-points expected improvement
q-EI, in which the EI function is conditioned on the Gaussian observation. Marmin et al.
[190] [191] provided analytical formula for gradient-based q-EI extension. Letham et al.
[192] extended the q-EI framework toward noisy and constrained problems and performed
the experiments at Facebook. Wang et al. [193] and Wu and Frazier [194] (q-KG) both
suggested a more numerically efficient approach, based on infinitesimal perturbation anal-
ysis, to compute the acquisition function of the gradient-based q-EI extension. Shah and
Ghahramani [195] extended the predictive entropy search GP-PES [170] toward parallel
batch selection policy GP-PPES. Azimi et al. [196] [197] proposed a simulation matching
scheme GP-SM [196] and coordinated matching scheme GP-BCM [197] to select input
batches that closely match their expected behavior (GP-SM) or the sequential distribution
after a certain amount of step (GP-BCM). Azimi et al. [198] also proposed an alterna-
tive switching between sequential and parallel mode for BO and analyzed the theoretical
bound for the hybrid batch BO method. Desautels et al. [199] introduced a hallucination
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scheme for batch selection policy GP-BCUB and its adaptive variant GP-AUCB, where the
main acquisition is GP-UCB [104] [105], and showed the theoretical bound of the proposed
method. The hallucination scheme for a single GP is based on the assumptions of the pos-
terior mean as the prediction during the current batch parallel iteration, and the posterior
variance as zero at the particular input location of the batch. The hallucination scheme
is almost identical with the kriging believer heuristic in Ginsbourger et al. [187], except
that in the hallucination scheme, the posterior variance σ2(x) is also updated following
the hallucination. Contal et al. [200] proposed a modified version of GP-BUCB, termed
GP-UCB-PE, where only one location is selected via GP-UCB acquisition function, and
the rest of the batch is configured to locations where the updated posterior variance is max-
imized. Both GP-BUCB and GP-UCB-PE are constructed based on a crucial observation
that the posterior variance only depends on the input locations, but not the actual output.
The theoretical bound of GP-UCB-PE is proven to be better than that of GP-BUCB by an
factor of
√
Bbatch, where Bbatch is the size of the batch. González et al. [201] proposed
GP-BBO-LP method, which assumes the objective function is Lipschitz continuous, infers
the Lipschitz constant directly from the GP, and modifies the acquisition function with a
local penalizer and a differentiable transformation functions. Kathuria et al. [202] and
Wang et al. [203] offered a batch selection policy via determinantal point process GP-
DPP, and proved the expected regret bound of DPP-SAMPLE is less than the regret bound
of GP-UCB-PE [200]. Kathuria et al. [202] showed that GP-UCB-PE is a special case
as DPP-MAX, where the maximization rule is done via a greedy selection rule, and sug-
gested that GP-PPES [195] performs better than GP-BUCB [199] and GP-UCB-PE [200]
approach, and that GP-UCB-PE [200] performs better than GP-SM approach [196]. There
are also concerns that GP-UCB-PE and GP-BUCB are too greedy in the batch selection
process, and thus prone to be non-optimal with respect to the ”immediate overconfidence”
measure [202]. Rontsis et al. [204] proposed an alternative acquisition function GP-OEI,
where the lower and upper bounds are computationally tractable in high-dimensional space
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and showed its numerical robustness over q-EI. Nguyen et al. [205] proposed budgeted
batch BO, termed GP-B3O, which utilizes the infinite Gaussian mixture model to auto-
matically identify the number of peaks in the underlying acquisition function, and adapts
the batch size accordingly based on the approximated acquisition function. Daxberger and
Low proposed a novel distributed batch GP-UCB, dubbed DP-GP-UCB [206], to jointly
optimize a batch of inputs, as opposed to selecting the inputs of a batch one at a time, and
still preserve the scalability in the batch size.
5.3 Methodology
In this chapter, we propose a two-GP batch-parallelization approach to solve the problem,
in which one GP models the objective functions, which is referred to as the objective GP,
whereas the other models the binary output of the classification, which is referred to as the
classification GP. For the objective GP model, the infeasible data points are also included
by the interpolation that occurs at each iteration, where interpolation process is performed
in two steps. In the first step, only the feasible data points are used to construct the objective
GP model. In the second step, the constructed objective GP is used to predict the output
at infeasible data points. Then the GP model uses the predicted posterior mean µobjective(x)
at those infeasible data points to update again to reflect the true posterior variance in the
objective GP, i.e. σ2objective(x) = 0 at the infeasible locations x. This interpolation process
occurs for every iteration.
Parallel in BO is performed through batch parallelization method, in which a batch of
size Bbatch in every iteration is decomposed into three batches: the first batch for the acqui-
sition hallucination batch of size Bacquisition for the objective GP, the second batch for the
exploration of size Bexplore for the objective GP, and the third batch for the binary classifi-
cation size Bclassif of the classification GP, sequentially with respect to the batch order. All
three batches are constructed by hallucinating the GP models at each iteration, sequentially
with respect to each sampling point in the batch, where hallucination means that the obser-
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vation is assumed to be exactly the posterior mean of the objective GP µobjective(x) for one
iteration, but later on will be corrected once the batch is finished. Also, the feasible proba-
bility of the input location x is assumed to be 1, and the posterior variances for both GPs
are updated on the chosen sampling location x, i.e. σ2objective(x) = σ
2
classification(x) = 0. The
input locations in the exploration batch are selected where the updated posterior variance
σ2 is maximal for both GPs. The infeasible data points are assigned as an interpolated
value and subjected to change after each iteration. To incorporate the feasibility classi-
fier, the acquisition is reformulated to condition on the probabilistic prediction, and thus
become the expected acquisition function.
The technical contribution of this chapter is three-fold. First, the advantage of batch BO
is extended to incorporate the constrained optimization problems, based on the premise of
a HPC infrastructure, using an expected acquisition function that is conditioned on the pre-
dicted feasibility from the probabilistic feasibility classifier. Second, the feasibility classi-
fier is continuously improved by the pure exploration batch, so that the feasibility classifier
is forced to learn in the unknown regions to improve its predictability performance. Third,
a new acquisition is proposed to combine two GPs models.
5.3.1 Constraints and Feasibility Classification
In this chapter, we are concerned with both types of constraints: known inequality con-
straints, which are known in advance and usually physics-based modeled, and unknown
constraints, which are only known when the functional evaluation actually ocurrs. The in-
feasibility function of a design can be represented as a set of inequalities λ(x) ≤ c, which
in turn can be interpreted as a constrained optimization problem. To penalize the infeasible
design, the feasibility checking function is embedded within the acquisition function, to
assign zero improvement to all infeasible points if the sampling location x does not satisfy
the known constraints λ(x) ≤ c. Mathematically, a(x) = 0 if there exists an index i such
that one of the constraints is unsatisfied λi(x) > ci. In classical BO at each optimization
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iteration, the next sampling point is chosen to maximize the acquisition
xnext = arg maxλ(x)≤ca(x; {xi, yi}Ni=1, θ), (5.5)
where N is the number of observations, and θ is the hyper-parameters of the metamodel.
We propose a variant acquisition function conditioned on the probabilistic prediction of
binary GP classification. The acquisition function is updated according to the probabilistic
classification augmented in the classification model to obtain the EI function
E[a(x)] = 0 · Pr(clf(x) = 0) + a(x) · Pr(clf(x) = 1) = a(x) · Pr(clf(x) = 1), (5.6)
where clf(·) denotes the binary probabilistic classifier, and Pr(·) denotes the probability
mass function (pmf) of the design variables, Pr(clf(x) = 0) is the probability that the de-
sign variable x is infeasible, and Pr(clf(x) = 1) is the probability that the design variable
x is feasible.
5.3.2 Batch parallelization
A part of this high-throughput BO framework is built on the premise of a HPC. The idea
is to bring down the computational runtime of the optimization of expensive high-fidelity
simulations through increased parallelism in HPC. For better computational resource allo-
cation in HPC usage, in the extreme case, the diminishing return in the multi-core simula-
tions can be avoided by parallelizing all the simulation in such a serial/sequential manner.
That is,m processors can be used to performm different simulations, where each processor
corresponds to a simulation with different input parameters, yielding no diminishing return
in Amdahl’s law [207]. The calculations of posterior variances σ2’s do not depend on the
observations for both GPs, therefore the exploration sampling points are determined after
the acquisition hallucination. Desautels et al. [199] hallucination scheme is adopted during
the batch selection process.
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The interpolation process can be considered as hallucinating the objective GP at in-
feasible locations, by assigning the posterior means observations, after constructing the
objective GP using data only at feasible locations. The purpose of introducing the posterior
means as observations per iteration is to truly reflect the posterior variance σ2objective(x) of
the objective GP, particularly at infeasible locations. That is, the objective GP is aware of
the locations where observations have been failed to be obtained. In order to do so, the
objective GP assumes the posterior mean µobjective(x) as the observation per iteration at in-
feasible location, for the same hyper-parameters θ of the objective GP. As the optimization
advances in a batch sequential manner, the hyper-parameters θ of the objective GP changes
accordingly, and the interpolation process is repeated again. The mechanism does not in-
terfere in locating the next sampling point, because Equation 5.7 is used to do so, where
the feasible probability is predicted using an alternative binary classifier. Otherwise, the
posterior variance σ2objective(x) surface is considerably large at infeasible locations, thus not
truly reflected at those locations. The incorrect σ2objective(x) would have an impact on the
second term of Equation 5.7, misleading the algorithm into infeasible regions, which we
seek to avoid.
Acquisition hallucination batch for objective GP
We describe the point selection process for the first acquisition hallucination batch in three
batches, denoted as Bacquisition. The ”hallucination” term is chosen to explain the effect of
assuming an observation in the current batch, which is actually unknown, but is assumed
to be known, right at the moment of the batch construction, and this observation will be
further corrected at the end of the current batch iteration before moving to the next batch
iteration. Technically, all PI, EI, and UCB acquisition functions feature a trade-off be-
tween exploitation and exploration within their analytical formulations. In this process,
the point is selected by maximizing the acquisition function, which could be PI, EI, or UCB
function. Then, the objective GP is hallucinated to temporarily register the selected point
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x and its posterior mean µobjective(x) as the actual observation until the end of this itera-
tion. The posterior variance of the objective GP is updated to reflect the posterior variance
σ2objective(x) = 0 at the selected point x. Also, the classification GP is hallucinated to realize
the sampling point as feasible until the end of this iteration. This hallucination process
happens sequentially within the first acquisition hallucination batch, and stops when the
number of selected points reaches Bacquisition.
Pure exploration batch for objective GP
After the acquisition hallucination batch is constructed, we shift our focus to the second
batch, which is the pure exploration batch for the objective GP. The second batch is referred
to asBexplore. Using the same hallucination approach, the objective GP and the classification
GP register the sampling point and the posterior mean µ as the actual observation until the
end of the iteration. The points are selected where the posterior variance σ2 of the objective
GP are maximized. After each point in the second batch is selected, both of the hallucinated
GPs are updated to reflect the new posterior variances σ2objective and σ
2
classification. The process
repeats until the number of selected points in the second batch reaches Bexplore.
Pure exploration batch for classification GP
The last batch focuses on the convergence of the classification GP and is denoted asBexploreClassif.
Classification in high-dimensional space generally suffers from the curse of dimensionality,
and thus, this batch is devised to force the classification GP to learn in the most uncertain
region. In this batch, the sampling points are chosen where the posterior variance σ2classification
of the classification GP are maximized. After each point in the third batch is selected, the
classification GP is updated to reflect the new posterior variance σ2classification. The process
repeats until the number of selected points in the third batch reaches BexploreClassif.
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5.3.3 Acquisition function
The final form of the acquisition function is modified as
a∗(x) = E[a(x)] = I(λ(x) ≤ c) · a(x) · Pr(clf(x) = 1), (5.7)
conditioned on the classifier prediction probability and inequality constraint λ(x) ≤ c,
where I(·) is the known constraint indicator function, which is embedded within the acqui-
sition function, a(x) is the typical acquisition function, which can be PI, EI, UCB, or other
types. Pr(clf(x) = 1) is the predicted probability in which the input x is feasible. The
novel acquisition function is composed as the product of the classical acquisition function
and two feasibility constraints: one is known, and the other is unknown. It is noteworthy
that Equation 5.7 is applicable to any probabilistic binary classifier, i.e. the classifier is not
restricted to be GP. The proposed algorithm pBO-2GP-3B seeks next sampling point by
maximizing this acquisition function.
5.3.4 Algorithm outline
Algorithm 3 presents the overview of the pBO-2GP-3B formulation, in which a batch is
selected based on two criteria: acquisition hallucination batch and pure exploration batch.
The later criteria applies for two GPs, respectively, thus form a three-batch approach.
5.4 Synthetic examples
Technically, handling the known constraints is much easier than handling the unknown
constraints. In the pBO-2GP-3B formulation, both of them would yield zero value in the
acquisition function, but the penalization scheme for the known constraints would make
the optimization of the acquisition function more complex. Therefore, only unknown con-
straints are used in these three synthetic examples. Covariance matrix adaptation evolution
strategy (CMA-ES) [144] is used as an auxiliary optimizer to find the location where the
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Algorithm 3 pBO-2GP-3B algorithm.
Input: dataset Dn consisting of input, observation, feasibility (x, yi, ci)ni=1
Input: objective GP (x, yi)ni=1, and classification GP (x, ci)ni=1
1: for n = 1, 2, . . . , do
2: construct the objective GP
3: collect feasible data subset (xi, yi, ci = feasible)}Ni=1
4: construct the objective GP, GPobjective(xi, yi|ci = feasible), for feasible points
5: hallucinate the objective GP, i.e. yi ← µi, at infeasible points ci = infeasible
6: reconstruct the objective GP using both feasible and infeasible points
7: construct the classification GP, GPclassif(xi, ci)
8: select a batch B of size Bbatch = Bacquisition +Bexploration +Bclassif points
9: acquisition hallucination: hallucinate 2GPs and select Bacquisition points
10: exploration: hallucinate 2GPs and select Bexplore points where σ2objective is max-
imized
11: classification: hallucinate GPclassif and select Bclassif points where σ2classification
is maximized
12: query objective function for objective y(B)n+1 and feasibility c
(B)
n+1 for the current batch






acquisition function is maximized.
5.4.1 2D Three-hump camel function
In this example, the proposed algorithm is tested on a 2D three-hump camel function on
the domain [−2, 2]× [−2, 2], where the function is
f(x) = 2x21 − 1.05x41 +
x61
6
+ x1x2 + x
2
2. (5.8)
The global minimum of this function is f(x∗) = 0 at x∗ = (0, 0). There are four dis-
joint infeasible regions, including two circles and two squares. The radius of the circle is
√
0.60 = 0.7746 for both circles. The dimension of the squares are 1.20 for both squares.
There is no known constraint in this numerical problem. Figure 5.1a shows the contour
plot of the unknown constrained three-hump camel function, where the infeasible regions,
including two circles and two squares, are shaded. Figure 5.1b presents a batch selection
during iteration 5. Readers are referred to color version online. Four sampling locations of
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the first batch, Bacquisition, are plotted as (black) stars. Four sampling locations of the second
batch, Bexplore, are plotted as (green) diamonds. Four sampling locations of the third batch,
BexploreClassif, are plotted as (magenta) squares in Figure 5.1b. As expected, the optimization
convergence generally advances due to the sampling locations of the first batch Bacquisition.
In this case, the second sampling location of the batch Bacquisition is very close with the
global optimum of the function.
(a) Contour plot and filled infeasible regions
of the 2D unimodal three-hump camel func-
tion domain. The infeasible regions include
two circles and two squares, and are filled to
distinguish with the feasible regions.
(b) Sampling locations during a batch se-
lection process at iteration 5 for the un-
known constrained three-hump camel func-
tion, showing 4 sampling locations in each
batch.
Figure 5.1: Three-hump camel function and its infeasible-feasible domain to test pBO-
2GP-3B algorithm.
Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b show the posterior variance of the objective GP σ2objective,
before and after the interpolation process, respectively. The σ2objective is significantly lower
after the interpolation process, by hallucinating the objective GP at infeasible locations.
Without the interpolation process, the posterior variance σ2objective is large at infeasible re-
gions, promoting the acquisition function to explore more at these regions. As a result, the
algorithm would be misguided into infeasible regions.
Figure 5.3 shows the convergence of the binary classification problem using the GP
classifier. Figure 5.3a shows the probability of feasibility with 10 data points, whereas Fig-
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(a) Posterior variance of the objective GP,
σ2objective, before interpolation process for in-
feasible sampling locations.
(b) Posterior variance of the objective GP,
σ2objective, after interpolation process for in-
feasible sampling locations.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the interpolation process, which hallucinates the objective GP at
infeasible sampling locations, to truly reflect the posterior variance σ2objective at the infeasi-
ble locations. Without the interpolation process, the posterior variance σ2objective is large at
infeasible regions, thus promoting sampling in infeasible regions, which is undesirable.
ure 5.3b shows the probability of feasibility with 300 data points. In order to successfully
solve the unknown constrained optimization problem using the binary classifier, the binary
classifier must converge to a certain extent, so that the sampling locations can converge to
the global optimum.
(a) GP classification with 10 data points. (b) GP classification with 300 data points.
Figure 5.3: Convergence of GP classifier for binary classification problem: feasible or
infeasible.
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For the three-hump camel function, the Bacquisition, Bexplore, BexploreClassif are set to 4, 4,
and 4, respectively. Figure 5.4 shows the convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B method, where
12 iterations with batch parallelization are performed, in addition to 6 initial sampling
points. The connecting solid line denotes the best solution so far as the optimization ad-
vances. The UCB acquisition function is used as the main acquisition a(x) in the Equation
5.7. For the objective GP, the initial hyper-parameters θ are set as (1, 1), whereas the lower
and upper bounds for θ are (10−2, 10−2) and (1, 1), respectively. The Gaussian kernel is
used to construct the objective GP. For the classification GP, the initial hyper-parameters θ is
set as (1, 1), whereas the lower and upper bounds for θ are (10−2, 10−2) and (2·101, 2·101),
respectively. The hyper-parameters θ are obtained by the maximum likelihood estimation
method. The remaining learning parameters of the toolbox were left to the default value.
The exponential kernel is used to construct the classification GP. In iteration 73, pBO-
2GP-3B converges to the solution of f(0.00208764, 0.00180051) = 0.00001572, showing
the fast convergence rate where both the GPs approximate the unknown function very well.
Figure 5.4: Convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B on the 2D unimodal three-hump camel func-
tion. The feasible data points are denoted as solid circles, whereas infeasible data points
are denoted as red crosses. The functional value of infeasible data points are not available,
but are evaluated in this plot to aid the visualization.
Figure 5.5 compares the proposed pBO-2GP-3B method with other sequential BO al-
gorithms, including GP-EI-LSSVM by Sacher et al. [178], GP-EI-SVM by Basudhar et
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al. [177], and GP-EI-RandomForest by Lee et al [180]. Many other binary classifiers, in-
cluding kNN [181], AdaBoost [182], RandomForest [183], support vector machine [184]
(SVM), and least squares support vector machine (LSSVM) [185], are implemented to
compare the numerical performance to the proposed pBO-2GP-BO method. Other parallel,
unknown constrained BO algorithms are not readily available. Thus, we limit the scope of
comparison to other sequential BO methods, which are easy to implement. It is shown that
compared to other sequential BO methods, the proposed parallel pBO-2GP-3B converges
faster in terms of the computational runtime because of the increasing parallelism, which
is controlled by the size of the batches. It is also shown that the UCB acquisition function
performs better, compared to EI acquisition function in the three-hump camel function.
Figure 5.5: Comparison of different BO algorithms using two acquisition functions and
various binary classifiers: three-hump camel function.
5.4.2 2D Rastrigin function
In this example, the proposed algorithm pBO-2GP-3B is tested on a 2D highly multi-modal
Rastrigin function [208] [209] on the domain [−5.12, 5.12]× [−5.12, 5.12], where the ob-
jective function is defined as
f(x) = 20 +
2∑
i=1
[x21 − 10 cos(2πxi)]. (5.9)
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The global minimum of the objective function is f((0, 0)) = 0. The feasible and infeasi-
ble regions are defined similarly to the previous testing example. The dimensions of the
squares are 1.50, whereas the diameters of the circles are
√
1.50 = 1.225. Figure 5.6a
presents the contour plot with infeasible regions shaded, whereas Figure 5.6b shows the
3D visualization of the highly multi-modal 2D Rastrigin function.
(a) Feasible and infeasible regions of the 2D
Rastrigin function domain. The infeasible
regions include two circles and two squares,
and are filled to distinguish with the feasible
regions.
(b) 3D visualization of 2D Rastrigin func-
tion.
Figure 5.6: 2D Rastrigin function and its infeasible-feasible domain to test pBO-2GP-3B
algorithm.
The Bacquisition, Bexplore, BexploreClassif are set to 5, 1, and 1, respectively. Figure 5.7 shows
the convergence plot, where 12 iterations with batch parallelization are performed, in ad-
dition to 6 intial sampling points. The connecting solid line denotes the best solution so
far as the optimization advances. The EI acquisition function is used as the acquisition
function a(x) in the Equation 5.7. For the objective GP, the initial hyper-parameters θ
is set as (1, 1), whereas the lower and upper bounds for θ are (10−2, 10−2) and (1, 1),
respectively. The Gaussian kernel, mathematically expressed as [143] kGaussian(x,x′) =
exp (−θj(xj − x′j)2), is used to construct the objective GP. For the classification GP, the
initial hyper-parameters θ is set as (1, 1), whereas the lower and upper bounds for θ are
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(10−2, 10−2) and (2 · 101, 2 · 101), respectively. The exponential kernel, mathematically
expressed as [143] kexp(x,x′) = exp (−θj|xj − x′j|), is used to construct the classifica-
tion GP. At the beginning phase of the optimization process, pBO-2GP-3B encounters a
substantial number of functional evaluations in infeasible regions, and gradually converges
after that. At the iteration 53, pBO-2GP-3B converges to f(−0.97776279, 0.98550945) =
2.06611835, showing a good convergence rate for complex functions, as in the case of 2D
Rastrigin function.
Figure 5.7: Convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B on the 2D highly multi-modal Rastrigin
function. The feasible data points are denoted as solid circles, whereas infeasible data
points are denoted as red crosses. The functional value of infeasible data points are not
available, but are evaluated in this plot to aid the visualization.
Figure 5.8 compares the proposed parallel pBO-2GP-3B, again with other BO methods.
The used binary classifiers are kNN, AdaBoost, RandomForest, SVM, and LSSVM. Both
acquisition functions EI and UCB are utilized. The comparison shows that because of the
parallelism, the proposed pBO-2GP-3B method performs relatively well compared to other
sequential BO methods.
5.4.3 6D Rastrigin
In this example, the proposed algorithm is tested on 6D Rastrigin function on the do-
main xi ∈ [−5.12, 5.12] for all i = 1, 2, · · · , 6. The global minimum of this function
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of different BO algorithms using two acquisition functions and
various binary classifiers: 2D Rastrigin function.
is f(x∗) = 0, where x∗ = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). No known constraint is imposed, whereas
six unknown constraints with l2-norm are embedded blindly to the functional evaluators.
Mathematically, they can be described as
gi(x) = ‖x− 2.56vi‖2 ≥ 5, i = 1, · · · , 6, (5.10)
where vi = [−1, · · · , 1 · · · ,−1] is a vector where i-index element is 1, and other elements
are −1.
Figure 5.9 shows the convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B for the 6D Rastrigin func-
tion. The connecting solid line denotes the best solution so far as the optimization ad-
vances. EI acquisition function is used to find the next sampling points in the hallucina-
tion batch. The Bacquisition, Bexplore, BexploreClassif parameters in this example are set to 6, 6,
and 6, respectively. In iteration 18 (functional evaluation 308), pBO-2GP-3B converges to
f(−0.97884957, 1.97082269, 1.03444007, 1.88768059, 0.19720165, 2.07607401) = 24.56607326,
again, showing a good convergence rate for intermediate dimensionality and a highly com-
plex function.
Figure 5.10 presents the comparison plot of different BO algorithms for the 6D Ras-
trigin function, showing that the pBO-2GP-3B algorithm performs on a par with other
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Figure 5.9: Convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B on 6D Rastrigin function. The feasible data
points are denoted as solid circles, whereas infeasible data points are denoted as red crosses.
sequential BO algorithms. The same classification methods and acquisition functions are
used in this comparison.
Figure 5.10: Comparison of different BO algorithms using two acquisition functions and
various binary classifiers: 6D Rastrigin function.
5.5 Design optimization of slurry pump impeller
In this section, a case study of CFD simulation to assess the erosion wear rate of the im-
peller in the slurry pump [210] is used to demonstrate the functionality of the proposed
pBO-2GP-3B method in design optimization. Here, a multi-phase solid-liquid CFD model
is treated as a black-box function mapping from the design space to the predicted wear
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performance at certain operating conditions.
In the design space, the geometry of the impeller is modeled using two Bézier patches,
where the 3D cylindrical z−, r−, and θ−coordinates of the Bézier control points are the
inputs of the black-box function. For each functional evaluation, a novel geometric model
of the impeller is constructed using Bézier patch formulation. Then the CFD erosion wear
model is simulated as the functional evaluator. Finally, in the post-process, an average
wear quantity is computed on the impeller vanes (suction and pressure sides) to assess the
average wear rate.
The CFD erosion wear model for slurry pump impeller is extended and further devel-
oped from previous work [211] to capture the multi-size particulate flow. An Eulerian-
Eulerian mixture model is used, where volume and time averaged governing equations are
derived for the continuity and momentum of the mixture and the individual species in the
particle size distribution.
To that end, the goal of this engineering example is to search for the optimal design of
slurry pump impeller, which minimizes the predicted erosion wear rate, which is obtained
by the post-process of the predictive CFD erosion wear simulation.
5.5.1 Parameterization of design variables
The geometry of the impeller vane is discretized and modeled using two Bézier patches,










where Bmi (u) is the Bernstein polynomial of degree m evaluated at 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, and ~bi,j
is the (i, j)-th control point’ coordinates of the Bézier patch. 3D cylindrical coordinate
system is used instead of Cartesian coordinate system due to the nature of angular rotation
in impeller. Along the vane direction, m Bézier control points are used, whereas in the
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transverse direction, n Bézier control points are used. This approach results in 2(m +
1)(n + 1) control points for both pressure and suction faces of the impeller vanes. Figure
5.11a and Figure 5.11b show the approximated Bézier curves for r − θ of the pressure and
suction vanes, respectively. Figure 5.12a and Figure 5.12b show the approximated Bézier
curves for z − r of the pressure and suction vanes, respectively. In Figure 5.11 and Figure
5.12, the parameters used are m = 4 and n = 2. Thus, the corresponding size of the Bézier
patch is 5× 3.
(a) r − θ plot on pressure side. (b) r − θ plot on suction side
Figure 5.11: r − θ plot of impeller meridional plot and its fitted Bézier curve.
(a) z − r plot on pressure side. (b) z − r plot on suction side
Figure 5.12: z − r plot of impeller meridional plot and its fitted Bézier curve.
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The Bézier control points of the pressure and suction vanes share the same z− and
r−coordinates, in which some of them are held constant throughout the optimization pro-
cess due to other physical constraints. The Bézier control points between the pressure and
suction vanes vary most in θ−coordinate, because the vane thickness is controlled through
r−θ plot. The initial guess for Bézier control points is constructed from the original design
of the impeller. In this study, the z−, r−, and θ−coordinates of the Bézier control points
are the design variables. For each functional evaluation, a set of Bézier control points are
sampled, and a novel geometry of impeller is constructed, and evaluated using the predic-
tive CFD impeller model.
5.5.2 3D CFD model for slurry pump impellers
In this section, we summarize the previous work of Pagalthivarthi et al. [210] in develop-
ing a CFD wear rate prediction for an industrial centrifugal slurry pump impeller. Figure
5.13 shows the 3D computational domain and boundary conditions of a centrifugal pump
impeller in Cartesian coordinate system. Due to the angular symmetry and rotational in-
variance, only the region between pressure and suction sides of two vanes in the impeller
are considered. The computational domain includes a region bounded by two vanes, two
shrouds of the impeller, as well as the extensions downstream and upstream of the vanes. A
set of governing equations is then derived based on 3D cylindrical coordinates with respect
to a reference frame rotating with the impeller. Spalart-Allmaras model [212] is utilized
to solve for the turbulent eddy viscosity. Comparison between k − ε and Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence models in 3D multi-size particulate flows is discussed in Pagalthivarthi et al
[213]. The inlet velocity boundary condition is applied at the inlet surface B1. The stress
free boundary condition is applied at the outlet surface B2. The blade surfaces B3 and
B4, the hub surface B5, and the shroud surface B6 are treated as a wall, where Spalding
wall functions [214] are utilized. On the surfaces B7, B8, B9, and B10, periodic boundary
conditions are applied.
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Figure 5.13: Three-dimensional pump impeller with mesh and its boundary conditions
[210].
The Streamwise Upwind Petrov Galerkin [215] is utilized to formulate the finite ele-
ment problem. The system of nonlinear equations for the mixture momentum, solids mo-
mentum, and solid concentration are iteratively solved with Newton’s method where the
under-relaxation factors are added to support the numerical convergence of the solutions.
In the implementation, the system of algebraic equations are solved by Intel PARDISO
solver [216], which is a shared memory parallel linear solver based on OpenMP. Only the
solution of the linear system of equations is parallelized. All inner and outer iterations
are repeated until the infinity norms of the absolute error, i.e. the difference between new
solution and old solution, of all field variables reach values less than 10−5.
After the CFD solution is obtained, a constitutive material model is utilized to predict
the erosion wear rate [217]. The constitutive wear model is constructed empirically based
on experimental measurements and approximates the total wear rate as the sum of impact
and sliding wear rates. The impact wear rate is considered as a function of the particle
size, impingement angle, local concentration, solids density, and velocity magnitude of the
solid particles. The sliding wear rate is expressed as a function of the local concentration,
solids shear stress, solids tangential velocity, and friction velocity. The wear coefficients are
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determined experimentally by curve fitting with respect to experimental wear measurement
for a specific wear-resistant alloy. The total wear rate normal to the surface, calculated in
the units of µm/hr, gives the local erosion wear rate.
5.5.3 Feasibility classification
The unknown constraints in this case study are mainly from two sources. Both unknown
constraints can only be assessed using the CFD erosion impeller wear model. The first type
of unknown constraints is associated with the non-convergent behavior of the CFD impeller
wear model. It is hypothesized that if the design is not plausible, then the CFD impeller
wear model would not converge. The second type of unknown constraints occurs when the
numerical solution is beyond the physical range. That means, given the design, the CFD
numerical solver is ill-conditioned and has converged to an unstable solution.
Different from the unknown constraints, the known constraints can be fairly easy to
assess once the inputs, i.e. the coordinates of Bézier control points are given. The known
constraints are primarily physics-based validations of an impeller design, which are divided
into two known constraints. The first constraint is that the impeller vane must have positive
thickness. The second constraint is that the r − θ plot must be monotonically decreasing
with respect to r. In the implementation, the second constraint is relaxed and not strictly
enforced, as long as the deviation is within a user-defined tolerance.
To implement the unknown constraints, each simulation is attached to a wall-clock
timer. If the predictive CFD wear model fails to converge to a solution, the design is
considered infeasible in the classification GP. The timing threshold is chosen in such a way
that a typical impeller wear simulation should converge, assuming a plausible design. For
the second type of unknown constraints, a threshold wear rate is imposed. If the predicted
wear rate is higher than this threshold, then the design is classified as infeasible in the
classification GP.
For the known constraints, the feasibility checking function is implemented based on
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the formulation of Bézier patch, and is embedded within the acquisition as the known
constraint indicator function I(λ(x) ≤ c) in Equation 5.7. Infeasible designs which fail
the feasibility checking function are assigned zero value in the acquisition function.
5.5.4 Simulations and Results
In this case study, the degrees of Bézier surface patch are m = 4 and n = 2, resulting
in 5 × 3 Bézier patch for the impeller pressure and suction vanes, respectively. The CFD
simulation assumes a constant particle size (or mono-size) and thus the number of species
in the particle size distribution is simplified to one. Considering all three z−, r−, and
θ−coordinates, a 33-dimensional input x is formed for each CFD simulation. The opti-
mization procedure is carried out for pump assembly Z0534, at the input operating condi-
tions of Q = 89637.900 gpm, H = 50 m, N = 849.000 RPM, η = 82.400, d50 = 300µm,
d85 = 690µm, deff = 495µm, Cv = 20%, and %BEPQ = 99.6%, where Q is the volumetric
flow rate,N is the impeller angular speed, η is the hydraulic efficiency. d50, d85 are the 50th
and 85th percentile of the particle size distribution. deff = 495µm is the effective particle
size, which is calculated as the average of the d50 and d85 and used as an input for mono-
size species in the CFD simulation. %BEPQ is the percentage of best efficiency point
flow rate. The design impeller diameter is 1.7018m, the shroud diameter is 1.7780m, the
suction diameter is 0.6604m, and the discharge diameter is 0.6096m. The pump specific
speed Ns in US units in 1425.6.
EI acquisition function is used to find the next sampling point in the acquisition halluci-
nation batch. Gaussian and exponential kernels are used for the objective and classification
GPs, respectively. A careful lower and upper bounds are chosen for the hyper-parameter of
two GPs. The parameters Bacquisition, Bexplore, and Bclassif are set to 7, 5, 3, respectively. It in-
dicates that at each optimization iteration, 15 CFD models are simulated concurrently in a
parallel manner. Covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy (CMA-ES) [144] is used
as an auxiliary optimizer to find the location where the acquisition function is maximized.
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A threshold wear rate of 1000µm/hr is imposed to classify the feasibility of the design.
Also, a wall-clock timer of 7 hours is attached to each simulation, by which if the CFD
model fails to converge, then the design is classified as infeasible. A fine mesh settings is
used during the optimization process, such that the same mesh is used for all simulations.
For each simulation, a post-processing script is devised to extract the quantity of inter-
est as the objective functional value, which is the average wear of the suction and pressure
vanes of the impeller for a particular design. The implementation is performed on an In-
tel Xeon CPU E5-2637 v2 @3.50 GHz with 8 cores, 16 logical processors, and 128 GB
RAM on Linux Ubuntu 16.04 platform. Fortran is used as a main language for CFD sim-
ulation, where parallelization within the CFD simulation is enabled via PARDISO solver
as described above. MATLAB is used as the main programming language to implement
the BO based on DACE toolbox [143] [218]. Python and Shell programming languages
are used to develop the interface between the pBO-2GP-3B optimizer and the simulation,
whereas Fortran with OpenMP, parallelized by the open-source PARDISO [216], is used as
the main language for the CFD simulation. 480 initial random sampling points using Monte
Carlo method are simulated concurrently to construct the initial GPs in d = 33 dimensional
design space, where the original design and simulation is the first functional evaluation.
The optimization process is carried out for 89 optimization iterations, where each iter-
ation corresponds to 15 parallel simulations. This results in a total of 1815 simulations of
the 3D CFD impeller wear model. The average computational time to construct a batch
of size 15 for each iteration is approximately 3-5 hours, depending on the settings of the
auxiliary optimizer, which is CMA-ES in this case.
Figure 5.14 presents the convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B for the design optimization
of the slurry pump impeller within the feasible range. The infeasible designs are classi-
fied and assigned zero objective functional value to visualize. Technically, for infeasible
designs, the objective functional values either do not exist because the simulations have
failed to converge, or lie outside the physically plausible range, which is imposed before-
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hand. Non-convergent simulations are scattered throughout the optimization process, as
the optimizer explores unknown regions. All the best-so-far designs are found by the ex-
ploitation batch, as the goal of the exploitation batch is to improve previous designs.
Figure 5.14: The convergence plot of pBO-2GP-3B for the impeller design optimization
problem. The infeasible designs are assigned as zero for the objective GPs and are marked
as crosses. The batch sizes are set as Bacquisition = 7, Bexplore = 5, BexploreClassif = 3. 15
CFD simulations are ran concurrently for each iteration.
The first functional evaluation denotes the original design, which is predicted at 0.7770µm/hr
for the wear performance. The first iteration starts counting at iteration 480, because there
are 480 initial sampling points and the starting index is 0. The optimal design, which is
evaluated 0.1527 µm/hr, is found at the iteration 536 in the first batch, at the fifth sam-
pling point according to the hallucination scheme. The average suction side and pressure
side wear on the vane, which is the quantity of interest and the objective functional value, is
assessed through the multiphase CFD simulation. This value starts dropping from 0.7770
to the following values in the best-so-far solution, sequentially: 0.6203, 0.5732, 0.5485,
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0.5316, 0.5181, 0.50141 0.4991, 0.4898, 0.4844, 0.4503, 0.3937, 0.3792, 0.3718, 0.3683
µm/hr.
Figure 5.15 presents two meshes, where Figure 5.15a depicts the original design, and
Figure 5.15b depicts the optimal design of the impellers. The pressure and suction vane
designs are structurally different because the Bézier control points are chosen as design
inputs, which have been optimized against the average wear rate. In the optimal design, the
vane thickness increases in a non-uniform manner, and achieves its maximum thickness
near the trailing edge of the vane, before being tapered together at the trailing edge. It is
found that the sweep angle in the optimal design is lower compared to the original design.
As a result, the length of the vane decreases substantially. The twist angle increases and
the outlet angle slightly increases in the optimal design, compared to the original design.
(a) Original design. (b) Optimal design.
Figure 5.15: Comparison between the CFD meshes of the original and optimal impeller
designs.
Figure 5.16 presents the comparison of wear performance between the original and op-
timal vane designs. Figure 5.16a and Figure 5.16b compare the total wear plot in z − r
coordinates of the original and optimal impeller designs on the pressure side of the vanes.
Figure 5.16c and Figure 5.16d compare the total wear plot in z− r coordinates of the orig-
inal and optimal impeller designs on the suction side of the vanes. The result indicates that
in the original design, the suction side of the vane is associated with higher wear rates. By
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optimizing and changing the flow pattern, the suction vane shows significant improvement
in wear performance. While the average wear on the pressure vane is essentially similar in
terms of magnitude, the average wear on the suction vane is significantly lower because the
wear hot spot is localized. Furthermore, the magnitude of the wear hot spot is the same with
the wear hot spot in the original design. The average wear rate reduces from 0.7770µm/hr
to 0.3683µm/hr. The optimal design reduces 51.70% of the average total wear compared
to the original design. There is a possibility of the BEPQ being shifted as a result of the
change in the design, which will be investigated in future studies.
The predicted hydraulic mixture efficiency of the optimal design is 92.49%, compared
to 94.18% that of the original design, indicating 2% drop in predicted efficiency. The
predicted head on slurry is 56.95 m for the optimal design, compared to 58.18 m for the
original design. On the suction side of the vane in the original design, a highly localized
maximum wear rate is predicted near the hub, near rr = [0.8, 0.9] scaled region because of
the local increase in the particle velocities, as shown in Figure 5.16c. In the optimal design,
the flow is altered so that the wear region is localized on the suction vane with the same
magnitude as shown in Figure 5.16d.
(a) Vane pressure
side of original de-
sign
(b) Vane pressure
side of optimal de-
sign
(c) Suction side of
vane of original de-
sign
(d) Suction side of
vane of optimal de-
sign
Figure 5.16: Comparison of total wear between the original and the optimal designs on
both sides of the impeller vanes.
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(a) Original design. (b) Optimal design.
Figure 5.17: Comparison of mixture velocity and solids concentration between hub shroud
and front shroud of the original and optimal impeller designs indicates that in the original
design, the particles’ maximum velocities occur near the suction vane and produce signif-
icant wear on the suction side. On the other hand, in the optimal design, the flow field
pattern has been alternated such that the particles achieve its maximum velocities between
the pressure and vane. Therefore, the total wear on the suction vane is reduced significantly.
Figure 5.17 shows the comparison of the mixture velocity and concentration fields on
the hub shroud and front shroud of the original and optimal design. In the original design
(Figure 5.17a), the particles accelerate within the impeller flow field and achieve the max-
imum velocity near the suction side of the vane, close to the trailing edge. In the optimal
design (Figure 5.17b), the velocity field indicates higher velocities midway between the
vanes.
Figure 5.18 shows the comparison of the overall concentration in a meridional surface
of the original and optimal design in the cylindrical coordinate system, in Figure 5.18a and
Figure 5.18b, respectively. In the original design (Figure 5.18a), the overall concentration
is less uniform near the outlet and near the back shroud of the impeller, rr = [0.4−0.8], z =
[0.0− 0.1]. In the optimal design (Figure 5.18b), the overall concentration field indicates a
more uniform behavior, although there is still a small region with low concentration near the
front shroud at rr = [0.45−0.60], z = 0.2. Comparing the region with low concentration in
the optimal design (Figure 5.18b) to that in the original design (Figure 5.18a), it is obvious
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(a) Original design. (b) Optimal design.
Figure 5.18: Comparison of overall solids concentration between hub shroud and front
shroud of the original and optimal impeller designs indicates the overall concentration is
not uniform near the outlet in the original design. In contrast, in the optimal design, the
overall concentration is more uniform near the outlet, although there are still some local
regions with high concentrations within the impeller.
that the region is smaller and the concentration field is more uniform in the optimal design.
Figure 5.19: Comparison between different batch settings on the convergence plot shows a
significant advantage with large batch size. The initial sampling process occurs up to 480
functional evaluation and is denoted by a solid vertical line. pBO-2GP-3B with batch-15
(7,5,3) stagnates with a solid (blue) line in 5 iterations, whereas pBO-2GP-3B batch-70
(40,15,15) make considerable improvement in 5 iterations.
Figure 5.19 presents a comparison between two different batch settings, batch-15 and
batch-70, after 5 iterations performance. The former one is associated with a total batch
size of 15, where the first, second, and third batch sizes are 7, 5, 3, respectively. The later
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one is associated with a total batch size of 70, where the first, second, and third batch sizes
are 40, 15, 15, respectively. The significant improvement of batch-70 over batch-15 in
5 iterations, as shown in Figure 5.19, demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed pBO-
2GP-3B method in HPC environment. It agrees with the intuition that larger batch is more
effective in solving the parallel optimization problem, where the batch size limit depends
on the size of the HPC. However, we also note that there is a computational bottleneck
in the batch construction process, as the sampling point is selected sequentially within a
batch, which may reduce the actual efficiency of the proposed method in practical settings.
5.6 Discussion
Even though several advanced features have been included, pBO-2GP-3B also has some
limitations. One of the drawbacks of the current approach pBO-2GP-3B is the scalability
of the algorithms, which suffers in both GPs, as the number of data increases more than
10,000. To cope with the scalability of GPs, a possible solution is to decompose a large
dataset into smaller ones and formulate as distributed GPs and weighted linear prediction as
in our previous work [1]. Another drawback is the lack of an asynchronous feature, which
means that the batch of simulations must be finished, before the optimization process can
move on to the next batch. In the CFD engineering example, this idea is implemented
by enforcing a maximum time running for of the CFD simulation. The third drawback of
the current approach is the sequential nature of the sampling points within a batch. This
is particularly important for a HPC, for example, with hundreds to thousands processors
available, because the current approach would take more time to construct a batch than
simulate it. This begs for further development for a method which searches the sampling
points concurrently, as proposed by Daxberger and Low [206], or an adaptive approach that
does not wait until a batch is finished, but rather simulates as the inputs are ready. We also
note that too large batch would indeed lead to low optimization efficiency because the limit
scale of GPs would be reached in less wall-clock time, yet both GPs do not have enough
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batch to sequentially control the location of next sampling points. The last drawback of
the proposed pBO-2GP-3B method is the simple exploring scheme that maximizes the
posterior variance of the objective GP in the second batchBexplore, which tends to sample on
the border of the domain. The issue is more profound in high-dimensional problem. This
can be corrected by more elaborate variance-based sampling scheme, such as Integrated
Mean Squared Error (IMSE) [219, 220, 221].
The development time is minimized and thus suitable for fast deployment in industrial
applications. Particularly, the development of classification GP for blind constraints is
user-friendly, and thus attractive for engineers and designers, who are typically the users
of the optimization package in engineering simulation-based problems. Known constraints
which are ignored by some users can conveniently become unknown constraints. Such
actions reduce the development time for code deployment, yet does not severely affect the
functionality of the algorithm, and thus pBO-2GP-3B can be considered as user-friendly.
Implementing pBO-2GP-3B in HPC where a job scheduler is available is even easier, since
once the design is readily available, one can simply submit the job, and search for the next
sampling point while the simulation is in the submission queue.
One remarkable feature of pBO-2GP-3B is the adaptive interpolation of the infeasible
data in the objective GP. After each iteration, the objective GP is first reconstructed us-
ing only the feasible data points in the dataset, then updated later, assuming the posterior
mean as actual observations. The main purpose of this interpolation process is to truly
estimate the variance σ2objective for uncertainty quantification purposes. This is because the
computation of the variance σ2objective only depends on all the locations x’s of the dataset
and its covariance model, instead of the actual observation y’s. Thus by hallucinating the
infeasible data points, the variance σ2objective is accurately quantified. Thus the goal of two
pure exploration batches in Algorithm 3 is assured. The interpolation scheme sometimes
leads to false optimum in infeasible region. However, the acquisition function is modified
in such a way that the binary GP classifier would penalize more in the acquisition function,
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and thus pBO-2GP-3B would move away from infeasible region.
A critical point in using pBO-2GP-3B algorithm is that the wall-clock time is not simply
just the time to perform parallel simulations, but also include others, such as queue time on
the HPC if the computational resource is shared, time to construct different batches within
one iteration, time to download and upload data from different sources, etc. Particularly,
larger batch size takes longer time to prepare an input to evaluate. If that amount of time is
somewhat comparable to the simulation time, there is a combination of batch sizes which
yields optimal wall-clock time performance, but the exact answer depends on the compu-
tational time of a specific simulation. Therefore, in practice, one is only beneficial from
increasing the batch size if the asynchronous feature is enabled. This point, again, refers
back to the co-optimize to find the sample points within a batch concurrently.
Because of the nature of binary classification problem in the classification GP, the al-
gorithm pBO-2GP-3B performs well if the initial sampling dataset contains at least one
feasible and one infeasible data points. Otherwise, the classification GP is not well cali-
brated, and thus would not yield a good prediction at the beginning phase of optimization
process. However, as the optimization advances, the classification GP should converge
relatively fast because of the imposed linear covariance kernel, and thus the estimation of
the acquisition function is more accurate once the performance of the classification GP
improves.
There is a considerable difference between acquisition function in Equation 5.7 and
Equation (4.2) in Schonlau et al [174]. First, in Schonlau et al. [174], the constraints are
unknown and quantifiable, in the sense that the objective GP returns a real value for the
model, from which the probability of satisfying the constraints can be estimated. Schonlau
et al. [174] method does not handle the case where the functional evaluator crashes, or
does not return any response. For our test problems, if the response does not exist in the
infeasible domain, the Schonlau et al. [174] method is not applicable. Should an artificial
value be used, as in the constant liar heuristic in Ginsbourger et al. [187], the objective
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GP model would changes sequentially to reflect the constant liar heuristic. As a result,
the objective GP model would fail to predict the boundary between infeasible and feasible
region, because of the underlying smoothness assumption of the GP formulation. Indeed, it
is one of the challenges in engineering domain, where the response does not exist. Second,
Equation 5.7 in our chapter handles this problem by borrowing another binary classifier,
which classifies whether the domain is feasible or infeasible. Introducing a probabilistic
classifier allows the discontinuity between the feasible and infeasible regions, because the
objective GP model and the classifier model are independent from each other. A taxonomy
of constrained optimization problems is discussed in Digabel and Wild [106] for classifying
constrained optimization problems. In this work, the GP is chosen to be the probabilistic
classifier, with exponential kernel, instead of Gaussian kernel.
Indeed, one of the most important aspects in solving simulation-based engineering opti-
mization problem is the imbalance dataset, because the classification GP is still functioning
as a binary classifier. Too many divergent cases would deteriorate the performance of the
classification GP and exhaust the optimization algorithm. Furthermore, since pBO-2GP-
3B is a GP-based approach, it also suffers from the scalability. Thus, design the support
domain for input variables such that there would be more convergent simulations is recom-
mended. This action can be achieved through examining the results of the initial sampling
cases.
There are two ways to obtain a better optimization results. The first one is to expand
the support intervals that defines the lower and upper bounds for the input. As the design
space grows larger, the global optimum result is guaranteed to be better. However, for
simulations that are sensitive to input design variables, such as CFD, this would lead to
more divergent cases and exhaust the optimization algorithm, as discussed above. The
second one is to increase the number of inputs or degrees of freedom. For example, in
the engineering CFD example above, one could also increase m and n parameters, which
control the size of the Bézier patch to obtain a better result. This direction is impacted
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by the curse-of-dimensionality, and thus one should be cautious regarding the trade-off
between the approximation error and the curse-of-dimensionality.
Since the method can be thought as a natural extension of GP-BUCB [199] and GP-
UCB-PE [200], assuming the batch size of the third batch, the pure exploration for the
classification GP, is zero, i.e. Bclassif = 0, the cumulative regrets is thus bounded by the
maximum upper bound of these methods, which is GP-BUCB because GP-UCB-PE has
been proved to be better than GP-UCB by a ratio of
√
Bacquisition +Bexplore. Indeed, the pure
exploration batch of the classification GP plays an important role in preventing convergence
to local minima when the infeasible space dominates the high-dimensional input space.
While the acquisition function is designed in such a way that the algorithm only samples
at feasible regions, the pure exploration batch of the classification GP forces the algorithm
to also explore other uncertain regions, with the hope to find some missing feasible regions
that have not been found previously. The careful theoretical convergence analysis study
remains unsolved and open for future work.
A GP binary classifier is competitive in high-dimensional space binary classification
problem with relatively fast convergence rate. Many other binary classifiers, including
kNN [181], AdaBoost [182], RandomForest [183], support vector machine [184], and least
squares support vector machine [185], are implemented to compare the numerical perfor-
mance to the proposed pBO-2GP-BO method. However, all of them are cursed by the
high-dimensionality of the optimization problems. The GP classifier is an excellent choice
of classifier for two reasons. First, the uncertainty of the GP classifier is naturally quan-
tified by the posterior variance σ2. Second, because of the uncertainty quantified, the GP
classifier is then forced to learn at the most unknown regions. We note that there is not so
many binary or multi-class classifiers have uncertainty quantification feature in the context
of machine learning.
It is noted that the comparison study is rather limited, since the comparison study only
concerns with the convergence as a function of iterations, yet many other norms are also
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equivalently important. One of the most realistic norms is the actual computational runtime,
i.e. wall-clock time, which can be used to measure the efficiency of different optimization
algorithms. There are many factors which can alternate the comparison results, including
computational platforms, operating systems, hardware, implementation, as well as objec-
tive functions, initial designs, constraints, random number generators. To truly compare
one optimization algorithm with others, a large scale benchmark study is needed, and thus
it is left to future work.
The proposed pBO-2GP-3B method can be easily extended to solve for equality con-
straints problem. For example, the objective function can be modified to incorporate the
equality constraints to a penalized objective function, in which the penalty is applied di-
rectly on the unsatisfied equality constraints, as in Picheny et al [176]. GP formulation
accounts for some intrinsic noise by assuming that the observations are jointly Gaussian
[141]. However, for complex noisy problems where the model response is stochastic, rather
than deterministic, a more advanced approach is needed, such as stochastic kriging [222].
The model responses could be the objective functional evaluator, as well as the feasibility
condition. This problem remains unsolved and is left to future work.
In the previous numerical and engineering examples, the batch sizes are held constant
throughout the optimization process. However, it can be adaptively tuned based on a fixed
computational budget. For example, more computational efforts can be focused on reduc-
ing the variance σ2 in the first phase until σ2 hits a critical number, then more computa-
tional efforts can be spent on the acquisition hallucination batch in the second phase for
exploitation purpose. This opens up another research question for the dynamic computa-
tional resource allocation in the context of HPC, which is a NP-hard problem and will be
addressed in future work. Another possible extension is the asynchronous BO, where if a
simulation is finished, then a new simulation is readily dispatched.
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5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we present a novel BO method pBO-2GP-3B, which is aimed at compu-
tationally expensive and high-fidelity engineering optimization problems. Two GPs are
utilized: the objective GP for the objective function, and the classification GP for the prob-
abilistic classification. The proposed pBO-2GP-3B significantly brings down the compu-
tational cost, based on the premise of available HPC resources. By massively parallelizing
the simulation, i.e. each processor handles a single simulation, the diminishing return de-
scribed in Amdahl’s law is avoided, representing a better use for computational resources,
which in turn further reduces the wall-clock time.
Additionally, pBO-2GP-3B supports both known and unknown constraints in simulation-
based engineering optimization problems, in which the known constraints are defined be-
forehand, and the unknown constraints are only known once the simulations have been ran.
The known constraints are penalized directly into the acquisition using a constraint indica-
tor function, which assigns zero value if the known constraints are violated. On the other
hand, the unknown constraints are learned through the classification GP, and the predicted
feasibility is then coupled to the acquisition function, using a simple product rule.
The proposed method is demonstrated using a 2D three-hump camel, 2D Rastrigin
function, and 6D Rastrigin functions, showing good convergence rate for both numerical
problems. It is then applied to a real-world engineering problem for the design optimization
of a slurry pump impeller. The predicted result indicates 52.60% reduction in average






In this dissertation, we are concerned with UQ, UP, and optimization under uncertainty
problems in the context of computational materials science, where ICME tools are utilized
to establish the PSP linkage. Since the uncertainty is a critical element in ICME tools
and microstructure, the UQ toolbox is used in concert with ICME tools to enhance the
predictive capability. Both physics-based and data-driven approaches are adopted to solve
the UQ problems in computational materials science.
The contribution of this thesis is to advance the current knowledge of ICME tools in
several frontiers. In Chapter 3, we developed a novel method to lift the time scale limit of
the ICME tools and demonstrate its usefulness in microstructural evolution. In Chapter 5
and 6, two other novel optimization methods are proposed to solve for the inverse prob-
lem, where the computationally expensive and complex ICME tools are considered as the
functional evaluators.
In Chapter 3, the time scale limit of nanoscale ICME tools is alleviated using the pro-
posed stochastic ROM model. The stochastic ROM model is particularly useful for high-
fidelity nanoscale ICME tools, such as MD simulations and DFT calculations. The com-
putational burden in MD simulations to predict the microscopic QoIs can be significantly
reduced using the stochastic ROM, where the coefficients are trained based on the QoIs’
history. Furthermore, because the computational cost to propagate the stochastic ROM is
substantially cheaper, e.g. the cost to solve a 1D PDE is much smaller than to solve for
O(106) ODEs, the microscopic QoIs can be conveniently propagated using the stochastic
ROM. In the demonstration, we used the chord-length distribution and the grain area as the
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microstructural descriptors to demonstrate the effectiveness in mesoscale ICME tools. For
the nanoscale MD simulations, several macroscopic QoIs are considered as the statistical
descriptors of the simulation cells.
In Chapter 4, we employed SG, PCE, and SC methods to investigate the dendritic
growth in Al-4wt%Cu binary alloys, with respect to thermodynamic and process param-
eters. It is shown that the dendritic morphology is affected by process parameters and
thermodynamic parameters, which are a part of constitutive models. The employment of
SG in high-dimensional problems is to relieve the computational burden in exploring the
high-dimensional input space. The uncertainty of dendritic growth is quantified using the
SG approach, in which PCE is utilized to represent the QoIs as polynomial approximations,
and SG is employed to interpolate and integrate the QoIs on high-dimensional space.
In Chapters 5 and 6, we presented two extensions to the BO method to solve for the
inverse problem in high-dimensional space. It is a part of our effort in extending the classi-
cal BO method toward a ”versatile” BO method. BO is a powerful optimization method in
high-dimensional problem. The significant advantages of BO is data-driven, adaptive, UQ,
derivative-free, and easy to extend. The theoretical foundation of BO has been half a cen-
tury, yet the method is still being further developed and extended to scope with modern-era
problems.
In Chapter 5, the batch-parallel extension is crucial in reducing the computational run-
time for the inverse high-dimensional problem with high-fidelity ICME tools through in-
creased parallelism on HPC. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified through
the usage of HPC with larger batch. In other words, increased effectiveness is observed to
correlate with the size of the batch, and subsequently the size of the HPC. It is notewor-
thy that with the proposed technique, the usage of high-fidelity ICME tools as functional
evaluators are computationally possible and tractable with the aid of HPC.
Chapter 6 describes another important extension of BO method to solve for the mixed-
integer optimization through categorical regression decomposition approach. The theory
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is verified mathematically, as well as empirically through comparison with genetic algo-
rithms. In computational materials science, there are many situations in which the contin-
uous variables simply cannot describe the discrete nature of the inputs. For example, there
are several sheet metal related manufacturing processes, including deep drawing, shallow-
ing drawing, bar drawing, wire drawing, and tube drawing processes. For extrusions, there
are hot extrusion, cold extrusion, warm extrusion, friction extrusion and micro-extrusion
processes. Without the discrete variables, it would be difficult to represent process param-
eters.
Non-intrusive UQ methods are concerned in this dissertation. It is noteworthy that
intrusive UQ methods integration to ICME tools have been utilized in previous work, where
interval analysis and generalized intervals are invoked to solve the model-form UQ problem
in MD simulations [223, 224, 225, 226]. Distributed local GP approach is also proposed to
search for the minimum energy path in high-dimensional complex potential energy surface
[1]. It has been shown that the local GP approach is scalable and favorable to large dataset.
Preliminary result on local GP approach also indicates that the GP framework is scalable
to O(106) data points.
6.2 Summary of the Dissertation
The ultimate goal of the dissertation is to advance the UQ methodologies in the context
of computational materials science. In this thesis, we are concerned with UQ, UP, and
optimization under uncertainty in ICME context. Two methods are proposed in the first
half of the thesis to quantify and propagate the uncertainty, accompanying by MD, PF, and
kMC materials engineering examples. Two other optimization methods based on Bayesian
optimization approach are adopted and extended to parallel and mixed-integer directions,
respectively. They are demonstrated by several design optimization examples.
In Chapter 3, we proposed to propagate uncertainty in microstructural evolution, using
kMC, PF, and MD models. The methodology relies on a stochastic ROM based on Fokker-
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Planck equation, where the ROM parameters are trained using ML approaches. After train-
ing, the ROM is then used to propagate the uncertainty in the upper time scale beyond the
classical time scale limit of the underlying ICME model. In the kMC example, the grain
area in grain growth simulation is used as the statistical descriptor of the microstructure.
In the PF example, the chord-length distribution is used as the statistical descriptor in the
Fe-Cr decomposition, using Cahn-Hilliard equation as the govern equation. In the MD ex-
ample, several macroscopic QoIs are used as the descriptors for the whole simulation cell
of the system.
Chapter 4 is concerned with quantifying uncertainty in PF model, particularly with the
dendrite morphology in Al-4%wt Cu binary alloys. The process-structure relationship is
investigated. Several QoIs are proposed to quantified the dendrite morphology, using image
processing techniques. The dendrite morphology are plotted on sparse grid, showing a
clear relationship between processing and microstructure. The dendritic growth is affected
by both processing and thermodynamic parameters, both quantitatively and qualitatively.
Some parameters promote the growth of the dendritic secondary arm, whereas some other
parameters promote the growth of the whole dendrite.
In Chapter 5, we extended the classical sequential BO method to solve known/unknown
constrained optimization problems in a parallel manner. The parallel extension is aimed
toward reducing the computational runtime through increased parallelism in HPC infras-
tructure. The extension is constructed by building two GPs, where the first GP depends
on the objective function, whereas the second GP classifies the feasibility of the sampling
locations. The method is then demonstrated using CFD example, where the typical runtime
is 4-7 hours. The effectiveness of the methodology is shown to correlate with the size of
HPC used to optimize the problem.
In Chapter 6, we extended the classical sequential BO method to solve a mixed-integer
optimization problems in a sequential manner. The approach is constructed based on the de-
composition scheme to break a large dataset to smaller datasets, and combine the posterior
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predictions using a weighted linear average approach. The methodology is demonstrated
using a design optimization example for mechanical and auxetic metamaterials.
6.3 Contributions
The novel contributions of the dissertation are highlighted as follows.
• A stochastic ROM is developed to propagate uncertainty in ICME models, where the
time scale of the ROM is much longer than that of the underlying ICME models. The
proposed ROM is based on Fokker-Planck equations, where parameters are trained
using a collection of data from the ICME models. The time scale used in the ROM
is generally larger than the ones in the ICME models, and the computational cost
to solve for the stochastic ROM is significantly lower than the ICME models. This
allows the uncertainty to propagate statistically in a faster time scale. A possible
application of the proposed method can be developed to construct the simulation
domain using the propagated microstructural descriptors.
• A UQ method is applied to to assess the sensitivities in the dendritic growth in Al-
4%wt Cu. The dendritic morphology is shown to vary with respect to different pa-
rameters used in the PF model.
• A synchronous parallel BO method is proposed to optimize high-fidelity engineer-
ing simulations, with known and unknown constraints. The unknown constraint can
scope with unexpected termination of the model, diverging solver, ill-conditioned
simulations, with respect to varying input parameters. The proposed method is
demonstrated on HPC.
• A sequential mixed-integer BO method is proposed to solve for a mixed-integer con-
strained optimization problem, where the constraints are known a priori. The con-
straints are penalized in the acquisition function of the BO methods, whereas the
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discrete variables are used to decompose a large dataset to smaller ones. The poste-
riori predictions are then combined using a weighted linear average scheme, where
the weights change adaptively according to the dataset. The proposed algorithm is
shown to outperform the state-of-the-art genetic algorithms with different settings.
6.4 Future work
As the field of materials informatics advances, one seeks to combine physics-based and
data-driven approaches to solve high-dimensional complex problems, with limited data.
The data can be either obtained from experiment or from simulation. Multi-fidelity GP is
a promising approach to combine data from different sources in computational materials
science. The future work can include
• extended optimization under uncertainty methodologies toward a ”versatile” BO al-
gorithm, which can solve multi-fidelity, multi-objective, scalable optimization prob-
lems on the HPC,
• applications of the proposed UQ methods to other ICME tools at continuum and
quantum scales, such as crystal plasticity models and density functional theory cal-
culations for specific types of materials,
• development of data-driven approaches to solve a multi-scale ICME problems, where
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